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Preface

I wrote this book so that it can be read on two levels. On one level, this is
about Miskawayh who melded together the cultural and religious ele-
ments of Islamic humanism thereby creating a special kind of Islamic
cultural humanism to teach us how we can rise above ourselves, how to
transcend our own human subjectivity to experience an ever-rewarding
mystical union with God. Through the social and intellectual, through
the ethical and practical, Miskawayh shows us how to consider more
fully, more consciously, the purpose of our own existence. In short, Mis-
kawayh’s brand of Islamic humanism is a tool to understand life.

On a more subtle level, I wrote this book as an apologia for a liberal arts
education. The new mantra for education today is the infamous acronym,
STEM (i.e., science, technology, engineering, and math). STEM is popular
and pushed because it provides practical and applicable results, namely
employment. Its benefits are usually immediate with some guarantee of
social and fiduciary rewards. A liberal arts education, however, is hard-
pressed to compete in this environment because its value is less apparent,
its results less applicable. Society does not readily recognize, much less
appreciate, those rewards gained from a liberal arts education. Neverthe-
less, I believe, there is still hope. In the spirit of Miskawayh, we have only
to look to history to understand the value of such an education. In both
the Islamic and European Renaissance, one needed the accoutrements of
civility acquired from either adab or humanitas in addition to those skills
necessary for his particular trade or vocation.
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Introduction

Ibn Miskawayh (932–1030) was as an advocate of the intellectually culti-
vated life with a strong religious bent. Though not necessarily a major
innovator, he was someone worth listening to, analogous to those gentle-
men who represented the best of their time such as Petrarch (1304–1374),
Pico della Mirandola (1463–1494), Francois Rabelais (1494–1553), Montes-
quieu (1689–1755) or more recently, Mortimer Adler (1902–2001). All of
these men of letters shared one commonality, that is, each tried in his
own way to provide a moral compass for turbulent times. Despite the
tumultuous period of the Buyid Dynasty (934–1048), the Reformation’s
schism of Western Christianity (1517–1648), or the horrendous atrocities
of the First World War (1914–1918), these gentlemen offered the world
hope with a humanism that cultivated both civic and moral character.
Even in the midst of our own modern fractured society, their respective
brands of humanism continue to teach us two important lessons that
remind us all that we should live our lives with meaning and dignity.
First, with perseverance, we find wisdom and make it our own through
freedom and restraint. Second, with wisdom, we come to realize and
appreciate that morality, like art, is more than just an accessory to life.

Miskawayh, the first Muslim moralist, presented moral philosophy as
a separate discipline. His moral philosophy, whose foundation (both sec-
ular and spiritual) built in part on a Platonic trichotomy of the soul (i.e.,
rational, irascible, and concupiscent), employed a framework consisting
of the four Platonic cardinal virtues (i.e., prudence, justice, temperance,
and courage). This underlying Platonic framework would function as the
template upon which he would carefully fashion and refine his analytical
system of Islamic ethics by weaving together Aristotelian and Stoic ideals
into a kind of Neoplatonic geometry of morality.1

Furthermore, I propose that we can locate in Miskawayh’s theocentric
moral philosophy, Tahdhib al-Aklaq (The Refinement of Character), and in
his writing on history, Tajarib al-Umam (Experiences of Nations), the Is-
lamic ethos of piety—a piety which connects the universal society of
souls in a kind of physical (e.g., Miskawayh’s history) and psychological
(e.g., Miskawayh’s moral philosophy) union, analogous to a civitas Dei in
the Augustinian sense. This underlying current of the Islamic ethos of
piety links Miskawayh’s moral philosophy to the Qur’an. Additionally,
Miskawayh’s historical work, Tajarib al-Umam (Experiences of Nations),
contains examples of this Islamic ethos of piety as we see whenever he
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Introductionxii

would draw our attention to those morally good and bad historical fig-
ures about whom he was writing. Whether it be directly expressed in
moral philosophy or illustrated in the examples of renown or notorious
historical figures, Miskawayh’s point seems clear. One’s character is
much easier kept than recovered.

My inquiry focuses on how Miskawayh’s works on moral philosophy,
history, and metaphysics share two dominant Islamic humanist themes—
intersubjectivity (that is, learning about the other to discover the truth
about one’s self through a study of history) and transcendence (that is,
one’s relationship with divinity as understood through metaphysics and
psychology). I begin by giving an account of Miskawayh’s life in tenth-
and eleventh-century Baghdad. I then examine how Miskawayh’s job as a
royal court librarian inspired him as a historian and philosopher. Next, I
discuss Miskawayh’s contributions to eleventh-century Islamic human-
ism and how these contributions led Miskawayh to create a kind of civic
humanism that shaped his moral philosophy.

Finally, I conclude by reaffirming my claim that Miskawayh was an
advocate of the intellectually cultivated life and though not necessarily
an innovator, he was nevertheless someone worth listening to. Tradition-
al Miskawayh scholarship has focused primarily on Miskawayh as an
Aristotelian philosopher in the Iranian tradition of political thought and
courtly culture. My book goes beyond this research and shows that Mis-
kawayh’s philosophy in particular—and Islamic philosophy in general—
is not merely derivative of Greek philosophy. Rather, Miskawayh’s pos-
sesses and integrates something quite unique and foreign to Greek phi-
losophy, namely, elements of theology, metaphysics, mysticism, and civic
humanism.

1. See Majid Fakhry, “The Platonism of Miskawayh and Its Implications for His
Ethics,” Studia Islamica, no. 42 (1975), 45–46.
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ONE
Ibn Miskawayh—Philosopher,

Historian, Sage

ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHY—A BRIEF OVERVIEW

Islamic philosophy is philosophy. Not surprisingly, then, the content of
Islamic philosophy will more or less resemble that of philosophy in gen-
eral. Now, philosophy itself wrestles with both tedious and abstruse is-
sues concerning, for example, the nature of the world and reality, the
finitude of causes, cause/effect relationships, the nature of change, and so
forth. So, it should come as no surprise that some of these issues that
plague philosophy will no doubt find their way into Islamic philosophi-
cal circles as well. However, what distinguishes Islamic philosophical
discussion in particular from traditional Greek philosophical discussion
in general is the religio-political element that focuses and directs the at-
tention of Islamic philosophy on two specific issues central to Islamic
philosophical and theological thought—metaphysics and epistemology.

Islamic philosophy concerns itself with two primary questions around
which its philosophical discussion seems to revolve, namely what is the
nature of the world, of the cosmos, of God, and how does one (or can
one) talk about (this knowledge of) the nature of the world, of the cos-
mos, of God? Indeed, for the Islamic philosopher, understanding how
everything is put together (i.e., metaphysics) and being able to devise
some system or knowledge for explaining how everything fits together
(i.e., epistemology)—and to do all this within a coherent and logical
framework that does not contravene established theological dogma—was
at best an ambitious if not formidable undertaking in itself.

Consider, first, metaphysics. Simply stated, metaphysics for the most
part deals with first principles, being, and knowing. Metaphysics
quenches the philosopher’s thirst to know and to understand the world.
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Chapter 12

For we all have a desire to know, as Aristotle claims in the beginning of
his Metaphysics. It is this desire that helped motivate Islamic philosophers
such as Miskawayh, for example, to think about God outside the box, so
to speak. Metaphysics provided these philosophers with new ways to
think about God and the cosmos. Of the Greek philosophers who pro-
foundly influenced Islamic philosophy, I believe that it was Plato who
stoked the flames of imagination in Islamic philosophers with his Ti-
maeus. In the Timaeus, Plato speaks of a universe that is intelligible; a
universe whereby time is the moving image of eternity; a universe that is
eternal, orderly, good, and a universe brought into being by God’s provi-
dence. Taken together, these Platonic ideas provided Islamic philoso-
phers the raw material with which to understand and to begin to fashion
their own metaphysics within the context of their religion.

Regarding epistemology, within the Islamic philosophical milieu, two
important questions occupied intellectual debates: Does human knowl-
edge take away from or add to God’s knowledge; and, what is the per-
son’s role who has this knowledge?1 As Sari Nuseibeh points out, these
two questions are extremely relevant to the philosophical discussions
going on at the time because they touch on core Islamic religious beliefs
that knowledge is one of God’s chief attributes and that true knowledge
is solely of God. An understanding of these epistemological implications
provides one with but a glimpse of the tension that existed between the
philosophers and theologians.

Why did Muslims begin to cultivate philosophy in the first place? Al-
Kindi (800–870), considered to be the first Arab philosopher, defined phi-
losophy as the pursuit of the knowledge of the reality of things. Socratic-
Platonic influence conditioned by Cynic and Stoic thought echo through-
out his philosophy.2 For al-Kindi and those Islamic followers after him
believed that to know the “reality of things” is to know truth. To know
truth is to be a little closer to divine knowledge. For this reason, al-Kindi
believed that one must likewise “gracefully” receive truth wherever one
finds it. Yet, the capacity of human knowledge can go only so far—albeit
some of the later Arab philosophers were somewhat reluctant to admit
this. As human beings, however, we can only contemplate a portion of
the complexities of the universe, but we cannot fathom its origins. In a
sense, that is God’s territory. Nevertheless, we can ascertain the reality of
things around us. We can take notice of how the world is put together
(i.e., physics) and what the causes of things are (i.e., metaphysics) in our
world.

In order to grasp life’s bigger questions, one either turns to the proph-
ets or to rational philosophy to begin with concepts such as quantity and
quality, concepts necessary for a knowledge of secondary substances.3

Al-Kindi and other philosophers after him—for example, Ibn Al-Rawan-
di (827–911), Al-Razi (d. 925), and even Miskawayh (932–1030)—were all
searching for truth in one form or another. Generally, their philosophical
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Ibn Miskawayh—Philosopher, Historian, Sage 3

concerns stemmed from some larger concerns such as deriving proofs for
God’s existence, creation ex nihilo, and eschatology. In the end though,
they each realized to some extent that philosophy must always humble
itself by realizing its own shortcomings and limitations in its pursuit of
truth and thereby subordinate itself to that higher pathway which the
theologians call revelation. For the philosopher is ultimately subordinate
to the prophet.4

One reason, then, why Muslims cultivated philosophy was to emulate
divinity in proportion to human capacity. Emulation of divinity occurs in
the pursuit of knowledge and in the practice of virtue. Pursuit of knowl-
edge can begin from without—by knowing the cosmos—or it can begin
from within—by knowing the self. Fakhry writes, “Man’s chief clue to the
knowledge of the world must be the knowledge of himself.”5 Why, then,
did Muslims cultivate philosophy? They cultivated philosophy both to
understand and transcend the physical. To transcend the physical was to
gain knowledge of the Divine, a knowledge of God’s unity, a knowledge
of all that is virtuous. To do this was, after all, to do that which the
Apostles of God taught.

MISKAWAYH THE HISTORIAN

Born around 932, Abu ‘Ali ibn Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ya’qub Mis-
kawayh fancied himself both historian and philosopher. In his mid-thir-
ties, he found himself in a world suffering from the consequences of war,
the oppressive weight of greed, never-ending power struggles, and polit-
ical uprisings. This was a century of “fragmentation,” as Lenn Goodman
described it.6 This fragmentation only grew worse by the widening sec-
tarian riots not to mention those racial riots of the garrison which con-
sisted of Arabs, Daylamites, and Turks.7 This tumultuous period was
Miskawayh’s canvas as a historian. Being in the right place at the right
time—and working for the right people—afforded Miskawayh unprece-
dented access to dignitaries and other various visitors to the court in
addition to acquiring firsthand knowledge about many of the current
events of his time.

Miskawayh served al-Muhallabi as a courtier to the vizier of Mu’izz
al-Dawla for twelve years.8 His tenure as courtier provided him unprece-
dented access to the goings-on at the court. As a passive observer, for
example, Miskawayh personally witnessed the arrest of the officers of
Mu’izz al-Dawla whom al-Muhallabi punished in 962, or the time when
al-Muhallabi—through diligence and patience—discovered hoarded
treasures of Abu ‘Ali (d. 962).9 For twelve years, Miskawayh faithfully
served al-Muhallabi from 953 to 964. He primarily lived in Baghdad dur-
ing this time, which was advantageous for him since Baghdad was still
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the capital of the Eastern Caliphate as well as the cultural and intellectual
center for its time.10

From the vantage point of a historian, Miskawayh looked around and
decided to embark on that complex politico-philosophical journey that
would lead him from the sublime heights of heaven to the carnal depths
of the physical world. Islamic civilization reached a cultural and intellec-
tual zenith in the tenth and eleventh centuries during which time Muslim
ideas and scholarship matured. This is often referred to as the Golden
Age of Islam.11 Miskawayh grew up during this period, namely the Ab-
basid period (750–1258). It was during this time when Muslim scholars
were actively translating foreign texts, particularly Greek. Working as a
librarian for various viziers of the Buwayhids, Miskawayh had rare ac-
cess to many of these works thereby immersing him thoroughly in the
culture of his age.

As historians go, Miskawayh was lucky in that he often found himself
in the company of those individuals destined to alter the ebb and flow of
history in one way or another. This undoubtedly gave Miskawayh the
advantage of having access to important historical personages as I men-
tioned earlier. The people with whom he had daily contact were for him
eyewitnesses to history—a history he set out to record with the utmost
competence even though to some extent the social status of both himself
and his informants sometimes sharpened and at other times dulled his
historical acumen.12 In his writing, Miskawayh never mentioned that he
actually became involved in any of the events he described, but rather he
kept his eyes open and recorded what he saw. Khan suggested that if
Miskawayh had actually gotten involved, then he would have mentioned
it.13

Because of his position in the Buwayhid government, Miskawayh had
acquired a particular expertise in the methods of administration and the
art and state of warfare of the time, and furthermore, secured access to
one of the best libraries of the day. All this worked together nicely as he
set out to write his historical and philosophical works. Miskawayh exhib-
its to the utmost the acumen of a philosopher and the objectivity of an
historian. Particularly with his history, Tajarib al–Umam (Experiences of
Nations), everyone is fair game. Miskawayh tried to report these histori-
cal events without bias and free from partisanship and is not shy about
reporting the crimes of his employer the Buwayhids.14 Margoliouth notes
that Miskawayh represented the dynasty’s founder, ‘Imad al-daulah, as
an “unprincipled adventurer.” Margoliouth writes, “Muhallabi’s master,
Mu ‘izz al-daulah, is reprehended in the very strongest terms for the
treachery wherewith he started his career. . .”15

All this is to say that Miskawayh’s involvement with the Buwayhid
regime and its viziers enabled him to partake more freely in the political
life of tenth-century Iraq and Persia.16 Regardless of duties, as Khan
notes, Miskawayh gained valuable firsthand experience of the inner
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Ibn Miskawayh—Philosopher, Historian, Sage 5

workings of the Buwayhid administrative system which provided a criti-
cal ingredient for his primary source material of his historical studies of
the period.17 Even so, Miskawayh still had to struggle against what
Goodman called “the sensuous and cynical values of the court and cul-
ture in which he had come of age.”18 This could be the reason why he felt
that he had to purify himself spiritually before he could begin working
on his treatise on moral philosophy, namely the Tadhib al–Aklaq (The
Refinement of Character).

MISKAWAYH THE PHILOSOPHER

As a philosopher, Miskawayh is unique in that he found a way to har-
monize Platonic, Aristotelian, Stoic, and Neoplatonic virtues within the
context of Islamic culture. Belonging to the philosophical school of Bagh-
dad during the second half of the tenth century and the beginning of the
eleventh, in addition to his historical writings, his philosophical works
embody that rich cultural and intellectual milieu of his time.19 Further-
more, Miskawayh was both familiar and worked with the works of many
Greek writers such as Posidonius, Galen, Porphyry, and Themistius, as
well as Plato and Aristotle via Arabic translations or through commentar-
ies.20

Seeing himself as a philosopher firmly entrenched in the philosophi-
cal—particularly Aristotelian—tradition and using this particular tradi-
tion as his primary point of reference, Miskawayh devised a moral philo-
sophical system of integration that he would use to bridge the gap be-
tween philosophy and religion similar to the strategy Ibn Rushd would
later come to employ. Though they seem at times derivative, tenuous, or
perhaps even disconnected, Miskawayh’s philosophical themes all point
to his conception of God’s relationship with His creation, especially hu-
manity. The various themes within his philosophy are but components in
a richly textured Aristotelian philosophical scheme that attempts to align
itself with religion.21

Miskawayh believed—as did other Islamic philosophers—that the
question of existence is one of providence and invention which he insists is
consistent with both religious method and the Qur’an. The argument
from providence rests on the premise that everything in the world was
created for a reason and exists for the benefit of humanity. In turn, the
argument from invention rests on the premise that God invented all creat-
ed entities.22 It logically follows, then, that every invented thing has an
inventor. So, whoever wishes to know God need only to consider and
study how things are in the world—a kind of natural theology, I sus-
pect.23

“Miskawayh,” wrote Goodman, “was the most explicit and self-con-
scious exponent of philosophical humanism in Islam.”24 This is what
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perhaps distinguishes him from fifteenth-century European Renaissance
humanists, namely, that Miskawayh’s humanism was a philosophical hu-
manism as opposed to a kind of academic humanism as the writings of
Renaissance humanists attest.25 Moreover, in his moral philosophy, Mis-
kawayh sought the cultivation of souls, or what he called “the refinement
of character.” He brought to the forefront the virtues of fellowship, com-
munity, civility, and ultimately the fulfillment of one’s nature. This cul-
minated in the individual’s sense of his personhood in the idea of com-
munity. In classical Islam, one’s character (khuluq) is the state of one’s
soul, not the soul itself nor the action of the soul but the cause of the
actions of the soul.26 Miskawayh is following Aristotelian tradition here
in believing that character can be refined by training and practice.27

By way of adab (good manners), Miskawayh saw cultural cultivation
in the Islamic literary tradition as a component of the natural goals of
one’s life. Here, in the community, self-cultivation begins, matures, and
ends in the moral, cultural, and political life of the community with the
good as the goal of both the community and the individual himself. Not
surprisingly, then, does one hear echoes of Aristotle in Miskawayh’s ethic
of civic humanism. According to Miskawayh, a state is really just a large
community whose goal is to promote good. Everyone in the community
works towards promoting the good of the whole. Everyone has a part to
play.

Every state is a community of some kind, and every community is
established with a view to some good; for everyone always acts in
order to obtain that which they think good. But, if all communities aim
at some good, the state or political community, which is the highest of
all, and which embraces all the rest, aims at good in a greater degree
than any other, and at the highest good.28

THE SAGE

A sage is someone who is happy no matter what life throws at him. He is
content both with and within himself. This involves a kind of self-coher-
ence, self-control, and self-discipline. These three elements represent
those tools which the sage uses to find happiness within himself regard-
less of anything external (i.e., possessions, events, etc.).29 Plato and Aris-
totle basically say the same thing regarding a sage as someone who is
independent and finds happiness within himself. “But we also say this,
that such a one is most of all men sufficient unto himself for a good life
and is distinguished from other men in having least need of anybody
else."30

Consider also the following from Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics. Aris-
totle explains that self-sufficiency belongs most to contemplative activity.
Even Miskawayh felt that contemplative activity was one of the highest
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Ibn Miskawayh—Philosopher, Historian, Sage 7

forms of intellection since it helped to focus one’s mind on God. The
essence of Aristotle’s message here is community. We all need the basics
of life. But once our basic needs have been met, we need community to
help us foster right and proper civic and moral behavior. This is the
hallmark of the wise man who recognizes this. As Aristotle writes, “. . .
but the wise man, even when by himself, can contemplate truth, and the
better the wiser he is; he can perhaps do so better if he has fellow-work-
ers, but still he is the most self-sufficient.”31

Finding happiness (plus maintaining happiness) within oneself
through self-sufficiency no matter the circumstances is undoubtedly a
struggle. But as the Stoics point out, this struggle is a fundamental com-
ponent of happiness itself. To endure and embrace one’s struggles is a
virtue, and that is all that is needed for happiness. Epictetus makes men-
tion of this by encouraging us to those “aims”—or what we might call
goals—that we have thus far achieved and those we have not yet at-
tained.32 We need to be mindful of that which causes us pleasure and that
which causes pain because these realizations help to shape our character.
This strategy will prepare us for those challenging times in life from
which no one can escape. “For those who are entering on the greatest of
all struggles must not shrink but must be ready to endure stripes; for the
struggle they are concerned with is not wrestling . . . in which a man may
succeed or fail. . . . no, his struggle is for good fortune and happiness
itself.”33

In short, a sage’s peace of mind rests on the equanimity of his soul, his
own self-sufficiency, and his indifference to the world.34 To borrow Un-
amuno’s language, the sage affirms his “I," namely his own conscious-
ness and, in turn, humankind itself, the true humanism—”the humanism
of man, not of the things of man. . . .”35 Could Miskawayh be teaching us
the secrets of becoming a sage? Is Miskawayh arguing that we need to
embrace our own existential “I” in order to gain peace of mind and hap-
piness? Does Miskawayh believe that by refining our character, we too
can better realize and embrace our “I” and its place in the scheme of the
universe?

MISKAWAYH, THE MAN

Abu ‘Ali Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ya’qub Miskawayh was born
around 932 in Rayy, a district in Persia, near Tehran. Very little biograph-
ical information exists about his early life. However, we do know that he
came from a well-to-do family whose reputation carried some weight
politically in Rayy.

Traumatized early in life by the death of his father, Miskawayh was
left in the care of his mother. Not too long thereafter, his mother then
married a substantially younger man who often was mistaken as Mis-
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kawayh’s elder brother in public.36 Needless to say, this arrangement
troubled Miskawayh greatly. He disapproved of his mother’s marriage to
the younger man so much that it drove a wedge between son and mother.
Some scholars have speculated that this estrangement served as a catalyst
for Miskawayh to leave home early and pursue a career with the govern-
ment in Baghdad.37

In his early twenties, Miskawayh attracted favorable attention from
al–Muhallabi (d. 963), vizier of the Buwayhid ruler Muʿizz al–Dawla (d.
945), and shortly thereafter was appointed al–Muallabi’s secretary in 953.
Such a prestigious appointment for someone of Miskawayh’s young age
suggests that Miskawayh must have had a solid and comprehensive aca-
demic and cultural background.38

He started out as a courtier. Nevertheless, his experience as courtier
left Miskawayh professionally unfulfilled—even to the point where he
felt that he might have wasted his time. In fact, this experience created
within him a moral deficit that could only be absolved through a kind of
purgation of the soul. In the following excerpt Miskawayh is referring to
himself in the third person as someone who was going down the “wrong
way” early in his life.

He, on the other hand, who does not have this chance in his early life
and whose ill luck it is to be brought up by his parents to recite immo-
ral poetry, to accept its lies, and to admire its references to vile deeds
and the pursuit of pleasures—as is found, for instance, in the poetry of
Imru’ al–Qays, al–Nabighah and their like; who later serves under
chiefs who encourage him to recite such poetry or to compose its like
and bestow generous gifts upon him; who has the misfortune of being
associated with fellows that assist him in the quest of bodily pleasures,
and becomes inclined to covet excessively food, drink, vehicles, orna-
ments, and the possession of thoroughbred horses and handsome
slaves, as was the case with me at certain times in my life; and who
then indulges in them and neglects for their sake the happiness to
which he is fitted—whoever leads such a life, let him consider all this
as misery rather than bliss and loss rather than gain and let him strive
to wean himself from it gradually. But what a difficult task this is! Yet it
is, in any case, better than persisting further and further in the wrong
way.39

His next undertaking as librarian and secretary would present him unfet-
tered joy and access to Islamic and Greek sources of learning. His posi-
tion as librarian would soon catapult him into the stratosphere of learned
society. During this stage of his life, he soon found himself a bona fide
member of the intelligentsia in one of the most important centers of learn-
ing, namely Baghdad.40
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CIVIL SERVICE IN BAGHDAD

With the Abbasid Caliphs under the control of the Buwayhid military,
the Buwayhid period was undoubtedly chaotic and dangerous. Muʿizz
al–Dawla, the first Buyid emir of Iraq, had captured Baghdad through the
clever negotiating skills of his vizier, al–Muhallabi, who convinced Bagh-
dad to surrender. At the time, Miskawayh, who came from a well-to-do
family, was al–Muhallabi’s young secretary and nadim (boon compan-
ion).41 During this time, as a young man, Miskawayh engaged in the
morally questionable activities of the nadim, but this period of his life
helped lead to his conversion in his later years as he would later reflect.42

As Bhat noted, with Miskawayh as a nadim (special friend), he was re-
quired to be present at courtly functions and parties wherein he wit-
nessed various forms of what he might consider questionable moral be-
havior and even indulged himself in these activities at times.43 It is sur-
prising that Miskawayh himself would indulge in such activities. Per-
haps he was merely immersing himself into his environment for the pur-
poses of research.

Miskawayh prepared an outline of the science of ethics in Arabic in
addition to his other scholarly studies. Miskawayh—a Persian at a time
when Persians were culturally dominant—became enamored with the
study of ethics since the Syrian Christians were now making Arabic
translations of Greek texts more readily available. To this outline of the
science of ethics, he gave the name Tahdhib Akhlaq wa Tathir al–Aʿraq,
“The Correction of Dispositions and the Cleansing of Veins.”44

While to some, Miskawayh appeared eccentric, to others he was mi-
serly and greedy.45 Indeed, Miskawayh did have his hands in many pots.
He was an historian, a moralist, a poet, and even dabbled in alchemy.
According to Sharif, Miskawayh’s interest in alchemy was not necessarily
for purely academic reasons but rather “in search of gold and wealth and
was most servile to his masters.”46 Others, such as Ansari, suggest that
Miskawayh truly believed in the possibilities of alchemy. It is not neces-
sarily unusual that Miskawayh was fascinated with alchemy if we histor-
ically contextualize alchemy, for example. When the Arabs encountered
the mysterious and ancient cultures of Egypt and Chaldea, they quickly
assimilated the esoteric sciences of astrology, alchemy, and magic, all of
which were based on the Neoplatonic notion of correspondences among
the divine, celestial, and earthly spheres.47 In fact, the Arabs were so
interested in Hermes Trismegistus, that they produced their own Her-
metic literature whose subjects covered theosophy, astrology, and alche-
my.

Because his mother was so overbearing, Miskawayh freed himself
from her early and set out to find his fortune by studying alchemy and
studied the works of Razi and Jabir bin-Haiyan in addition to carrying on
experiments.48 This was not unusual for medieval Muslims to study al-
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chemy, according to Ansari. Yahya bin ʿAdi, the Christian philosopher,
and Abu Sulaiman al-Mantiqi also vigorously pursued detailed studies of
alchemy.49 But in the end, Miskawayh saw that alchemy was a dead end
and pursued other interests. He turned his attention away from refine-
ment of the body but to a refinement of the soul.

As Miskawayh grew older, he became more reflective, so to speak. He
now concerned himself not with wealth of the body (i.e., material goods)
but wealth of the soul (i.e., spiritual goods). To this end, perhaps as
atonement for his previous ways, he devised for himself a strict moral
code of conduct to initiate within himself a kind of moral transformation,
a way to strengthen the spirit against the flesh.50 Here, according to
Yaqut as summarized by Donaldson, are the fourteen points by which
Miskawayh attempted to live:51

1. He had emphasized the continuous struggle that he needed to
keep up with his essential manhood (al-mar) and his animal nature.

2. He felt the importance of adhering to the Law (al-Sharia).
3. He had endeavored to remember agreements and to fulfill them,

particularly agreements he made with Allah.
4. He showed little confidence in men, and this he accomplished by

avoiding familiarity with them.
5. He had cultivated the love of the beautiful for its own sake and for

no other reason.
6. He had appreciated the value of silence in times of agitation, until

reason would direct him.
7. He had striven to continue any state of mind that was beneficial

until it would become a habit.
8. He had approved taking the initiative in things that were credit-

able.
9. He had found that whole-hearted sympathy was necessary in or-

der to work on any important undertaking without distraction.
10. He had felt that the fear of death and of poverty could be counter-

acted by doing what was still possible and by not being indolent.
11. He had shut out from his mind such anxieties as were aroused by

sayings of the base and he had tried to suppress his desire at night
to plan something against them.

12. He had come to realize that he must be inured to wealth or to
poverty, and to liberality or to contempt.

13. He had tried to remember times of sickness when he was in health,
and occasions of joy and pleasure when anger was apt to arise, so
that there might be less injustice and transgression.

14. He had rejoiced in times of trust, appreciating the goodness of
hope and confidence in Allah, turning his whole heart to Him.52

In his preamble to Tahdhib al-Akhlaq, Miskawayh elegantly reiterates
these points in terms of the object of his book on ethics. In other words,
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before he could set out to write such a work, in today’s vernacular, he
had to first “practice what he preached.”

Ahmad ibn Muhammad Miskawayh says: Our object in this book is to
acquire for ourselves such a character that all our actions issuing there-
from may be good and, at the same time, may be performed by us
easily, without any constraint or difficulty. This object we intend to
achieve according to an art, and in a didactic order. The way to this end
is to understand, first of all our souls: what they are, what kind of thing
they are, and for what purpose they have been brought into existence
with us— I mean: their perfection and their end. . . For God (mighty
and exalted be He!) Has said: “By a soul and That which shaped it, and
breathed into it its wickedness and its piety; he who keeps it pure
prospers, and he who corrupts it fails.”53

MISKAWAYH—HIS WORKS

With Miskawayh, we have an author developing an oeuvre that com-
bines social concern with social grace. His whole oeuvre, I argue, was a
reflection on both the limits of social freedom and humanity’s relation-
ship with divinity. Taken together, through the general motifs of his
works, Miskawayh had revealed that our limits on freedom and our rela-
tionship with the transcendent point to the fact that we are not self-
sufficient. Rather, these limits and relationship form the bedrock of basic
human consciousness. In turn, this basic consciousness preserves the es-
sentiality of the individual.

This individual, as Miskawayh explained in The Refinement of Charac-
ter, consisting of an integration of soul and self, is a humanely active
member of his community. The key word here is humanely. Another com-
mon theme that weaves its way throughout all of Miskawayh’s works is
that to be humane is essentially a matter of education—both practical and
theoretical. As with the Greeks, Miskawayh also felt that human per-
fected existence is found in community with others, namely a polis. The
individual, with proper training, will come to understand that the com-
munity represents a means, never an end, for overall spiritual, intellectual,
and social development.

Here, I make the case that Miskawayh is more than just a philosopher.
The scope of his works suggests an individual who possesses to an un-
usual degree a consciousness of the world yet never becomes distracted
from the world or loses sight of the big picture. In his book Anthropologie
philosophique, Bernard Groethuysen described the relationship between
the sage and the world.54 The sage, in a sense, tunes into the conscious-
ness of the world and tries to make himself totally present to the world.
He is one with the world.
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Through his works on history and moral philosophy, Miskawayh
links humanity with the whole world thereby establishing a kind of inter-
subjectivity between humanity and the world that clarifies what we might
call today the universal human condition. I am reminded of Sartre who
pointed out, “We exist in the world; we work in the world; we live out
our lives with others in the world; and, we die in the world.”55 I offer that
this cosmic feature of Miskawayh links him with the ancient Stoics who
argued that the task of philosophy is to educate people in order to make
them more practical so that they will only desire what they can reason-
ably attain and try to avoid those evils that are, in fact, avoidable.56

Marcus Aurelius argued that we should remain always mindful of our
present condition, to act justly to those whom we encounter, and to edu-
cate them rightly in the refinement of their souls.57

A BRIEF SURVEY OF MISKAWAYH’S WORKS

Of the works mentioned below, al–Fauz al–Asghar, Tajarib al–Umam, and
Tahdhib al–Aklaq are now the only extant and have been published.58

Furthermore, Muhammad Baqir ibn Zain al-’Abidin al-Khawansari as-
cribes to Miskawayh some Persian treatises (Rawdat al-Jannah, Tehran,
1287/1870).59 Miskawayh himself wrote al–Fauz al–Akbar after al–Fauz
al–Asghar, and also he wrote Tahdhib al–Aklaq after Tartib al–Saʿadah.60 The
following survey lists the various works attributed to Miskawayh by
various scholars and biographers.61 We begin with Yaqut ibn ‘Abd Allah
al-Hamawi (1179?–1229), who attributes thirteen works to Miskawayh.62

(1) Al-Fauz al-Akbar
(2) Al-Fauz al-Asghar
(3) Tajarib al-Umam (history from Deluge to 979)
(4) Uns al-Farid (collection of proverbs, maxims, etc.)
(5) Tartib al-Sa’adah (concerning ethics and politics)
(6) Al-Mustaufa (selected verses)
(7) Jawidan Khirad (collection of maxims of wisdom)
(8) Al-Jamiꞌ
(9) Al-Siyar (concerning the conduct of life)
(10) “On the Simple Drugs” (concerning medicine)
(11) “On the Composition of the Bajats” (concerning culinary art)
(12) Kitab al-Ashribah (concerning drinks)
(13) Tahdhib al-Aklaq (concerning ethics)
(14) Wasiyya (prolegomena to the Tahbhib al-Aklaq)

Of the above list, al-Qifta only notes the first, second, third, and fourth
but added the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth.63 Sharif notes five
other books not mentioned by Yaqut.64
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(15) Risalah fi al-Ladhdhat w-al-Alam fi Jauhar al-Nafs (MS. In Istanbul,
Raghib Majmuꞌah No. 1463, f. 57a–59a)

(16) Ajwibah wa Asꞌilah fi al-Nafs w-al-’Aql (in the above-mentioned)
(17) Al-Jawab fi al-Masaꞌil al-Thalath (MS. In Tehran–Fihrist Maktabat

al-Majlis)
(18) Risalah fi Jawab i Jawab fi Su’al ‘Ali ibn Muhammad Abu Hayyan al-

Sufi fi Haqiqat al-’Aql, (Meshed Library in Iran, I, no. 43[137])
(19) Taharat al-Nafs, (MS. in Koprulu, Istanbul, no. 767)

Mohammed Arkoun also mentions al-Hikmat al-Khalidah, ed. by ’Abd al-
Rahman Badawi (Cairo, 1952),65 which is the same as (7) in Yaqut’s list.

Mohammed Nassir bin Omar claims that Yaqut reproduced the Wa-
siyya of Miskawayh and even attributed it to him, “This Wasiyya was
made by Ahmad ibn Muhammad.”66 Omar notes the following:

However, Miskawayh’s other contemporaries and friends did not
record the Wasiyya in their works. Al-Sijistani (d. 985), for example,
states the list of Miskawayh’s works is too long for him to specify.
Therefore, the Wasiyya was not listed by him; but neither did he men-
tion the Tahdhib al-Aklaq of Miskawayh which was beyond doubt con-
sidered an important work on Islamic ethics at that time.67

Furthermore, Dwight M. Donaldson proposes that the Wasiyya served as
an introduction to the Tahdhib al-Aklaq. “An attractive introduction to Ibn
Maskawaihi’s formal treatise on ethics is found in his personal pro-
gramme for moral conduct, which he formulated to assist him in the
struggle he found that he had to carry on against himself.”68 Mohammed
Nasir bin Omar concludes that the Wasiyya was undoubtedly prolegome-
na to the Tahbhib al-Aklaq.69

Finally, Brockelmann attributes the following works to Miskawayh.
Note in particular that he lists the Wasiyya (fifth in the list) that I dis-
cussed earlier:70

1. Tajarib al-Umam wataʿaqib al-himam
2. Tahdhib al-Aklaq watahrir al-aʿraq
3. Al-Fauz al-Asghar
4. R. fi’l-Laddat wal-alam fi gauhar an-nafs
5. Wa’-as’sila fi’nafs wal-ʿaql
6. Al-Jawab fi’l-masa’il at-talat
7. R. fi jawab fi su’al ʿA. b. M. a Haiyan as-Sufi fi haqiqat al-ʿadla
8. Taharat an-nafs

The following three are now extant and published:

1. Al–Fauz al–Asghar
2. Tajarib al–Umam
3. Tahdhib al–Aklaq
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MISKAWAYH—A NEW INTERPRETATION

Traditional Miskawayh scholarship has focused primarily on Miskawayh
as an Aristotelian writer in the Iranian tradition of political thought and
courtly culture.

In addition to this, I offer something new to the corpus of Miskawayh
scholarship. Namely, I propose that Miskawayh’s three works—al–Fauz
al–Asghar, Tajarib al–Umam, and Tahdhib al–Aklaq—can be read in toto as a
kind of moral compass to help one navigate through troublesome times.

I believe that by understanding Miskawayh’s works in this way, two
dominant themes—intersubjectivity (i.e., learning about the other to dis-
cover the truth about one’s self) and transcendence (i.e., one’s relationship
with divinity)—become increasingly more apparent to us as we watch
them weave their way throughout these three works linking them togeth-
er as one moral philosophical work that interweaves metaphysics, ethics,
and history to form a coherent picture of the truly refined soul. I argue
that Miskawayh’s goal as a humanist and philosopher was to make one
more conscious of the universal human condition. After all, I think that
Miskawayh knew all too well that being more conscious of the universal
human condition is the bedrock upon which Islamic humanism itself
rests. I see these three particular texts of Miskawayh as the architecture
that defines and establishes an argument for a tenth-century Islamic hu-
manism.

First, I trace the concept of the Islamic and Christian philosopher as
sage. To begin, we need to consider what distinguishes a philosopher
from a sage? On the one hand, philosophical discourse deals primarily
with the abstract. Such discourse concerns itself with speculation, in-
quiry, and especially theory. Philosophy, in a manner of speaking,
presents us with a somewhat static or academically myopic way of look-
ing at the world outside the world, so to speak.

Where the philosopher relies on a specialized discourse to talk about
reality, the sage utilizes what I call a kind of meta-discourse. This meta-
discourse not only takes into account regular philosophical discourse, but
it also finds a way to combine other various philosophical components
into a unified whole, thereby making abstract philosophical ideas practi-
cal. This move is, of course, vertically transitional. It is a transition up
from the theoretical to the practical, a whole new level. Essentially, this
meta-discourse of the sage is a philosophy in action. Miskawayh was
both philosopher and sage.

Second, I argue that Islamic and Christian sages are similar in that
both take the abstract and make it practical. Furthermore, each rubs el-
bows with the philosopher and the common man at the same time. How-
ever, unlike the chasm existing between humanity and divinity wherein
humanity can never evolve to the level of divinity, the chasm separating
philosopher and sage is different. On rare occasions, the philosopher can
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evolve to the level of sage. This evolution occurs through a special type of
discourse which the sage refines and shapes over time typically within a
moralistic context. Where philosophers typically engaged in discourse of
theory, for example, the sage took discourse of theory one step further,
and building on it, transformed discourse of theory into a way of life.

Third, I examine how Miskawayh’s humanism was the foundation for
his unified civic ethics. To accomplish this, Miskawayh turned to the
tradition of adab literature and Hellenistic philosophy and wove the two
together, thus creating a new kind of Islamic philosophy that dealt with
real issues (as opposed to abstract concepts) facing people and offered
practical advice on how to rise above one’s circumstances through the
adoption and practice of virtue ethics. For example, Miskawayh showed
that by unifying Plato’s notion of the soul with Aristotle’s understanding
of moral development, philosophical discourse no longer remains con-
ceptual but practical—that is, existentially relevant. In a sense, then, Mis-
kawayh integrated religious inspiration with a keen insight into the hu-
man condition and humanity’s relationship with divinity.
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TWO
Setting the Philosophical Stage—

Miskawayh and Courtly Civic
Humanism

Among philosophers, the concept of being in the West varied in its mean-
ing ranging from eternal reality (Plato) and substance (Aristotle) to essence
(Avicenna) and the act of existence (Aquinas). The Greeks first identified
being as the fundamental element of reality. That is, whether it was the
materialism of Parmenides or the idealism of Plato, being was undeniably
the common element or the common denominator of both.1 As history
gradually unfolded in its usual capricious and metastable manner, being
as a concept also evolved and blossomed, thereby coloring and contextu-
alizing how we later would come to think about essence, existence, and
the nature of reality. Islamic philosophers of the ninth and tenth centuries
would come to embrace these Greek notions in new and interesting ways.
Islamic philosophers had to find a way to make philosophy practical,
relevant, and compatible within a theocentric Islamic society.

People and states (i.e., countries, empires, etc.) are alike in that both
participate in a common cycle of what it means to exist and how this
existence relates to their essence. For example, we each have a particular
essence. This essence is what makes us who we are. In the classical Islam-
ic philosophical tradition (following Aristotle), there was the assumption
that natural things have essences. So, we come into a world and encoun-
ter this world with our essence. Our particular essence determines how
we will encounter and define ourselves in this world. Some would say
that our identity equals our essence. As beings with an essence, we will
soon come to create and define our own lives. That is to say, who we are
(essence) determines how we live (existence). In an essentialist ontologi-
cal system such as this, our essence precedes our existence.
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As I mentioned earlier, who we are (essentially) will shape how we
live our lives. During this phase of encountering the self, an identity
begins to take shape. This can be either in the form of a unique person-
hood for the individual or a national image for the state. Nevertheless,
encountering the self is a fundamental aspect of creating identity. By
creating identity, the individual or state can now define itself within the
context of the world into which it emerged. As an essential being, we are
ends in ourselves, not a means to an end. Though our particular essence
might be fixed, the state of our souls can still be refined.

Now that I showed how an individual and a state go through the
same essential process in establishing self, discovering self, and then de-
fining self within the context of a constantly changing world, I connect
essentialism with humanism, therein creating a kind of essential human-
ism that I argue captures the spirit and sense of transcendence of Mis-
kawayh’s civic ideology—an essential humanism that weaves its way
throughout his moral philosophy in particular.

One can define humanism in two ways. First, we can think of human-
ity as an end in itself. That is, humanity comes to stand for some kind of
supreme value. In other words, if we define humanism this way, then this
implies that humanity has some fixed or universal essence that somehow
preceded existence. The second definition asserts that we as human be-
ings are always outside ourselves and spend our whole lives pursuing
transcendence.2 For some of us, this might mean figuring out how to
transcend ourselves, rise above our circumstances and so on. For others,
it could represent a kind of spiritual quest whereby we struggle to
transcend earthly materialism in order to become more spiritual and like-
wise become closer to God. I believe that Miskawayh’s moral philosophy,
particularly his civic humanism, teaches us that we can do both.

Miskawayh’s essential humanism combined with his unified civic eth-
ics links the rich Islamic traditions of falsafa and adab, that is, the Islamic
traditions of philosophy and literary culture. By linking these two tradi-
tions, Miskawayh has taught us in an essential sense through humanism
how to define, refine, and live selfhood. That is, how we can refine our
character to be the best we can be. Even here, one cannot help but to
pause for a moment to hear that echo from Socrates resonating simulta-
neously with Miskawayh’s own voice, “Know thyself!”

THE MAKING OF A SAGE

“La vie est plus belle que les idees.”3 For the sage, life is, indeed, more
beautiful than ideas. Ideas in themselves are conceptually neutral. Unless
applied in a practical way, they have virtually no essential relevance. In
other words, they do not make any real difference in people’s lives. Helle-
nistic philosophers of Greece and Rome—Epicureans, Skeptics, and
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Stoics—realized this early on and sought to develop a philosophy that
would address pressing human issues and alleviate some of the suffering
that plagued people daily.4 In the mediaeval Islamic world, Miskawayh
picked up where the Hellenist philosophers and Stoics left off with re-
spect to practical philosophy.5 Belonging to a group of thinkers who
sought to integrate the profane with the religious through philosophical
investigations, Miskawayh himself explored ways to integrate this Helle-
nistic tradition with the vibrant Islamic culture of his day.6 Being in the
right place at the right time, Miskawayh was able to capitalize on the
resources at his disposal as a secretary and librarian to al-Muhallabi (d.
963), the vizier of the Buwayhid ruler Mu’izz al-Dawla (d. 945). Here,
Miskawayh discovered that he had unusually good access to Islamic and
Greek learning and could likewise participate in intellectual discussions
in the center of learning itself, namely Baghdad.7

From this vantage point, Miskawayh more fully understood the politi-
cal and social realities for both the rulers and the ruled. Nevertheless, as
is typical of his style, he engaged these political and social realities head-
on in order to distill from them a morality for the benefit of the commu-
nity around him.8 For Miskawayh, history teaches lessons, particularly
moral lessons. In a sense, history was a kind of moral philosophy, and
moral philosophy was a kind of history. On one level, Miskawayh be-
lieved that one could find the moral to the story in historical accounts. A
well-cultured individual would know how to read, interpret, and apply
the moral lessons from history to his own life. This is why history was
indispensable to both the moral and cultural education of the young
Islamic man of his day.

According to Bin Omar, Miskawayh’s friends did not make it clear at
what stage of his life he became interested in ethics.9 Most likely, Mis-
kawayh became interested during the middle part of his life—namely,
during the years when he was in service to the Buwayhids. Interestingly
enough, Ibn al-Nadim (d. 995), in his catalog al-Fihrist, who was an older
contemporary of Miskawayh’s did not mention Miskawayh in his cata-
logue on philosophy—a kind of “who’s who” of Miskawayh’s contempo-
raries: Yahya Ibn ‘Adi (d. 974), Abu Sulayman al-Sijistani (d. 985), Ibn
Zur’a (d. 1008), and Ibn al-Khammar (d. 1017).10 Ending with year 987,
Bin Omar concludes that this would suggest that Miskawayh was prob-
ably not known yet as an ethicist or philosopher prior to 987.11

As both an historian and philosopher, we can locate Miskawayh’s
initial interest in ethics in his work Tajarib al-Umam.12 Sharif notes that
our knowledge of the chronological order of Miskawayh’s books comes
from Miskawayh himself who wrote al–Fauz al–Akbar after al–Fauz
al–Aghar and that he wrote Tahdhib al–Akhlaq after Tartib al–Saꞌadah.13 This
is more than a history book; rather, it is a kind of ethical treatise in itself
on another level. Miskawayh saw history and ethics as inextricably
linked. After all, he was thoroughly immersed in the Iranian wisdom-
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literature tradition while at the same time inspired by Greek ethics and
political ideas.14

People act in history. People behave in history. Miskawayh is particu-
larly concerned with people’s actions and behaviors and translates these
into his moral philosophy.15 M.S. Khan elaborated on this point:
“Throughout the Tajarib he upholds the idea of Divine intervention and
Divine justice and the triumph of virtue over vice. Miskawayh often
adopts a moralizing tone in his history and lays emphasis on good works
(al-a’mal al-salipha).”16 This is to say that Miskawayh considered history
from a philosophical point of view as a way to study practical ethics and
to propagate wisdom thereby leading some to refer to him as more of a
sage as opposed to a historian because of his particularly keen devotion
to both wisdom and knowledge.17 By looking at history philosophically,
we can see that moral lessons reveal themselves through historical events
because the study of history has a moralistic component built into it. This
moralistic component can in fact help us benefit from our past in three
ways.18

First, a study of history enriches us as human beings. Muslims under-
stood history in terms of chronological and ideological development
wherein one could learn valuable and practical lessons thereby enhanc-
ing his life.19 In short, history makes life meaningful. Miskawayh viewed
history as a kind of organic structure whose life pulsated with examples
of moral traits—traits which he would later discuss in his Tahdhib al-
Akhlaq.20

Second, history enables us to see past ourselves. We consult history
for two reasons: To avoid repeating the errors of those before us; and, to
study great nations and the lives of men who made them great.21 Every-
one can discover lessons from history and apply those to his own life.
This will contribute to the refinement of one’s overall moral character.

Finally, history helps us realize that we are nothing by ourselves but
part of a dynamic community. In short, history is a source of practical
ethics.22 It is more than a collection of facts and statistics. For Miskawayh,
history is organic, a living entity whose anatomy is determined by basic
human ideals and those ideals of other states.23 “It [i.e., history] not only
binds together the facts of the past into an organic whole, but also deter-
mines the shape of things to come,” explained M.M. Sharif.24 This means
that we as human beings, according to Miskawayh, need a community, a
city, in order to fulfill or complete our Saꞌadah—that is, a flourishing life.25

To achieve those virtues of tolerance, generosity, and justice, for example,
one needs to coexist with other people in a society to help “develop a
society and develop good etiquette.”26
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MISKAWAYH AND THE PERFECTION OF THE SOUL

For Ahmad ibn Muhammad ibn Ya’qub ibn Miskawayh (c. 932–1030),
virtue heralds the segregation of humanity from the beasts. As human
reason strives to perfect itself, it yearns unyieldingly for that ultimate
goal which Cicero (106BC–43BC) called humanitas—that is, the deriving
of cultural values from a liberal education (i.e., studia humanitatis).27 Mis-
kawayh himself also believed that such an education steeped in morality
and literary learning (i.e., adab) would somehow unify social eloquence
with morality, thereby making humanitas socially and politically useful,
relevant, and practical in both civic and political Islamic arenas.

With proper training in studia humanitatis, the student, Miskawayh
believed, would not only acquire for himself along the way those human
characteristics of understanding, compassion, kindness, and mercy, but
also would develop within himself those nobler Aristotelian (and Islam-
ic) virtues of fortitude, judgment, prudence, love, and honor.28 As with
later Italian Renaissance humanists, Miskawayh himself would soon
come to see the value in such training—namely, moral indoctrination and
stylistic development—skills necessary for those working for the ruling
elite.29 For he who acquires humanitas on this level would thus become a
privileged participant in society and on another level, in humanity itself.
Essentially, this is really nothing more than the practical manifestation of
the Socratic ideal—namely, the good soul. As Socrates (c. 469BC–399BC),
the Greek sage, saw it, the good soul is a virtuous soul purged of excess
so that it can carry out its civic and moral duties naturally and freely in
society, thus making itself “useful to those who ruled.”30

Alas, becoming such a good soul is not easy and entails extensive aca-
demic and moral training; it requires initially of one the developing and
improving of one’s own ability to use and apply reason to life, thereby
eliminating excess from one’s soul so that one can live a dutiful life freely.
Such an ability in one’s application of reason is analogous to the concept
of the directionality of motion (i.e., up or down) and its morally symbolic
relationship and signification to happiness, unhappiness, good, and evil
respectively.

With effort, one can move either upward toward reason (i.e., spiritual,
light, goodness) or downward toward ignorance (i.e., material, darkness,
evil). In a sense, this migration of one’s soul toward reason (or perhaps
even away from reason) is in itself a special kind of personal, moral, and
spiritual journey. Where upward motion signifies happiness, downward
motion signifies unhappiness. Miskawayh’s essentialist humanism links
transcendence—an attribute constitutive of the human being who is al-
ways pursuing transcendence—with the universe of human subjectivity
and intersubjectivity.

Miskawayh argued, in good Aristotelian fashion, that he who discov-
ers this media via the faculty of reason acquires for himself the virtue of
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justice, a thing good in and of itself since the goal of every action or choice
of every action “aims at some good.”31 This acquisition of justice brings
with it happiness because justice encompasses all the other virtues there-
by naming and sustaining that special equilibrium unique to all virtues.32

Justice, then, shines forth from and within the soul thus resulting in sub-
lime happiness. The virtue of justice, then, would soon come to form one
of the fundamental components of Miskawayh’s essentialist humanism.

Using modern philosophical terminology, I propose that Miskawayh
developed an Islamic essentialist humanism that defined being within the
context of a moralistic theocentric universe. Up to this point, Islamic hu-
manism was a poorly defined ideology subsumed under Islamic law, as I
mentioned earlier. This brand of Islamic humanism was, in a sense, mere-
ly conceptual knowledge that was existentially neutral. Through his
works such as Refinement of Character, for example, Miskawayh reformat-
ted Islamic humanism by indirectly prioritizing an Islamic ethos of piety
ideology both essentially and culturally relevant. I believe that this move
kept him in the good graces of the theologians and philosophers—espe-
cially since he himself was a good Muslim. Even though Miskawayh still
subscribed to the Aristotelian notion that being is equal to substance and
to the Avicennian notion that being equals essence, he nevertheless
understood the importance and urgency in the refinement of one’s moral
and intellectual character.

Miskawayh took what was up to this point an individualist and apo-
litical type of Islamic humanism and refashioned it into a political ideal,
namely, an essentialist humanism. Tipping his hat to Aristotle once
again, Miskawayh promoted his civic humanism through his ethics,
wherein he taught that the citizen should live an active life in service to
the state according to the principles of an ethic of social justice. In short,
Miskawayh here, I argue, recognizes and is speaking to the universal
human condition: One exists in the world, works in the world, lives life
among others, and dies in the world—and does all this with grace and
dignity through the refinement of one’s character.

In his essentialist humanism, Miskawayh combined elements of Pla-
tonic idealism, Aristotelian ethics, and Islamic adab. Goodman refers to
this as Miskawayh’s “courtly humanism.”33 Furthermore, in his moral
philosophical system, Miskawayh equated unity with moral perfection.
This fusion of Platonic and Aristotelian ethical components into a kind of
philosophy of praxis—namely, an ethical system that emphasizes the use
of reason to help us determine what we should do as well as who we
are—undoubtedly defines Miskawayh as both a humanist and as one of
the founding participants of the humanist movement of his time. Further-
more, Miskawayh’s courtly humanism, as that of the Italian Renaissance
in the fifteenth century, shed light on human nature, delineated the scope
of human reason, and defined the ultimate goal of human life.34
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Miskawayh’s ability to meld abstract thought with practical observa-
tions helped him to look at important issues in novel ways. His contem-
poraries found this new amalgamation attractive and useful—which pro-
pelled Miskawayh’s moral philosophy forward on the turbulent tides of
posterity.

NATURE OF HUMANISM

Humanism—in particular, humanista studia—was the key to the success
of this symbiotic relationship (i.e., between theory and praxis) in both
Islamic and European Renaissance societies, for example. That is, human-
istic education generally provided rhetorical skills necessary for business
and political life in addition to moral training useful for the ruling elite.
In a sense, for both Islamic and Renaissance cultures, a humanista studia
was not only necessary but practical in fostering a healthy and unified
civic (and religious) environment.

Aristotle teaches us that one can achieve the pinnacle of philosophical
happiness only in rare moments and therefore must be content with what
Hadot refers to as inferior grades of happiness.35 As Hadot explained in his
book What Is Ancient Philosophy?, even though the sage plays an impor-
tant role in those philosophical choices in life, the philosopher merely
sees the sage more as an ideal of philosophical discourse than as an actual
ideal “incarnate in a living human being.”36 A sage is real, more than just
a philosophical ideal and capable of achieving philosophical happiness
more than in those rare moments as Aristotle described.

In part, humanism addressed those philosophical questions shared in
common by both cultures (i.e., Islamic and European) concerning human
nature and the limitations of human reason.37 As Nauert notes, human-
ism’s success in Renaissance Europe lay in its relevance to political and
social needs of its time.38 I contend that the same holds true for Islamic
culture’s view of humanism as well. Consider, for example, Miskawayh’s
stress and reliance on adab and its evolving role in Islamic humanistic
education and moral philosophy. Regarding Renaissance humanism,
Nauert remarks that it seems strange to our modern ears that poetry was
more practical to Renaissance Europeans than, say, the natural sciences;
but the same holds for Islam as well. To be a man of civility was to be a
man educated in adab. I agree with Nauert, that this could merely reflect
the “spiritual and social poverty of the modern world.”39

THE ISLAMIC PHILOSOPHER AS SAGE

I argue that to pursue the research questions I proposed earlier poses at
least two fundamental problems. First, where does one locate the starting
point in tracing the concept of the Islamic philosopher as sage? Second,
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what role does Islamic essentialist or courtly humanism play in the trans-
formation of philosopher to sage? Having been subsumed by Islamic law,
Islamic ethics and humanism are poorly developed—particularly during
Miskawayh’s time. So, one would perhaps need first of all to ask, from
what discussions did Islamic ethical humanism grow?

To begin, one would need to turn his attention to those questions of
predetermination (qadar), obligation (taklif), and the social injustices of
rulers such as the caliphs, for example. Second, one would definitely
need to trace the influences of Greek philosophy on those early writers of
ethics from the Mu’tazila school. By the ninth century, it appears that
Islamic philosophical ethics began to take shape, having been influenced
by Stoicism, Platonism, and Aristotelianism. Third, one must then con-
sider how Miskawayh developed his own moral philosophical meta-lan-
guage from this Islamic philosophical milieu thereby enabling him to link
Platonism and Aristotelianism into a philosophy of praxis.

Even though by the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, philosophy had
more or less made a kinship with both mysticism and sacred law thus
securing its place in Islamic religious education, I argue that Miskawayh
was the forerunner. Reason had placed moral knowledge in a rationalis-
tic context, thereby giving it an organized and theoretical structure. How
did Miskawayh, then, pluck this rationalistic moral philosophy from rea-
son’s grip and make it a new kind of practical, usable, and applied ethics
as opposed to a normative or theoretical ethics?

ASPECTS OF MISKAWAYH’S COURTLY CIVIC HUMANISM

I offer here a brief overview of the components of the architecture of
Miskawayh’s intellectual methodology that eventually culminated in his
unified ethic of civic humanism. First, I examine Miskawayh the historian
and then Miskawayh the philosopher and how he came to codify this
unique brand of Islamic civic humanism. Here, within a richly textured
mediaeval Islamic milieu, we begin to see firsthand how Miskawayh’s
history shaped his philosophy, and to some extent, how his philosophy
shaped his history. Together, his history and his philosophy both contex-
tualized and provided the necessary scaffolding in the philosophico-his-
torical development of Miskawayh as an archetype of Islamic humanism
and ethics. These herald the beginning of his transformation from philos-
opher to sage. Next, I offer a brief outline of Miskawayh’s ethic of civic
humanism. Here, I situate Miskawayh within the philosophical tradi-
tion—a topic which I will explore more fully in the remaining chapters.

“As men are civic by nature,” noted Miskawayh, “and cannot live
without cooperation—some having to serve others and some taking
from, or giving to, others—they seek proportionate compensation.”40

Here, we find those first seeds of Miskawayh’s concept of applied ethics,
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particularly with respect to social justice. For Miskawayh, social justice
has more to do with the community’s refinement of itself and of the
individual. In this system, both the community and those particular indi-
viduals comprising that community all work together to maintain that
dynamic equilibrium in which those divinely inspired social virtues—
love and friendship—dance their eternal dance, one with the other, in
isochronal majesty, thereby preserving that eternal harmony and melody
that God continuously orchestrates throughout His symphony that we
call creation.

Peering through Miskawayh’s ethical kaleidoscope, we witness those
various and colorful ways that people in a community interact with one
another and how they should treat one another. Moreover, this interac-
tion demands that we step back to consider that man—Miskawayh him-
self—who gave us this new way of thinking about social moral philoso-
phy qua community, and who saw the essence of moral philosophy in
this unique nexus established between theoretical philosophy and practi-
cal religion—a humanism for the eleventh century.

The time during which Miskawayh lived provided him the canvas on
which he could truthfully and sincerely portray his perceptions of com-
munity—that vast panorama of human interactions that oftentimes came
together in ways both concrete and abstract, balanced and unbalanced, so
as to form a portrait of a humanity that lacked definition, depth, or char-
acter. Miskawayh’s life, therefore, is none other than the life of a philoso-
pher, of a humanist, whose main purpose was to bring this picture of
humanity back into focus for us. Miskawayh warned us in his ethics that
if we, as a cooperative collective, cannot see what we really look like, then
it is impossible for us to appreciate those colors—love and friendship—
that Miskawayh himself believed to be that special equilibrium—sus-
tained by God—necessarily essential to humanize our own existence.

CODIFYING AN ISLAMIC COURTLY CIVIC HUMANISM—
INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY

People in a society associate with one another. People in a society cooperate
with one another. For Miskawayh, association and cooperation—natural-
ized Aristotelian virtues—propel society forward in a world unstable and
oftentimes dangerous, hostile and at times appearing uncaring. Because
each person possesses a certain number of deficiencies, no person in him-
self is complete. Consequently, everyone must cooperate with one an-
other to form a cohesive whole, a totality of one, namely a unity.

There is, then, a genuine need and a demanding necessity for a condi-
tion in which diverse persons are brought together and combined so
that they become, by agreement and harmony, as one single person all
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of whose bodily organs associate in the performance of the single act
which is useful to him.41

Miskawayh views this special cooperation and association among di-
verse people as a type of friendship with a prescribed etiquette that has a
very specific social and cultural role in preserving and maintaining the
individual in particular and society in general.42 Society is more than just
a composite of individuals forming a group. Rather, society is a living
organism that is actually prior to the individual, as Aristotle notes in the
first book of his Politics: “Further, the state is by nature clearly prior to the
family and to the individual since the whole is of necessity prior to the
part.”43

Being in community is natural for the individual because the individ-
ual’s ultimate purpose is tied up with the society since all communities
strive for some good, as Aristotle notes.44 For only here in the polis can
one truly experience what Aristotle refers to as the good life. This is where
human relationships find fulfillment and completion. In other words, the
notion of community is part of our human nature since it is that for which
human beings strive. Aristotle says as much by pointing out that nature
herself plants such a social instinct in each of us.45

Like individuals, society has needs. Like individuals, society is a liv-
ing, breathing organism whose telos like that of the individual person is
to humanize its own existence.46 To actualize our nature as human beings,
as a human society, everyone needs to work together for the good of the
whole since to do otherwise would indicate an ignorance of human vir-
tues—an ignorance of virtue ethics.

If, then, man is such by nature as well, by necessity, how could a
rational person who knows himself choose to live in solitude and seclu-
sion, and exercise by himself the virtue which he sees in others? It is
clear, therefore, that those who have sought virtue in asceticism and
abstinence from association with other people and who have secluded
themselves from them by living in caves in the mountains, or building
cells in the desert, or roaming about from one country to another—that
such people do not realize any of the human virtues we have enumer-
ated.47

Aristotle had spoken to this point as well by emphasizing that the inhabi-
tants of a community possess a sense of good and evil, justice and injus-
tice because the polis itself (existing prior to the individual) would serve
as a moral example for its inhabitants.48 To use Lenn Goodman’s lan-
guage, the notions of cooperation and association constitute for Miskawayh
nothing more than virtue ethics.49 Miskawayh constructs this virtue ethics
around literary and historical analogs in order to fuse those abstract phil-
osophical ideals with practical behavioral demands as prescribed by the
Qur’an, for example, to create what Goodman calls a ta’dib paideia.50
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To this end, people must love one another, for each one finds his own
perfection in someone else, and the latter’s happiness is incomplete
without the former. Each one thus becomes like an organ of the same
body; and man’s constitution depends upon the totality of the organs
forming his body.51

Miskawayh took very seriously Aristotle’s claim that man is a social crea-
ture by nature. The individual cannot achieve his own perfection alone.
He must look to others to complement his own needs. He needs other
people in order to achieve a good life and to follow the right path.

This is why the philosophers have said: Man is a civic being by nature.
This means that he needs to live in a city with a large population in
order to achieve human happiness. Every man needs other people by
nature as well as by necessity. He must, therefore, be friendly towards
others, associate well with them, and hold them in sincere affection, for
they complement him and complete his humanity; and he himself
plays the same role in their life.52

Why did Miskawayh believe that man must live in a “city” to achieve
happiness? He had in mind here Aristotle’s point that everyone has a
purpose. That purpose can only be fulfilled in community. This is one’s
telos, namely, one’s natural end. To not want to be in community would
be unnatural according to Aristotle. Miskawayh obviously concurs.

MISKAWAYH’S CONCEPT OF LOVE

Society, as a living organism, receives its nourishment and grounding
from love. This love is of four kinds: First, that which is established
quickly and dissolves quickly; second, that which is established quickly
but dissolves slowly; third, that which is established slowly but dissolves
quickly; and fourth, that which is established slowly and dissolves slow-
ly.53 Miskawayh noted that love necessarily has these divisions because
people generally have three objectives in mind as they carry out their
desires and activities: pleasure, the good, and the useful.54 Additionally,
these different kinds of love are in fact unique among human beings,
“because they involve will and deliberation and lead to requital and re-
ward.”55 Love, then, is more than the affinity; rather it is a way of life,
namely, a way for each individual to actualize his own humanity and
that of his fellow man.

However, a love founded on all of these—pleasure, mutual benefits,
and the good—is the stablest, established slowly, but extinguished only
with difficulty. This love, which goes beyond friendship in the narrow
sense, is the stablest foundation of social order, allowing human beings
to come together as one to overcome their individual deficiencies and
act harmoniously to achieve the perfection no one of them could
achieve alone.56
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MISKAWAYH’S CONCEPT OF FRIENDSHIP

Where love occurs among a large group, friendship is much more inti-
mate, according to Miskawayh. Now, friendship among the young tends
to be motivated by pleasure, and as such it does not last long. Among
older people, however, friendship is motivated by a possibility of benefit.
Again, this type of friendship does not endure because it is tied to the
possibility of benefit. Remove the benefit, and in effect you have removed
the friendship. So, the friendship that endures and is most noteworthy is
that among virtuous people.

Friendship among virtuous people is for the sake of the good and is
caused by the good. Since the good is something stable and has an
unchangeable essence, the affections of those who are bound by such
friendship are lasting and unchangeable.57

Humanity, as a civic being by nature, looks toward friendship and the
various forms of love as its final goal—happiness.58 However, as noble
and virtuous as friendship and love may be, they are not immune to
abuse and corruption.

It has, therefore, become necessary for us to try to preserve friendship
and love and to toil hard to organize them because of the many imper-
fections of our natures and our need to redress them, as well as because
of the accidents of change and corruption which occur to us.59

SOCIAL JUSTICE QUA COMMUNITY

Looking around him, Miskawayh tended to see the world through Aris-
totelian lenses. That is, he saw a world composed of strata, all of which
depended one on the other to form a cohesive whole. The virtues of love
and friendship are themselves the very foundations for this praxis. They
are practical, not abstract. They are what make a community a commu-
nity. The community aims for the highest good, and this requires cooper-
ation and association from those individuals partaking in this commu-
nity. Here, Miskawayh relies on Aristotle. Aristotle wrote that the aim of
a state (a type of community in itself) is for some good.

Every state is a community of some kind, and every community is
established with a view to some good; for everyone always acts in
order to obtain that which they think good. But, if all communities aim
at some good, the state or political community, which is the highest of
all, and which embraces all the rest, aims at good in a greater degree
than any other, and at the highest good.60

Attaining this highest good means that the individual must reach beyond
his own aspirations, namely human aspirations, but instead aim for what
Miskawayh calls a divine life.
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For though man is small in body, he is great by wisdom and noble by
his intellect. The intellect supersedes all created things because it is the
chief essence which has predominance over all by the command of its
Creator (exalted is His greatness!). We stated previously that as long as
man lives in this world, he needs a good external condition, but he
must not devote himself with all his power to the quest of this condi-
tion, nor must he seek an excess of it. For one may attain virtue even
though he neither possesses much money nor is manifestly affluent,
and he who is wanting in wealth and property may perform noble
actions. That is why the philosophers have said that the happy are
those who are provided with a moderate amount of external goods and
who perform the deeds required by virtue even though their posses-
sions may be meager.61

Refinement of the individual is refinement of community.

Since these human goods and the corresponding aptitudes in the soul
are many in number, and since it is not within the power of any to
achieve them all, it is necessary that a large group associate in this total
achievement. That is why the number of individual human beings
should be large, and they should get together at the same time for the
achievement of these common kinds of happiness, so that each one
among them may attain his perfection through the cooperation of the
others.62

Still, knowing this much about Miskawayh is not enough. We need to
know what was going on historically. What was happening around Mis-
kawayh that possibly shaped his philosophical and ethical views? Let us,
therefore, look at the period during which Miskawayh lived and see what
was going on historically.

As I mentioned earlier, Miskawayh lived in Baghdad during the latter
half of the early Buyid age (944–977) to the first half of the Period of the
Empire (977–1012).63 By this point, the transition from the Abbasid
government to that of the Buwayhids was, to say the least, complex. As
Kraemer notes, there was the whole issue of preserving that delicate
balance between Shi’i and Sunni demands.64

Now that we have laid the groundwork for the virtues of love and
friendship and the roles these virtues play in community, we need to go
one step further and tie all this to Miskawayh’s application of social
justice as a philosophy of praxis in Islamic culture wherein the tension
between faith and reason, or religion and philosophy, was still quite
palpable.

HAPPINESS AND JUSTICE

In his article “Ibn Rushd on Happiness and Philosophy,” Oliver Leaman
draws our attention to the fact that this tension existing between philoso-
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phy and religion goes back to the philosophical dispute between Plato
and Aristotle.65 Plato posited that reason is the highest activity of man,
and that man is only happy when he is reasoning. As Leaman points out,
this means that only those capable of “rational contemplation” will dis-
cover this particular kind of happiness.66 From this, I gather that one
might construe that one needs to be a philosopher in order to experience
true happiness. Note that this is true for Aristotle.

Aristotle attributed happiness to function and the whole range of hu-
man activity and emotion.67 That is, what you become or are is what makes
you happy. What distinguishes humanity from other animals is human-
ity’s ability to reason. As Leaman writes, “The idea is that man realizes
his function most perfectly as man when he is on the highest possible
point, for him, on the continuum from animal to god.”68 Even this way of
looking at happiness still made Islamic philosophers uncomfortable be-
cause it still implied that one needs to have the rational skills of a philoso-
pher in order to experience happiness. That is, only a few of God’s crea-
tures could carry out their functions adequately.69 However, Ibn Rushd
accepted Aristotle’s other view of happiness, namely not just the activity
of reason but also the full range of human activity and emotion. This
means that everyone can experience some degree of happiness even
though he may not be a philosopher.70

Borrowing from Aristotle’s method of combining social with intellec-
tual virtues, Miskawayh located happiness, for example, within the con-
text of religious and intellectual virtues. From Miskawayh’s perspective,
then, religion and philosophy both have truth as their common goal.
Leaman writes, “Religion permits anyone to attain these desirable ends,
but philosophy is limited to a few people who are attuned to intellectual
work, and allows them to investigate in depth by rational methods the
real sense of divine law.”71

One might argue that the term “justice” alone refers primarily to the
individual. That is, it is the individual who through practice gives not
only substance but also actuality to otherwise potential virtues of the
kind mentioned earlier.72 Such practice involves coming together with
others in the community.

So, how does Miskawayh’s understanding of justice evolve into a hu-
manistic ethic? More importantly, how does Miskawayh codify a human-
istic ethic? I posit that Miskawayh codifies this humanist ethic by looking
at social justice as social justice qua individual as opposed to social justice
qua justice. This, I believe, is what makes Miskawayh stand out from
others who also wrote on social justice, particularly those in more recent
times (e.g., Reinhold Niebuhr) who tried to put forward social justice
ethics that were tied more closely to the abstract notion of justice and its
relationship to the state. “Perhaps the best that can be expected of nations
is that they should justify their hypocrisies by a slight measure of real
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international achievement and learn how to do justice to wider interests
than their own, while they pursue their own.”73

For the most part, Miskawayh constructs his concept of justice around
a Platonic psychological scheme though he does incorporate Aristotelian,
Stoic, and Pythagorean interpolations into his model as well.74 He ingeni-
ously combines both Platonic and Aristotelian elements. Where Plato was
for the most part interested in what it means for either the individual or
the state to be just, Aristotle was more concerned about what it means to
act justly.75 Miskawayh took both of these aspects and was able to adapt
them to his own way of thinking about justice by appealing to the human
being’s dual nature—the corporal and the spiritual. As Fakhry pointed
out, Miskawayh handled this by distinguishing between two types of
happiness, namely, the corporal and the spiritual: “The latter, which is
the superior grade, is only attainable through the apprehension of the
intelligibles, attendant upon attaining the condition of wisdom or philos-
ophy."76 Miskawayh’s intellectual methodology led him to what I call a
unified ethic of civic humanism derived in part from a contextualization
provided by his history and philosophy.
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THREE
The Structure of Islamic Medieval

Society

Islamic civilization incorporates multi-dimensional aspects that all work
together to create a philosophico-theological and political system that
pumps an intellectual energy and life throughout the entire Islamic social
structure. With Islamic social structure, like other social structures, one
has to dig through many layers to arrive at the right depth. Just as one
has to dig to great depths to retrieve vital fossil fuels, for example, so too
one has to dig through the many and variegated layers that underpin that
vast landscape of the Islamic social substructure in order to retrieve those
precious bits of intellectual metals and minerals that have shaped and
colored Islamic society over the centuries.

At this point, I appropriate Marx’s language to illustrate how I think
of the various layers that constitute Islamic society. For the most part,
religion, law, philosophy, and literature all form the superstructure of
mediaeval Islamic society—a superstructure influenced, shaped, and
driven by the underlying substructure, namely, economics, politics, and
to some extent, class struggle. Undoubtedly, as history has shown, ideas
can dig deeply through the cold bedrock of any fundamentalism or paro-
chialism upon which a society may rest, particularly a mediaeval Islamic
society. Moreover, such a society rarely ever suspects or even notices this
evolving superstructure, much less the role it plays in the interaction of
humanity and nature, for instance. Yet, over time, all these elements (i.e.,
law, philosophy, literature, etc.) have slowly but steadily sustained a
somewhat stable yet elliptical orbit around this Islamic society substruc-
ture whose gravity pulls them together and holds them in place thereby
adding depth, texture, color, and richness to this intellectual atmosphere
which enveloped and made the environmental conditions hospitable for
the inevitable advent of a mediaeval Islamic Renaissance.
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MEDIAEVAL ISLAM’S SOCIETAL SUPERSTRUCTURE

For the Islamic philosopher and theologian, human consciousness can
serve as the compass of the unknown because it begins from a premise of
certainty—unlike Western philosophy, for example, which presumes that
the human conscience begins from a premise of doubt. Looking for infin-
ity outward requires that Islam be multi-dimensional because each di-
mension of Islam represents an important facet of Islamic philosophy and
theology itself—Islam’s societal superstructure. Only through a union of
these parts is the unity of the whole revealed. Thus, one cannot properly
understand the role of religion, politics, or philosophy in Islam by study-
ing only one dimension of Islam. Furthermore, this multi-dimensional
aspect of Islam enables Islamic philosophy and theology to look outside
the human agent for an infinity wherein resides divinity, revelation, and
the divine intellect.

Three fundamental dimensions of Islam interconnect, thereby forming
a network which in turn gives rise to three aspects of Islam—namely, the
Law, the Path, and the Truth.1

The Law (al-Shariah), the Path (al-tariqah), and the Truth (al-haqiqah)
orbit around Islam whose strong gravitational pull shapes, controls, and
influences the destinies of each. But just as orbiting moons affect their
parent planet, so too do these three moons of Islam pull and tug on it as
well. In essence, this is a symbiotic relationship whereby they all exist
relationally. These orbiting satellites—the Law, the Path, and the Truth—
cling to Islam with an umbilicus made from faith (al-iman), submission
(al-islam), and virtue (al-ihsan). This umbilicus we refer to as the aspects of
Islam as revealed to humanity by Divine consent.

Islamic intellectual thought exists on either one of two levels depend-
ing on the context—secular humanism (i.e., characteristic of Western phi-
losophy) and divine transcendence (i.e., characteristic of Islamic philoso-
phy). Where the belief is that knowledge is acquired via the rational and
sensuous faculties to the exclusion of prophecy including divine intellect,
we will be hard-pressed to find any analog of this sort of philosophy
manifesting itself in Islam. Second, if we think of philosophy as a tradi-
tional philosophy based instead on certainty instead of doubt (as is typi-
cal of Western philosophy), and a philosophy wherein the Divine Intel-
lect illuminates the mind of a human being, then we do indeed have an
Islamic philosophy concerned with religion, logic, and the natural sci-
ences. To mediaeval Islamic philosophers, then, traditional philosophy
served always as the medium through which the truths of revelation are
revealed and discussed with rational and intellectual discourse.

“In order to value this fretful time, it is necessary to remember our
norm, the unaltered passions, the same-colored wings of imagination,
that the crowd clips, in lonely places new-grown.”2 Living in a century
entangled in a dichotomous web of political corruption and scientific
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achievement, literary genius and moral degeneration, Miskawayh—polit-
ically and philosophically conscious—turned to this troubled history, this
“fretful time,” as a guide and a source to the development of a practical
Islamic moral philosophy. By aligning himself with the emirs and viziers
such as Ibn al-ʿAmid in Rayy, Miskawayh had access to some of the
greatest libraries of the day wherein he served the Buwayhids for over
thirty-seven years.3

Moreover, Miskawayh, who studied history from a philosophical
point of view, ardently believed that history has a purpose, namely to
teach us how to benefit from our past.4 Thus, history is not only the
essence of practical ethics but also, in a sense, the fulcrum upon which
practical ethics rests and revolves. To understand, therefore, how Mis-
kawayh remodeled the language of history, I provide first a cursory over-
view of the political and historical situations that came to shape the meta-
physical and philosophical foundations of Miskawayh’s ethics.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Inseparable social and economic conditions continuously shape and re-
shape society more than ideas. The social and economic structure—that
is, a kind of material substructure—of a particular culture is the nursery in
which ideas themselves are born. This material substructure configures
and influences everything from social relationships to literature, art, and
especially philosophy. Furthermore, we might refer to these ideas as the
superstructure of society. In short, this substructure of society (e.g., politics
and economics) motivates society’s superstructure (e.g., ideas and cul-
ture) thereby creating an historical and cultural context for an intellectu-
al, artistic, and literary renaissance. Miskawayh as both historian and
philosopher realized this and tapped into this for inspiration.

The Buwayhid period lends itself nicely as an example to such an
interpretation as a possible explanation for the emergence of a tenth-
century Islamic Renaissance. A lack of law and order, rampant corrup-
tion, excessive taxation, and moral decay eroded the substructure of the
Buwayhid regime. However, from these degenerations, there evolved a
societal superstructure from which developed intellectual and literary
pursuits that would herald the dawn of an Islamic Renaissance compar-
able to the European Renaissance of the fourteenth and fifteenth centu-
ries.

By way of an old Persian custom, the Persian Buwayhids tended to
appoint learned men as viziers who would then select imminent scholars
as their courtiers (nadim).5 As I mentioned earlier, Mu‘izz ad-Dawla ap-
pointed al-Muhallabi as his vizier who in turn appointed Miskawayh as
his courtier.6
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After al-Muhallabi, Miskawayh served under the patronage of Abu’l-
Fadl Ibn al-‘Amid (d. 971) which in turn opened another door for Mis-
kawayh with the court of Rukn ad-Dawla the Buwayhid at Rayy.7 Here,
Miskawayh juggled three different positions at the same time: First, he
served as librarian and archivist of state records; second, he performed
the familiar task of courtier; and third, tutor to the son of Abul’-Fadl,
namely Abu’l-Fath, with whom he worked closely and tutored for over
seven years.8

THE BEGINNING OF THE END

As the substructure of the Abbasid caliphate began to splinter and weak-
en, autonomous, lesser provinces sprouted between the cracks. The emer-
gence of these lesser independent provinces not only reshaped but also
reshuffled the organization of society.9 With the decline of the centralized
Abbasid government and the shake-up of the administration, new mili-
tary warlords and administrative elites began to carve out new niches for
themselves further destabilizing and displacing previous landholder not-
ables of various regional villages, for instance.10 Various independent
provinces emerged throughout the Abbasid empire: Mesopotamia—
Hamdanids, Egypt and Syria—Ikhshids, Africa—Fatimids, Spain—
Umayyads, and western Iran, southern Iraq—Buwayhids.

Ironically, the slow decay and ultimate disintegration of the Abbasid
empire spawned a kind of political, economic, and social Renaissance
during the Buwayhid period. The cancer of economic and social decay
had increasingly metastasized throughout the Buwayhid-controlled terri-
tories. Iraq’s economy was hemorrhaging internally because of neglect by
the caliphate (e.g., neglect of irrigation and reclamation projects), a poor
infrastructure, and the decline of international trade.11

In fact, by the mid-tenth century, the caliphs were merely de facto
heads of state. By now, the Buwayhids essentially controlled the cali-
phate and ruled over Baghdad for at least a hundred years. Unfortunate-
ly, for Iraq and Iran, this was bad news; domination and rule had already
become the fodder for political corruption and moral decay that would
soon come to consume the rich cultural, moral, and intellectual heritage
of these two Islamic countries. Furthermore, because of the severity of
Turkish atrocities, for example, the Buwayhids sent Muꞌizz al-Dawlah
(945–967) to oust the Turks. However, he did more harm than good.
“Showing utter disregard for the rights of the people,” noted M. Abdul
Haq Ansari, “he placed his army in civic quarters at Baghdad, which
imposed a heavy burden on the citizens.”12 Corruption, greed, and mis-
management eventually took their toll, and the empire slowly collapsed,
and revenues evaporated.13
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DETERIORATION OF THE ECONOMY

During the Buwayhid period, the economic situation was not much bet-
ter than the political situation because of the burdensome tax code and
corruption plaguing the government (e.g., nepotism, selling of political
offices, bribery, etc.). First, excessive taxation as a source of revenue to
stabilize the economy proved not only disastrous but also inspired re-
sentment and civil unrest among the middle and lower classes. Rebel-
lions were commonplace and spread like a virus among those victimized
by such draconian taxation. This tax burden strained people’s patience,
resilience, and loyalty to the state.

In fact, a general malaise seemed to roll over the land thereby preclud-
ing any hope of economic recovery, even as Muꞌizz al-Dawlah and Bakh-
tiyar tried to fill their treasuries.14 Next, rampant corruption competed
with exorbitant taxation for revenue. Muꞌizz al-Dawlah, for example, ac-
cepted bribes from a person who wanted to be appointed vizier. In fact,
those whom he appointed lacked experience and knowledge of the jobs
to which he appointed them just so that he could collect more money.15

Even though the economy soon stabilized somewhat under ꞌAdud al-
Dawlah, he still imposed a ten percent increase in paper tax and created
various new taxes. He seized profits from mills, for example, and only
granted a small percentage to the owners.16

Titanic passions swept over the social elite and quickly thereafter
found their way to the middle class. Flagrant hedonism, rampant materi-
alism, and self-absorption infected practically every aspect of this society.
Consequently, this atmosphere bred indifference and gross negligence of
moral responsibility to the overall welfare of the community.17 Some just
gave up on initiating any kind of reform because they were either ig-
nored or merely cast aside because of the magnitude of this desire for
power and wealth. So many vices such as lust, hedonism, and greed had
overcome the residents of Baghdad that the Hanbalites attempted efforts
at reform.18 “In 934 A.D.,” writes Ansari, “they assaulted the houses of
military officials and common people, beat songstresses and broke musi-
cal instruments.”19

Ever since ‘Abd-al-Malik, the fifth caliph in the Umayyad period,
fashioned state bureaucracy by centralizing power and authority, making
Arabic the standard language (thereby replacing Greek and Pahlavi),
creating newly minted coinage, and using Arabic for public records such
as taxes, for example,20 Muslims came to identify themselves in terms of
Islam, their own religion, thus bringing them all together as one tribe, one
community. Yet life was still challenging for both Muslims and non-
Muslims alike.
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MORAL AND POLITICAL CORRUPTION

Despite scientific and intellectual achievements of the tenth and eleventh
centuries, moral and political crises continued to undermine Islamic so-
cial reform. After the Buwayhids replaced the Turks in Baghdad around
945, civil unrest metastasized throughout the body of the Abbasid regime
thereby rendering the rule of law moot and eroding governmental au-
thority of the caliphate to the point that it existed as nothing more than a
titular head.21 For over a hundred years, the Buwayhids—who were
themselves merely de facto heads of state—ruled with a heavy hand over
Baghdad. Though political corruption and a stagnating economy left its
residue on an already fatigued populace, possibly dimming any hope for
a brighter future, the seeds of an Islamic Renaissance had already begun
to take root in fertile soil. These seeds would soon grow and blossom into
a cultural florescence whose robustness and brilliance would leave its
signature on world history.22

POSSIBLE INKLING OF AN ISLAMIC RENAISSANCE

Aside from political, social, and religious problems, the Buwayhid period
ushered in and made favorable a time of intellectual creativity and inno-
vation stemming from the Arabic language and Islamic faith. A symbio-
sis between the Arabic language and Islamic faith created within Islamic
culture an environment wherein literature, poetry, science, and philoso-
phy all played particular roles in shaping and defining urbanity for the
ulama, that is, the learned. Miskawayh, himself, was part of this burgeon-
ing Islamic Renaissance, one of the learned,23 the first Muslim philosopher
of philosophical humanism in Islam, and the first Muslim philosopher
who wrote a general history from a philosophical point of view.24

HELLENIC INFLUENCES

The Islamic and European Renaissances and scholasticism shared similar
characteristics derivative of Greek individualism.25 Hellenic influences
shaped Arab and European cultural identities through adaptation and
assimilation. The easy adaptability of these Hellenic ideas enabled Hel-
lenism to develop indigenous roots in both the Arab world and the Chris-
tian West. In fact, the assimilation of Hellenism into those cultures of the
eastern Mediterranean during the sixth and seventh centuries foreshad-
owed the permeation of Islamic thought by Classical Greek thought and
Neoplatonic social ideas.

The transmission of these Greek ideals to Muslims occurred primarily
through the translation of Greek texts.26 It was in this manner that Mus-
lims inherited an Alexandrine tradition of Aristotelianism propped up by
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Neoplatonic metaphysics. Muslims thus inherited the Classical Greek
idea that social hierarchy was how the city (polis) was to be organized, for
example. Plato emphasized the importance of hierarchy and the role of
heredity in determining structure. From this, Muslim philosophers
would soon thereafter conceptualize polis in terms of clearly ordered and
ranked hierarchies. Al-Farabi stressed that the basic purpose of living is
striving for happiness. Such happiness, he argued, could only be
achieved by living in a community (ummah).

The idea is that everyone in the community would cooperate in the
attainment of happiness. Furthermore, Farabi dissects society into two
segments, namely, the elites and the commoners. The elites are benefici-
aries of a higher degree of happiness than their counterparts, the com-
moners. Finally, four specific Classical Greek notions of the structure of a
social system profoundly influenced European and Islamic culture and
identity: heredity, social conservatism, conflation of intellectual and mo-
ral stature in classifications of professions, and social harmony based on
division of labor.

One sees more evidence of these Greek ideals in what Muslim philos-
ophers had to say about social hierarchy. Recall that Muslim philoso-
phers proposed a social/political hierarchy among men based on intellec-
tual and spiritual aptitude. To accomplish this, they stressed that there
must exist a kind of mutual cooperation for the survival of society.

Undoubtedly, then, it was this necessity of cooperation that led to the
formation of communities whereby each person was responsible for the
provisions of a single common need. One’s place in community, for ex-
ample, was determined by one’s particular natural disposition. Some be-
lieved, in fact, that social stratification was divinely ordained. This is to
say that God has determined the various occupations that people should
adopt.

To some extent, Islamic and European scholasticism and humanism
sprouted from religion, namely sacred scripture.27 Sacred scriptures (i.e.,
the Bible and the Quran) provided a model for human eloquence with
respect to both body and soul. Second, Arabs and Europeans embraced
the concept of individualism.28 Renaissance individualism in both Islam-
ic and European cultures was simply a desire for personal prestige. For
the Europeans, such desire manifested itself primarily through art (e.g.,
paintings, chapels, statues, and portraits).29 For Arabs of prominence,
individualism expressed itself through the attainment of human elo-
quence as refined and offered by poets, artists, philosophers, scientists,
and scholars.30 Third, Arabs and Europeans shared the same humanistic
conviction that good and reason are on the same side—interestingly
enough, a very Greek notion. In their appeal to antiquity, Arabs and
Europeans looked back toward the Greeks for inspiration. It is no coinci-
dence, then, that Arab and European Renaissance individualism has its
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roots in Greek individualism. For Greek cities all shared a common writ-
ten literary language, a common literature, and a common religion.31
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FOUR
Overview of the European

Renaissance and Islamic Humanism

I wanted to include a brief chapter on the European Renaissance so that
the reader could use it as a point of reference whenever I mention the
Islamic Renaissance in comparison. Though the two are fundamentally
different in certain respects, both share a commonality concerning faith in
the human intellect in the pursuit of knowledge, wisdom, and true happi-
ness. Both Islamic and European classical humanism produced two
movements, namely, humanism and scholasticism.1 I begin first provid-
ing a brief view of European humanism, then I turn to classical Islamic
humanism.

MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY

During the eleventh through the thirteenth centuries, Europe was experi-
encing a time of growth. Because of plague, wars, invasions, and poverty,
mediaeval Europeans were just now re-emerging back onto the world
scene. Following the decline of Rome, Europe entered what some have
mistakenly called the Dark Ages. This term actually does injustice to the
period because Europe was, in a sense, reinventing itself. Europe was
anything but dark, at least not in the arena of intellectual activity. Philo-
sophical and theological activity was still going on in the monasteries
around Europe. At least at this particular time in history, Europe had to
trust its instincts and not look backward because looking backward could
have cost Europe what it had cost Orpheus.2

Let us borrow a convenient analogy with which we are all familiar,
namely, human growth. During the Romanesque period, for example,
Europe was in its infancy. It was struggling to understand the world and
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to try to make some kind of sense out of the seemingly perpetual chaos
that seemed to blanket both the place and the time. As an infant learns to
walk and explore its surroundings, so too was Europe. It was staggering
about in a world full of hostile neighbors on just about every side. But the
drive for self-identification was so strong, that Europe pushed forward
and sought to redefine itself and to find expression for itself as a conti-
nent and for those individuals who were trying to put the pieces back
together of a Europe ravaged by fate.

We now come to the Renaissance (ca. fourteenth through fifteenth
centuries). We can think of this period in European history as Europe’s
teenage years. For the most part, European communities were somewhat
stable by this point. That is, towns had evolved into cities, commerce was
bustling, disease was relatively under control (except for outbreaks of the
Plague), and Europe could defend itself much better now. Yet there was
one other interesting change that needs mentioning, namely, the role of
the Church.

With the advent of the Renaissance, the Church had lost some of its
authority and grip on Europe. Foreigners from various countries from as
far away as Asia, for example, were now melding their traditions and
customs with those of the Europeans. Religion, itself, was undergoing a
metamorphosis of sorts. People were thinking about religion, faith, and
God differently now. Rather than being defined en masse, Europeans in
general and Christians in particular pressed for individual recognition. As
Fleming notes, this struggle for individual recognition would be the sig-
nature of the Renaissance during Europe’s maturation from infancy to
adolescence.

The Renaissance ushered in a new era, namely, an era of intellectual
awakening. As mentioned earlier, with the heavy hand of the Catholic
Church lifting, individual thought took off into new and exciting direc-
tions. These individuals who led the charge were called humanistic schol-
ars. They were responsible in part for the resurgence of Greco-Roman
classics, for instance. No longer were these classics studied merely to sift
out “Christian” values. Rather, these scholars relished the humanism and
naturalism so characteristic of Greco-Roman literature. From now on, the
celestial could be enjoyed side by side with the secular. Moreover, people
soon realized that heaven could be found right here on earth. That is,
beauty is all around us now, and we do not necessarily have to wait for it
in the afterlife.

The Renaissance man saw the world anew, as human-centered, and
unabashedly saw humanity at the top of the food chain in nature. In the
words of the Ancients, and what would soon become the motto of Ren-
aissance humanism, “Nothing is more wonderful than man.”3 In short,
Renaissance humanism encouraged self-expression, naturalistic artistic
expression, and philosophical inquiry. God was no longer outside nature
as someone to fear but as someone who cares about humanity. This was a
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time of making opposites work together, of harmonizing opposing
forces, of promoting the celestial in the secular, of reconciling the secular
with the Divine. It was time for humanity to start following reason, “for
what obeys reason is free.”4

The Florentine Renaissance revolved around three fundamental con-
cepts, namely, classical humanism, scientific naturalism, and Renaissance
individualism.5 First, regarding classical humanism, artists and sculptors
sought to capture not necessarily the ideal human figure as one would
find in the works of Classical Greece, for example. Rather, they recast old
ideas into new concepts. This so-called borrowing from the Ancient
Greeks added a sort of legitimacy to their (for the times) radically new
artistic interpretations and ideas. Furthermore, during the Florentine
Renaissance, Plato replaced Aristotle as the philosopher of choice. This
shift from Aristotelianism to Platonism is significant on two counts. First,
this was what Fleming calls a “conscious departure from scholastic
thought.”6 That is, in the spirit of the Renaissance, intellectual endeavor
once freed from the secular and rigid structure of Aristotelianism could
now soar to the heights of Platonic ideals where imagination and creativ-
ity had more room to play, so to speak. Second, Aristotle might have
appeared dry to Renaissance man, but through Plato Renaissance man
could begin to ascend that celestial ladder leading to the divine. Fleming
summarizes thus, “This confident picture of human potential and destiny ani-
mates the spirit of the great humanistic artists Botticelli, Michelangelo, and
Raphael, and it is one of the most important keys to the interpretation of their
works.”7

Next, we turn to scientific naturalism. Here, sculptors and painters
tried to adhere more to realistic representations of what actually is rather
than those idealistic impressions of what ought to be as artists and sculp-
tors of the medieval period attempted to do. Once again, innovation was
at work here. For those artists and sculptors who embraced these con-
cepts of scientific naturalism, they dared to experiment and develop a
new perspective on the concept of space and form in artistic representa-
tions. In a sense, then, they redefined perspective. That is, as Fleming
points out, in order to represent the human body as true to form as
possible, sculptors now needed to have a working if not somewhat rudi-
mentary knowledge of anatomy. Likewise, painters needed more and
more to familiarize themselves with geometry to gain a better under-
standing of symmetry, proportion, and linearity. Specifically, with paint-
ing, artists now concerned themselves with such techniques as foreshort-
ening, namely, making objects or figures less prominent in size but more
proportional with respect to their surroundings.

Finally, we come to Renaissance individualism. Here we find various
types of artistic human expression from set patterns and established
themes (e.g., religious paintings, mathematical rhythmic ratios, etc.) to
self-awareness and individualistic certainty. Artists in various media
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(e.g., painting, sculpture, music, etc.) now pursued their desire for per-
sonal prestige. Private patronage, according to Fleming, began to outpace
Church patronage. For artists, this meant exposure.

With the encouragement of private patronage came the encourage-
ment of experimentation. Fleming points out how specific “technical con-
siderations point toward individualization and recognition of the view-
er.”8 This means that figures within paintings, for example, because of
perspective, were now on equal footing with the observer on the same
reality, just different dimensions. For the Renaissance artists, the painting
itself contains everything important, and the viewer can take it all in with
only one glance.9 Thus, the Renaissance man is one who embodies every
aspect of Renaissance naturalism, humanism, and individualism all with-
in himself.

As mentioned earlier, the Renaissance was a time of self-expression
and experimentation. It was not so formal and idealistic as the Gothic
period. Rather, from roughly the fifteenth century on, humankind sought
to make its own mark on the world. Artists and authors alike brought to
light the human condition in its natural environment. Their subject mat-
ter was not about humanity as it should be (idealism) but about humanity
as it is (realism). This was all part of the great Renaissance experiment. It
is not surprising, then, that self-expression and experimentation, two fun-
damental elements of the Renaissance style, found their way into the
literature of the time as well.

Consider, for example, Boccaccio’s Decameron. Unlike Albert Camus
(1913–1960) who in his novel The Plague introduced us to the angst of the
human condition, namely, an analysis of the condition of human exis-
tence all of which is colored by our emotions, actions, and thoughts,
Boccaccio reminds us of the reality and finality of death, namely, a final-
ity that implies no sense of an afterlife. His human angst is more physical
than that of Camus’s, for example. For in the face of such finality, as
Boccaccio observed, human bonds break down to the extent that it is
everyone for himself. Yet, in classic Renaissance style, Boccaccio shows
that the human will to survive is even stronger and that no fear of death’s
finality can fence it in ever. With Boccaccio, there is no redemption but
only rebirth, or more specifically, starting over. In the Decameron, the char-
acters seem not too preoccupied with or concerned about an afterlife and
the rewards or punishments that await us there. Recall in The Inferno how
Dante (1265–1321) reminds us that we must forever be mindful of our
reclamation to avoid those terrible punishments doled out to sinners in
Hell.

But Boccaccio wants us to focus not on what can happen to us in the
afterlife but rather to focus on the “here and now,” namely, that we
experience our own hell right here on earth. Thus, in the Decameron, we
must face directly and realistically not only the damage that disease can
do to people, but also we must accept the fact that we can do far worse
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damage to one another than perhaps any disease. Boccaccio writes, “In
the face of so much affliction and misery, all respect for the laws of God
and man had virtually broken down and been extinguished in our city. . .
Hence everyone was free to behave as he pleased.”10

Finally, where Boccaccio introduced us to the fantastic realism of
plague, Petrarch (1304–1374) recaptures for us the spirit of Classical
Greek and Roman works. His Canzoniere echoes those distant voices of
Virgil (70BC–19BC), Livy (59BC–17BC), and Ovid (c. 43BC–18AD). Yet, as
Longman notes, Petrarch’s classical literary references are more than
mere intellectual pedantry; rather, “such classical references are not in-
cluded simply for the sake of displaying intellectual wares. They help to
situate Petrarch’s often unanchored persona. . .”11

In fact, we see in Petrarch’s writings a tension between the fiction of
his poetry and the nonfiction of the world about him; a tension reverber-
ating between his interior life and his external life. Throughout his Canzo-
niere, he is seeking a joy that is anything but worldly. For worldly joys are
fleeting. In short, he awaits an absolution that may never come, “. . . and
from my vanities there comes shame’s fruit, and my repentance, and the
clear awareness that worldly joy is just a fleeting dream.”12

As Victor Hugo wrote in his wonderfully moralistic novel Les Miser-
ables, “Beauty lost is still splendid in its reinvention”—his quote nicely cap-
tures the sentiment of the Renaissance. For Renaissance humanists tried
to recapture and at times repackage the beauty that was Classical Greek
and Roman art, architecture, music, literature, and philosophy. Just as
Copernicus (1473–1543) showed that the sun was at the center (i.e., helio-
centrism) and not the earth (i.e., geocentricism), Renaissance man boldly
placed humanity at the center of creation (i.e., anthropocentrism). Conse-
quently, anthropocentrism and heliocentrism both had interesting impli-
cations for Christian philosophy and theology that would play out
through history. After all, heliocentrism and anthropocentrism were ma-
jor paradigm shifts for how we would come to think about the world and
God from the Renaissance up to the present day.

Thus, because of the Renaissance, we had to rethink our place in the
universe. In so doing, the Renaissance, then, brought the Divine within
reach of humanity. Now, with sublime humility and a respectful gaze,
Adam could confidently reach out for the first time to touch the hand of
the Divine, an image Michelangelo (1475–1564) so beautifully illustrated
on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel in his painting The Creation of Adam
(ca. 1511). So, if we listen carefully, we can still hear today that faint yet
steady echo from the Renaissance and still see in the eyes of Michelange-
lo’s Adam that “we are the universe, and it is within us!”

The story of the Islamic Renaissance, I offer, parallels to some extent
the story of the European Renaissance. Both share an era of intellectual
awakening. Youth in tenth- and eleventh-century Islamic society as well
as in Renaissance Europe were preparing for active careers in public life.
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Through either an adab or studia humanitas curriculum, they would ac-
quire the necessary skills such as oratory and social values, for example,
for civic and political life. Learning the etiquette of social eloquence along
with moral philosophy would ultimately usher in a moral and cultural
renewal of both Islamic and European Renaissance societies. In both Is-
lamic and Renaissance European societies, the educated man was ex-
pected to engage fully in politics and public affairs. My point is that
humanism in both societies proved itself to be socially useful.

MEDIAEVAL ISLAMIC HUMANISM

Protagoras (490–420BC) proclaimed, “Man is the measure of all things.”13

This revolutionary statement would change the course of human intellec-
tual history because now the gods are on the verge of becoming obsolete
and irrelevant. The task of humanity went from serving and pleasing
mercurial divinities to the realization of self-creation. Three primary con-
cerns stubbornly nudged the Greeks forward to prepare for the birth of
this new intellectual movement that would inevitably change humanity’s
perspective of itself: social relationships, humanity’s place in the natural
environment, and humanity’s stake in the universal scheme of things,
namely its relationship with divinity.

From the natural, a culture of the body emerged whereby the human
body—no longer a strategic and helpless pawn in the divine chess game
that was the universe, the playground of the gods—evolved and radiated
with spiritual and physical activity. Now, humanity had a kinship with
both nature and itself. Humanism reinforced the role of the individual,
and most importantly, reinforced the individual’s faith in himself. The
echoes of the effects of Classical and Hellenistic Greek humanism rever-
berated throughout history thereby shaping and reshaping humanity’s
relationship with itself, the world, and divinity.

In fact, Miskawayh would contravene those Greek notions that one’s
nature cannot be changed or the Stoic belief that we are the company that
we keep.14 Greek humanism would undergo a transformation under Is-
lam. This transformation would be a shift from individual qua individual
to individual qua family. For this captures the spirit of Sharia, the essence
of Islamic society, the basis of Islamic intellectual culture. “In Miskaw-
ayh’s ideal man,” writes Ansari, “the Neoplatonic indifference to society
is replaced by an Aristotelian ideal of active social life.”15

MISAKWAYH’S COURTLY CIVIC HUMANISM

As Makdisi pointed out, classical humanism produced two movements,
namely, humanism and scholasticism.16 Philology and literary arts
would blossom on the sprawling limbs of humanism, whereas legal sci-
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ence would take root in the solidly traditional and fertile soil of scholasti-
cism. Both humanism and scholasticism had their own vested interests.
Where humanism was more concerned with preserving the purity of
Qur’anic Arabic, Islamic scholasticism dealt with expounding or justify-
ing religion.17

Do intellectuals have a special responsibility for the health of a civil-
ization? Miskawayh would say yes because an intelligent man ought to
seek virtue for the betterment of himself, others, and society in general.

The intelligent man should then seek virtue in his rational soul (the
soul by which he has become man), examine the imperfections of his
soul in particular, and strive to remedy them to the extent of his capac-
ity and effort. For these are the goods which are not concealed, and
when one attains them one does not withhold himself from them by
any sense of shame or hide himself behind walls or under the cloak of
darkness; on the contrary, they always exhibited among the people and
in the assemblies of men.18

Miskawayh’s conception of humanism also has an existential aspect to it.
That is, existence by itself has no meaning. However, as an individual
self, one can choose to give his own existence meaning through the per-
fection of his character through practice and intersubjective experience
ultimately perfecting the state.19 For it is through the refinement of our
character, as Miskawayh argued, that some of our humanities would be
better than those humanities of others.20 Our thoughts become our actions.
Our actions become our habits. Our habits become our character. Finally,
our character becomes our destiny. As Miskawayh warns time and again,
our experience will lack meaning unless we constantly seek out virtue in
our rational soul. Essentially, he is saying that we work with what we
have, and we try to make it better.

Miskawayh’s idea of an existential humanism—that is, a unified civic
ethic that has as one of its core tenets the perfected character—embodies
the Aristotelian ideal of active civic participation as opposed to what
Ansari calls a “Neoplatonic indifference to society.”21 Active civic partici-
pation shapes (and eventually perfects) one’s character through the prac-
tice of law and justice, for instance.22 Miskawayh adopts this Aristotelian
notion into his civic humanism because he believes this to be a primary
component of Sharia.23 Predominantly through civic participation,
argued Miskawayh, the soul becomes more disposed to the virtue of Sa
ꞌadah (i.e., the good life, cf. Greek eudaimonia). This path, according to
Miskawayh, begins with one’s desire for knowledge and science which
will lead him to perfection which, in turn, will instill within him complete
happiness.24

It is likely that Miskawayh might have had Aristotle’s four causes in
mind as he was fine-tuning his ethic of civic humanism. First, God is
undoubtedly the efficient cause of the state. That is, the state is divinely
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ordained by God. Citizens comprise the material cause, that is, the funda-
mental components of the state. The formal cause of the state is to serve
and promote community. The final cause is the purpose of the state is to
allow one to attain the best life possible, that is, to aim at some good.25

Like Aristotle, Miskawayh believed that man was by nature a social ani-
mal and, therefore, required the state wherein to complete and fulfill his
Sa’adah within the context of community. Man creates a society in which
to foster good etiquette.26 “Every state is a community of some kind,”
explained Aristotle, “and every community is established with a view to
some good; for everyone always acts in order to obtain that which they
think good.”27 Badruddin Bhat captured the spirit of Miskawayh’s ethic
of civic humanism: “A man who does not mix with the people and does
not live in a society, cannot achieve the high qualities of tolerance, for-
bearance, generosity, and justice.”28

Like Aristotle, Miskawayh believed that individuality can only hap-
pen within community. This is similar to John Stuart Mill’s notion of the
individual in community as a progressive being.29 Unlike Mill, however,
and in line with Islam, Miskawayh never considered pleasure to be the
means to a moral life.30 Here, Miskawayh is basically laying out for us
the primary aim of an Islamic humanistic education, namely, to bring out
one’s true nature.31

In his Refinement of Character, Miskawayh has offered and outlined an
Islamized Aristotelian virtue ethics for the individual to adopt within
community. Generally speaking, virtue ethics itself is to a degree human-
istic, a special kind of moral objectivism which is, as Goodman notes,
“pluralistic and potentially cosmopolitan.”32 Community requires a re-
finement of the individual’s character through the acquisition of virtue
ethics—a refinement consisting of learning, social skills, and personal
development which all work together to contribute to his ideal nature of
one’s true character.33 It is specifically through social cooperation, name-
ly, civic humanism, that one becomes wise and thereby has a social and
ethical responsibility to educate others in community for the betterment
of the (Islamic) state.34 An individual needs the state to perfect and fulfill
his ultimate end. Collectively, individuals form a society and, in turn,
develop social etiquette for the development of mind, spirit, and moral
values—qualities which one cannot acquire from mere book learning
alone.35

ISLAMIC CIVIC HUMANISM

Islam represents the deepest source of Muslim self-consciousness and
identity. Islam organizes society around the written word, thereby estab-
lishing a logocentric society wherein knowledge becomes identified with
writing and texts.36 Furthermore, since Islam is a religion whose sub-
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structure is grounded in revelation—similar to that of Christianity, for
example—it sees itself as existing in history, anchored in history, and
participating in historical thinking using such tools as the Qur’an, narra-
tives of pre-Islamic battles, and hadith.37 Thus, within an Islamic context,
these three factors situate humanity morally, politically, and socially
within the geometry of history, namely, a three-dimensional historical
grid with longitude, latitude, and altitude wherein humanity can locate
itself spiritually and determine its place within God’s universal plan from
which an intellectually rich Islamic self-consciousness emerges.

Islam’s humanistic legacy is embroidered within an historically rich
tapestry of a pluralist jurisprudence, a tolerance toward other religious
traditions, and a rejection of ethno-cultural barriers in the evolution and
growth of the Muslim community (umma).38 These three threads made it
possible for an Islamic Renaissance to occur in the tenth and eleventh
centuries.

HUMANISM AND ITS RELATIONSHIP TO COMMUNITY

The goal of humanity, Miskawayh reminds us, is to rise above our ani-
malistic and creaturely inclinations and strive to live a divine life.39 Liv-
ing such a life requires self-discipline, self-control, dedication, good char-
acter, and proper education, or especially a moral humanistic education.
More importantly, Miskawayh believed that people need one another to
perfect themselves. Such perfection can only happen in community.

We have already spoken of the need which people have for one an-
other, and it has become clear that every one of them finds his comple-
tion in his friend and that necessity requires that they should seek one
another’s assistance. The reason is that men are born with deficiencies
which they have to remedy and, as we have explained before, there is
no way for any single individual among them to become complete by
himself. There is, then, a genuine need and a demanding necessity for a
condition in which diverse persons are brought together and combined
so that they become, by agreement and harmony, as one single person
all of whose [bodily] organs associate in the performance of the single
act which is useful to him.40

Like its European counterpart, Islamic humanism has its roots in the
Graeco-Roman tradition as well—an ancient tradition into which Euro-
pean and Islamic cultures both tapped. From this ancient well, both drew
the waters of the humanitas ideal and assimilated it into their own cul-
tures in different ways.
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HUMANITAS

I now turn to a discussion concerning the historical background of the
humanitas tradition within a Graeco-Roman and Islamic context which
eventually culminates into an Islamic Renaissance. I will consider this
discussion in three parts. First, this culmination came about through the
development of humanism and assimilation of foreign and ancient ele-
ments, thereafter shaping a nascent Islamic ethos. Islam and humanism
share a common bond, namely, religious tolerance. Likewise, a humanis-
tic education fosters an understanding of different peoples and cultures.
Islam, therefore, exhibits humanistic characteristics in that it (i.e., Islam)
studies and concerns itself with other faiths, civilizations, and cultures,
which Khan claims “represents a positive humanistic ideology.”41 Next,
there are those scholars who argue that there was, in fact, no Islamic
renaissance because Islamic culture did not assimilate the Graeco-Roman
heritage in quite the same way nor for the same purposes as the Europe
Renaissance, for example. Finally, one could argue that a kind of Islamic
enlightenment in the ninth century gave rise to an Islamic renaissance
around the tenth and eleventh centuries which in some way rivaled that
of the Europeans.

Part I: The Ancients, Humanism, and Assimilation

In his article “Humanism in the Renaissance of Islam: a Preliminary
Study,” Joel Kraemer argues that any advanced or “highly developed”
civilization assimilates “alien cultural elements” in roughly three phases.
In the case of Mediaeval Islamic civilization, these three distinct phases
came about through a “fusion” of Jewish and Christian elements with
Arab traditions, acquisition of new administrative methods, artistic
forms, and religious tenets with each conquest, and finally what Kraemer
refers to as the “appanage of the Graeco-Arabic Renaissance.”42 Neverthe-
less, the Graeco-Roman footprint is evident and figures prominently in
all three phases.

The Ancients

Did Islamic culture somehow now become “Westernized” because of
these Graeco-Roman assimilations? The answer is, of course, no. In fact,
by dipping into the same ancient well of wisdom as the Renaissance
Europeans, Islamic civilization faced a new kind of dilemma. That is, in
its struggle with Westernization, Islam wrestled with how it could assim-
ilate these “alien” foreign ideals of the Graeco-Roman tradition into its
own society while at the same time holding on to its own uniquely Islam-
ic tradition.43
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Kraemer lists three elements comprising classical humanism: a kin-
ship and unity of mankind; the adoption of ancient classics as an educa-
tional and cultural ideal during the formation of one’s mind and charac-
ter (paideia); and the love of humanity (philanthropia).44 Islam quite easily
adopted these particular elements because Hellenistic philosophy did not
affect in any significant way the “objective” of Islamic thinking.45

Theological Aspects of Humanism

Although Islamic humanism evolved from the Hellenistic spirit, it
also took on a consciously theological coloration that set it apart from the
classical—primarily secular—humanism of Renaissance Europe. Where
the humanism of Renaissance Europe was a search for examples from
classical antiquity to legitimize and enrich new practices, Islamic human-
ism was on a search for both theological examples to better help human-
ity understand “the external ordering of life and the internal realization
of truth” (i.e., theological humanism) and simultaneously to bring out
one’s true nature through a humanistic education (i.e., secular human-
ism).46

Within Islam then, two branches of humanism emerged—theological
and secular—and coexist in a peculiar asymptotic relationship. However,
both theological and secular humanistic attitudes concern themselves
with the Socratic question of how to live. Islamic theological humanism
distinguishes itself from Islamic secular humanism because of its implicit
desire to return to some halcyon past, whereas Islamic secular humanism
focuses on the refinement of character to revitalize those norms and val-
ues undergirding society.47 Likewise, divine unity (tawhid) plays an im-
portant role in both because it unites both the religious and secular
spheres of Islam.48

Some Islamic scholars espouse a kind of theological humanism,
wherein living means being one with the universe by achieving to some
degree a harmony, balance, purification, and eventual perfection within a
divinely guided universe. To accomplish this, the human intellect neces-
sarily requires divine law to sharpen it (i.e., human intellect), thereby
allowing one to discern good from bad and to gain a holistic view of the
universe.49 S. A. Ashraf and Ashgar Ali Engineer are proponents of Is-
lamic theological humanism, for example. “Man is expected to conform
to Divine Law as revealed in the Qur’an and as enshrined in the sunnah,”
explains S. A. Ashraf, “because only then does human nature acquire a
specific perceptive capacity and the ability to intuit. . .”50

Other scholars talk about a kind of secular humanism involving ars
dictaminis, art of dictation (or composing), wherein refinement of charac-
ter came from a strict curriculum of studia humanitatis. Some scholars
have argued that the ars in this case is native to classical Arabic. Such a
curriculum would have consisted of works of grammar, lexicography,
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poetry, practical rhetoric, history, and moral philosophy—the works are
called in classical Arabic literature al-Amali (i.e., dictations).51

Part II. Arguing Against an Islamic Humanism

In his article “Islam and Humanism?” M.P. Rege disagrees with Ali
Asghar Engineer who maintained that the tenets of humanism are, in
fact, in accord with Islam. Rather, Rege argues that the kind of humanism
that sprouted in the Islamic milieu came about through the “liberating
influence of the humanistic Greek culture which upheld the values of
free, critical inquiry and search for a rational order in the universe and in
human affairs,” not from Islam orthodoxy, rather in spite of it.52

To understand the role of humanism in an Islamic context, one must
first grasp a few philosophical basic premises characterizing humanism
per se. First, the task of humanity is self-creation. This act of self-creation
presupposes a kind of autonomous human nature which forms the core
of humanism. Second, essentially, humanism has built into itself the clas-
sical sense that everything has a fixed nature and perfection—a nature
striving to fulfill that nature on its own. Around this time, an operative
dictum emerged that spoke of man as the symbol of existence (Al-insan
ramz al-wujud).53 This foreshadowed the epistemological shift wherein
Muslims now desired an outlook or concept of the universe in which
both heaven and earth mattered—namely, the religious and secular.54

For humanity to fulfill its true nature required an epistemological or
paradigm shift from understanding itself and the world within the scope
of a heavenly context to one more natural or secular in nature. We see
evidence of this in the humanism of the European Renaissance, for in-
stance. In turn, this shift produced a side effect, namely human autono-
my, wherein the role of the individual to recognize himself as the neces-
sary and sufficient source of all human values contravened those tradition-
ally held faith beliefs purporting God’s sovereignty over and empowering of
humanity to be stewards of the world—theological tenets shared by both
Christianity and Islam. To some extent, Christianity nervously but neces-
sarily integrated various aspects of this classical humanism into its later
theology following the Council of Trent. Islam, however, was a different
story.

As Rege explains, where humanism imposes humanity’s sovereignty
on God, Islam subjugates humanity itself to God’s sovereignty. In other
words, according to Islamic theology, God empowered humanity, within
its own jurisdiction, to steward the world in accordance with those prin-
ciples set forth in sacred scripture, the hadith of the Prophet, and the
sunna. Thus, one’s sense of fulfillment, perfection, or completion lies not
within himself but in the fulfillment of God’s plan and expectations. In
short, one’s happiness depends on the extent to which he aligns himself
with God’s purpose, not his own.55
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Furthermore, Rege disagrees with Engineer that Islam is preaching
humanistic values within the context of religious doctrine.56 Everything
comes down to freedom. Do we, as human beings, create our own free-
dom? Humanism says that our freedom and dignity as individuals lies in
the realization that we are capable of understanding what the Greeks
called eudaimonia, the good life and then figuring out how to achieve it.
However, as Rege and Engineer point out, in Islamic theology, freedom
means the freedom to act, not the freedom to choose.57 By choose, I mean
the freedom to decide for yourself what is good.

But it should be clear that the freedom to act without the freedom to
choose is merely the freedom to obey or to suffer for disobeying a
"heteronomous" command, a command which has no sanction beyond
the power of the authority which issues it.58

In a sense, true or real freedom lies with God because only God can
impart true justice, that is, divine justice. As humans, we can only impart
natural or conventional justice. Because we are composed of matter and
live in a material world, we lack a unity or what Miskawayh calls a
oneness but instead are composed of four contrary elements.59 One could
argue that is itself a handicap preventing us from acting as truly autono-
mous individuals and thereby achieving true freedom. Rege suggests
that as autonomous beings, we can freely determine our own ends and
acquire the ability to evaluate those ends: “Freedom is not latitude ex-
tended by alien authority; it is self-determinism. The notions of human
dignity and responsibility are bound up with the conception of man as an
‘end in himself.’”60

As Rege pointed out, Renaissance humanism exhibits three conspicu-
ous characteristics: Free assertion of human nature, celebration of human
achievements, and liberation from the restrictions of medieval Christian-
ity.61 There is no room for these in Islam. “There is no room in Islam for a
free and critical exercise of the faculty of human reason and the pursuit of
truth based on it,” argued Rege. “Indeed, there cannot be any in a relig-
ion which recognizes the prophetic office and certainly there can be none
in a religion which insists on the finality of the message of its prophet.”62

In the end, Rege concludes that the great thinkers of Islam arose not
from the “natural flowering of the Islamic spirit but in spite of it and
owing to the liberating influence of the humanistic Greek culture which
upheld the values of free, critical inquiry and search for a rational order
in the universe and in human affairs.”63 His conclusion makes sense if we
set it side by side with Kraemer’s tripartite sociological schematic that
advanced or developed societies adapt foreign cultural elements in three
stages as mentioned earlier—namely, religious integration, administra-
tive integration, and finally what Kraemer calls the “appanage of the
Graeco-Roman Renaissance.”64
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In the case of Islam, for example, religious and administrative integra-
tion of foreign elements would have occurred roughly around the ninth
and tenth centuries as Islam was expanding and codifying its religious
and administrative practices. The scope of this chapter is primarily con-
cerned with the third integration—the influence of Graeco-Roman antiq-
uity in the development of Islamic humanism.

The third integration began to take shape from the tenth through the
eleventh centuries during the height of the Abbasid period in its contin-
ued role of empire building. Each of the three phases of development of
Islamic culture reinforced one another thereby making it possible for
these foreign elements (e.g., Jewish and Christian) to be absorbed and
reshaped into Islamic intellectual society through Hellenistic channels.65

Note, however, that the full integration of Hellenism into Islam took
place rather later—ca. fourteenth century. Historically speaking, as em-
pires grow, they begin to cultivate or conceptualize the notion of what
Kraemer calls the “unity of mankind.”66

Though empires are usually forged in the crucible of power and vio-
lence, they nevertheless become receptive to the creative forces indige-
nous to the arts, humane letters, and philosophical thought: “And it is
always the most powerful empires which promoted letters and learn-
ing.”67 The Islamic empire undoubtedly followed the same pattern as its
historical antecedents.

Ashgar Ali Engineer on Islam and Humanism

“Islam conceptualizes man as the vice-regent of God on earth and the
symbol of His power,” claims Engineer.68 This is the pivotal point where
Rege and Engineer part company with respect to whether Islam is, in fact,
compatible with humanism. For Rege, humanism has more of a secular
flavor, namely, that humanity is the center of the world and serves only
itself with the aid of reason. Humanity, in short, is independent of divin-
ity.

This shift from a theocentric to an anthropocentric society undoubted-
ly blossomed in the unfolding of history in the West and ironically de-
prived humanity of what it sought most as humanity moved farther
away from the stronghold of religion in the fourteenth century: A sense
of its existential self. During the European Renaissance, for example, in-
tellectual freedom made significant headway with the advent of material-
ism through commerce, the acceleration of scientific progress, technologi-
cal advancements, and the deterioration of the feudal political system.
Economic, technological, and political progress reshaped, to some extent,
the way in which humanity thought of itself in the West. Now, the center
of its own universe, humanity slowly and to its detriment took its own
humanness for granted—its own existence—thereby losing sight of what
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makes one uniquely human, namely, what Heidegger calls “the marvel
of marvels: that what-is is.”69

Rege did not focus on the theological-existential but rather the secular
aspect of humanism; nevertheless, both Islam and humanism share a few
characteristics. For him, religion contravenes the very premise of human-
ism because religion subjugates humanity to a transcendental, divine
power, thereby comprising man’s true freedom to choose and to act. Thus,
religion poses a serious dilemma for the secular humanist. However, for
Ashgraf Ali Engineer, no such dilemma exists. In fact, Islam and human-
ism are actually in one accord.70

First, Islam and humanism both discourage asceticism and instead
encourage a “this-worldly” perspective and allow humanity a certain
amount of latitude.71 Rege would say that religion somehow limits man’s
freedom. However, Engineer is careful to point out that man does not
have total freedom in secular humanism either because of various social
and natural laws. Humanist philosophy does not imply that one possess-
es absolute freedom, as Engineer notes, but that certain social and natural
“man-made” laws bind this individual.”72 Human freedom, then, comes
in degrees which society and/or religion calibrates according to some
specific standard or moral code. Human beings, therefore, whether secu-
lar or religious, do exercise some form of freedom but not necessarily
total freedom as Rege suggests. S.A. Ashraf would agree with Rege but
for slightly different reasons. What makes Ashraf suspicious is that hu-
manism is an ideal that cannot be proved and conceived by philosophers.
He argues that philosophers waffle between atheism, materialism, and
denying God’s existence yet cannot agree if a human being is more than
just a lump of biological matter, so to speak. Ashraf argues, “Humanism
is an ideal conceived by philosophers and thinkers who cannot believe in
the existence of God but who at the same time cannot agree to treat man
just as a scientific, biological product.”73

Nevertheless, as an ideal, humanism possessed two fundamental
components: namely, the studia adabiya for Islam and the studia humanita-
tis for the Christian West.74 Islamic civilization itself absorbed this huma-
nitas ideal in the explication of its religion, socio-economic structure, and
its moral philosophy.75 However, this is not anything new. History has
shown that the greatest empires—Greece, Rome, Persia—had always
promoted throughout the course of their existence humanitas, that is for
example, letters and learning, into their socio–cultural milieu.76

Not surprisingly, then, Islamic culture incorporated this tradition of
humanitas—particularly Greek philosophical aspects— into its own spiri-
tual and moral culture thus prompting scholars such as H. H. Schaeder to
refer to Islamic spiritual culture (geistige Kultur) as an Islamized Hellen-
ism (islamisierter Hellenismus).77 For the cultural influences of the Graeco-
Roman world touched Islamic civilization leaving behind fingerprints to
remind us of their legacy in the shaping of Islamic mediaeval society.
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“All cultural links of this kind lead to areas where the civilization of
classical antiquity—that is to say Hellenism and, in so far as it reached
the East in Greek garb, Roman civilization—had left its mark.”78

Next, Islam and humanism were both born from decaying social sys-
tems.79 In humanism’s case, feudalism was giving way to a more com-
mercial and capitalist society. During the fourteenth century, cities were
growing, trade was increasing, and technological progress influenced
both economic and artistic life.80 With Islam, the umma was replacing
traditional tribal systems. Where tribal humanism of the Arabs empha-
sized individual human achievement, one’s individual freedom—hu-
manism’s core ingredients—was “subordinated to tribal honor.”81

Finally, another similarity involved class division and stratification.
As with the Europeans, trade and commerce in Arab society created a
new class of wealthy families who amassed power. This societal imbal-
ance thwarted Muhammad’s call for egalitarianism and soon came to
oppress economically, politically, and even spiritually those in the lower
class of society. Additionally, dominant social groups usurped Islamic
and humanistic ideologies such that those at the bottom of society could
never really “avail” themselves of the value systems of either of these
(i.e., Islam or humanism).82 This is nothing new though, historically
speaking. The poor and the underprivileged never had an opportunity to
participate fully or help develop the value systems of religious or secular
ideologies. In other words, social taboos, religious tenets, or humanistic
tendencies never quite applied to those at the top of the social food chain.
At this point, a line from Victor Hugo’s Les Miserables seems apropos:
“There is more misery at the bottom than there is humanity at the top.”

Though Islam and humanism share a few similarities as illustrated
earlier, distinct contrasts exist between the two as well. Humanism, un-
like Islam or Christianity for example, is ideologically secular. It recog-
nizes no divine authority. Rather, humanism found a voice for its ideolo-
gy in art, literature, science, and philosophy in both the Islamic and Euro-
pean Renaissances respectively. Humanism’s message was quite simple,
namely, that through its own intelligence and capability, humanity can
improve its present condition without the intercession of any transcen-
dent divinity. Humanity can choose and act according to its own kind of
cultural traditions and beliefs as opposed to some mysterious or vague
objective moral reality.

From the Islamic perspective, an objective moral reality guides human
choices thereby providing human beings the freedom to choose.83

Though both humanistic and Islamic ideologies provide room for dissent,
Islam does so only within a set framework.84 Islamic orthodoxy dictated
such an intellectual framework, thereby subordinating reason to theolog-
ical and legal Islamic doctrine.85

Despite these ideological differences, classical Islam developed its
own brand of humanism over time that incorporated both religious and
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secular aspects. In classical Islam, three categories of knowledge
emerged: Arabic literary arts; Islamic religious sciences; and, the sciences
of the Ancients.86 One can find evidence of a similar division of knowledge
in the eleventh-century text, the Qabus Nama (Mirror for Princes), a guide
for the author’s son on how to avoid the bad in life and how to develop a
good character. 87 The type of profession one chooses plays an important
role in the shaping of one’s character, for example. According to the
Qabus Nama, there are at least three categories into which professions fall:
Science linked with a craft, a craft linked with a science, or a craft existing
independently. Consider the following:

Of the science linked with a craft, examples are: geometry, medicine,
surveying, versification and the like; of the craft linked with a science,
examples are: musicianship, the veterinary art, architecture, the con-
struction of underground channels and the like.88

More importantly, each of these has a particular subject matter of which
one must have a complete knowledge and understand its rules in order
to avoid being what the author calls a poor captive.89

Division of knowledge helped not only to organize these various
branches, but also they provided one the opportunity to learn a humanis-
tic curriculum in a systematic way. Furthermore, as with the Italian Ren-
aissance, adab humanism gave rise to two types of humanists: profession-
als and amateurs. Professional humanists consisted of ambassadors,
chancellors, court orators, court poets, prime ministers, secretaries-histo-
rians, tutors; and, amateur humanists were primarily astrologers-astron-
omers, booksellers, calligraphers, copyists, and lawyers.90 As Makdisi
explains, professional humanists served as secretaries in all levels of
government from prime minister to secretary of state, to the private sec-
retary of the caliph or sultan, for example.91 Moreover, this community of
humanists saw itself as a kind of brotherhood though it lacked the auton-
omy and independence of legal guilds.92

Part III: Islamic Humanism—Theological and the Secular

Both Rege and Engineer represent two camps regarding Islamic hu-
manism, namely, the theological and the secular. As mentioned earlier,
Engineer leans more to theological humanism whereas Rege is closer to
secular humanism. Nevertheless, both positions have something in com-
mon in that they are commenting on a style of education, so to speak. Yet
there is more going on here than just style of education. For this is one
small aspect of humanism in general and Islamic humanism in particular.

Islamic humanism as a whole revolves around a couple of core tenets
that the theological and secular aspects of Islamic humanism share: Every
person possesses intrinsic values; and most people possess the capability
for self-improvement or a kind of spiritual rebirth.93 It is fundamental to
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Islam that each individual is morally and spiritually responsible for him-
self and himself only.

Human knowledge is incomplete when compared to God’s knowl-
edge. In fact, only God is capable of comprehending the whole of the
world or the whole of reality. God’s nature allows him to do this because
God’s existence and essence are one. One does not precede the other. This
is the ontological nature of reality. According to Ibn Sina (980–1037),
metaphysically speaking, essence precedes existence because God im-
parts existence to essence since form and matter cannot actualize exis-
tence for a thing. It must have an agent-cause, namely God. Practically
speaking, per Ibn Sina, being is an essence and becoming is a property.

Here, an Islamic humanist such as Miskawayh, for example, empha-
sizes that a human being is a thinking subject who defines himself by
becoming in the world. In other words, becoming entails action, and action
entails a certain type of freedom. But this freedom is acted out in a frame-
work of a kind of courtly civic humanism. Recall the point of contention
between Engineer and Rege. Rege argued that Islam contravenes the ba-
sic tenet of humanism because a person does not have the right to choose
and to act, but only the right to act within an Islamic framework. Engineer
countered that working within an Islamic framework does not necessari-
ly limit one’s freedom, but rather it offers one a different kind of free-
dom—a freedom to act within a morally objective structured framework.
Acting within such a morally objective structured framework is one of
the main points of Miskawayh’s ethical work.

In this context, to act still requires freedom, decision, and responsibil-
ity. It is just that one is now free(r) in a different sense. By free, I mean
that one is free from having to choose what is right and wrong and then
act. One can now choose to act more freely in a morally prescribed uni-
verse by refining his own character. Freedom to act and to choose in a
moral or secular universe is the main ingredient in existentialism and the
core of personal being.94 It follows then that Miskawayh’s courtly civic
humanism is still humanism because every person has the choice for self-
renewal and self-regeneration as evidenced in his claims in his moral
philosophy.95

As Mohammad Ajmal noted, there appeared in Islamic society, partic-
ularly in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, a disconnect between ritual
and observance on the one hand, and meaning and significance on the
other, thereby resulting in what he called a “profanity” that spread
throughout Islamic religious institutions.96 “It was one of the functions of
Islamic humanism,” argued Ajmal, “that it tried to liberate society from
such profanity and such perversion.”97

Islamic humanism teaches that one does not become by himself but
through the assistance of another.98 Virtue is taught and acquired
through habitus. This kind of social refinement will, Miskawayh believed,
cultivate both moral and civic character. One becomes virtuous, refined, a
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well-rounded person. Becoming, in this respect, is a process rather than a
state of being. A proper becoming, as Miskawayh countered, occurs
through a rigorous refinement of character so that one can in a sense
purify himself from base human desires and behaviors (e.g., greed, envy,
lust, gluttony, etc.) and restore a proper relationship with God—the
strong religious bent that I referred to in the introduction. This process
attributes value to one’s life—an important component of Islamic human-
ism.99 Additionally, this points to the fact that where European human-
ism focused more on the horizontal relationship of human to human,
Islamic humanism stressed a vertical relationship between human and
God and perhaps indirectly a horizontal relationship between human
and human as well.

For the desire to improve oneself is a constitutional desire as opposed
to a situational desire. Self-renewal, according to Ajmal, is not dependent
on religious, political, or socio-economic situations, yet it can devolve to
such conditions.100 However, man does not become God but rather the
universal man, the vice-regent and representative of God (Khalifutul-
lah).101 Islamic humanism stresses this important point, namely for one to
give gratitude to God always lest one runs the risk of excluding God from
life and thereby undermining life’s very foundation. The ancient Iranian
poet Ferdowsi touched on this theme in his poem Shahnameh (Book of
Kings) written in the tenth century. King Jamshid who witnessed the
prospering of his kingdom, gave in to pride and apostasy by claiming he
was the creator, divine-like, and responsible for the prosperity and the
well-being of his subjects. Fedowsi's work speaks to the worries of what
can happen when one loses touch with his own humanity and forgets his
place in the scheme of the universe.

Unfortunately, humanism was primarily for a certain class of people
in Islamic society just as it was in Ancient Greek society. This reflects the
reality of agrarian civilization. Nevertheless, European and Islamic hu-
manism each share a few common objectives of humanism in general: (1)
The reception of classical traditions; (2) the restoration of humanity; and
(3) recognition of human dignity in every person.102

An Islamic humanistic education does two things:103 First, as men-
tioned above, it makes conceptual knowledge practically relevant such
that one can use what he learns through literature and ethics, for exam-
ple, to shape his becoming in the refinement of his character; and second,
with the support of a proper humanistic education—which especially
involves a study of moral philosophy—one gains the prerequisites to
ascend to the transcendental because humanity itself, as Bayrakli asserts,
needs the transcendental constantly.104
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FIVE
Al-Fauz al-Asghar (Metaphysics)

I selected these three works of Miskawayh—Al-Fauz al-Asghar, Tahdhib al-
Akhlaq, and Tajarib al-Umam—specifically to illustrate how Miskawayh
was more than just a philosopher. These works illustrate his develop-
ment as a thinker, historian, and codifier of adab. In this chapter, I discuss
each of the above-mentioned works so that one can understand more
fully why his ideas are important and interesting within the context of
classical Islamic philosophy.

Miskawayh first had to establish a metaphysical foundation for his
ethics. Al-Fauz al Asghar discusses this metaphysical foundation in terms
of the nature of the human soul, the afterlife, and prophethood. Here,
then, we have the materialization of the self. By materialization, I mean the
fusing of the body and soul to form (or construct) the self which owes its
existence to God. Miskawayh explains, “For the Fountain of Grace be-
stowed existence on all existences and the perfections of all things are
due to It. The Holy Essence has the highest degree of existence, and all
created things obtain their existence from it.”1 Here, Miskawayh pro-
vides an extensive discussion of the soul which he carries over into the
first section of his ethic work, Tahdhib al-Aklaq. In fact, Miskawayh dedi-
cates the first section of this work to the nature of the soul because this is
the starting point for moral philosophy.

Following the materialization of the self comes the definition of the
self. We now turn to Tahdhib al-Aklaq. This is Miskawayh’s work on moral
philosophy, in particular, the refining of one’s character. The self defines
itself through the refinement of its own character. In Tajarib al-Umam,
Miskawayh shows how the self comes to be in history wherein it encoun-
ters both itself and itself within the world. Once in history, the self discov-
ers true life, and with life comes a kind of creative development to which
Miskawayh refers as the refinement of character. Here, Miskawayh
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stresses time and again that real life, or creative development, can only
occur within community where each self can attain and fulfill its perfec-
tion and realize that it is merely part of a larger Self, namely community.

To this end, people must love one another, for each one finds his own
perfection in someone else, and the latter’s happiness is incomplete
without the former. Each one thus becomes like an organ of the same
body; and man’s constitution depends upon the totality of the organs
forming his body.2

Let us consider each of these works individually in more detail to better
understand how they shape for us a picture of the soul and the role it
plays in Miskawayh’s courtly civic humanism.

AL-FAUZ AL-ASGHAR—AN INTRODUCTION

Miskawayh’s philosophical metaphysical treatise, al-Fauz al-Asghar, is
similar conceptually to al-Farabi’s Ara’ Ahl al-Madinah al-Fadilah.3 His
treatment of philosophy in particular is heavily indebted to al-Farabi
with respect to the reconciliation of Plato, Aristotle, and Plotinus.4 As an
historian, Miskawayh carefully acknowledges his sources. In part one,
chapter 5 of al-Fauz al-Asghar, for example, Miskawayh cites Porphyry
(234–305 A.D.). For example, in describing that from a single agent, some
acts proceed from what he calls “essence,” while others originate from
others. Here, he specifically cites Plato, Aristotle, and even makes men-
tion of Porphry: “This view was first adopted by Aristotle as Porphyry
says: ‘Plato holds that from the Creator the abstract form of every existing
thing proceeds, and by means of it He perceives what exists.’”5

He also quotes the commentators of Plato (i.e., Proclus and Galen) and
Aristotle (i.e., Themistius).6 For example, in chapter 10, he cites Galen:
“What the philosopher Galen says, to wit, that every existence is pro-
duced from another existence, is utterly mistaken and its falsity obvi-
ous.”7

Miskawayh divides his al-Fauz al-Asghar into three parts. Essentially,
his metaphysics goes from God to prophethood and everything in be-
tween. The first part deals with the existence of God. The second con-
cerns the nature of the soul. Finally, the third deals with prophethood.8

Farabi’s outline is quite straightforward. Chapters 1 through 9 cover
basic Islamic metaphysics. He begins with a discussion of the First Cause.
In the next couple of chapters, he describes the attributes of the First
Cause as being unity and the origin of all being. The Neoplatonic stage is
now set for a top-down or emanationist cosmology. In chapters 3 through
9, he delves into a cosmological discussion about sublunar bodies. Ac-
cording to Farabi, he argues that from the Necessary One all creation
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emanates. Furthermore, spiritual attraction moves the spheres such that
the inferior is always attracted to the superior.9

Existence of God—Part One of Al-Fauz al-Asghar

The first part deals with the existence of God. Miskawayh begins with
a reference to Aristotle who compares the bat which cannot see the sun to
human reason which is inadequate to perceive God’s essence.10 God’s
attributes are three: His essence is one; He is eternal; and, He is immateri-
al.11 In chapter VIII, Miskawayh turns to those issues of defining God
affirmatively and negatively (via negativa).12 In the end, Miskawayh
comes out in support of the via negativa.

In this method the negation and inapplicability of ideas to the Holy
Essence has to be established, e.g., that God is not a body, not moved,
not manifold, not created, or that it is possible that the chain of causes
in the universe should not end at a single cause. Thus, it is proved that
for the explanation of divine things the most fitting is negative proof.13

In chapter 9, Miskawayh reveals his Neoplatonic stripes, so to speak.
First, we notice his use of Neoplatonic terminology.

This is the reason why the existence of the First Intelligence is perfect
and will survive forever, and why it is always in one condition without
change or alteration, because the overflowing bounty of the Real Out-
pourer at all times and forever continues to flow upon it.14

Sweetman points out that Real Outpourer is a specific example of Neopla-
tonic terminology. That is, the Arabic fayd and other words derived from
the same root are equivalent to the Greek ὑπερρύη and ἐξερρύη of Ploti-
nus, namely, “He overflowed.”15 Miskawayh goes on to list the order of
creation as thus: The Creator gave rise to the Intelligence, which in turn
gave rise to the First Reason; First Reason then gave rise to the soul. After
the soul come the spheres, and from these come our bodies. God estab-
lished this order of the universe and maintains it. As Miskawayh points
out, “From this explanation it will be clear that all existing things came to
exist by the bounty and goodness of the Creator, and that the order of the
Universe is set up by Him. His power and might encompass all crea-
tures.”16

In chapter 10, in the spirit of a good theologian, Miskawayh sets out to
prove creation ex nihilo. Sweetman draws our attention to the fact that it
seems odd for Miskawayh to be a card-carrying emanationist while at the
same time defending the proposition of creatio ex nihilo.17 However, the ex
nihilo nihil fit principle, which is Aristotelian,18 “does not necessitate any-
thing eternal and external to the Divine Creator from which creation
should take place.”19 Sharif nicely summarizes Miskawayh’s proof.
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Forms succeed each other, the substratum remaining constant. In this
change from one form to another, where do the preceding forms go?
The two forms cannot remain together because they are contrary. Sec-
ondly, the first form cannot go elsewhere, because motion in place
applies only to bodies, and accidents cannot go from one place to an-
other. There remains only one possibility—the possibility that the first
form goes into nothing. If it is proved that the first form cannot be Non-
Being, then the second form comes and so the third, the fourth, and so
on also from nothing. Therefore, all things generated are generated
from nothing.20

Overall, as Sharif points out, Miskawayh’s theory of evolution is no dif-
ferent from that of the Brethren of Purity in that it consists of four evolu-
tionary stages: Mineral, vegetable, animal, and the human.21 He writes,
“Coral (marjan), date-palm, and ape (qird) mark the transition from the
mineral to the vegetable, from the vegetable to the animal, and from the
animal to the human kingdom, respectively.”22

Miskawayh began his metaphysics with the nature of God. Beginning
with God is important for two reasons. First, God is the source of creation
and the Necessary Existent as both Ibn Sina and Miskawayh referred to
Him. This kind of metaphysics must be grounded in transcendence
wherein a divine creator is at the top of the cosmological emanational
scheme. After all, creation has to start somewhere. Second, unlike West-
ern philosophy which starts from a position of doubt, Islamic philosophy
begins from a position of certainty. However, beginning from a position
of certainty requires a sophisticated and often complicated metaphysics,
very technical in nature—a type of rigorous thinking not suitable for
everyone as Miskawayh noted. In other words, not everyone is equipped
with the intellectual hardware, so to speak, to grasp fully the implications
or the import of such metaphysical arguments.

Many men have thought that the philosophers have selfishly hidden
this matter and have not allowed these things to be revealed to the
common people. But this is not so. The fact is that the intellect of com-
mon people is quite incapable of grasping this subject, as the illustra-
tion above shows.23

Miskawayh’s obvious Aristotelian and Neoplatonic tendencies surface
here in the first part of his metaphysics as they will in the remaining two
sections. Relying on ancient influences does not suggest, however, that
Miskawayh’s work is merely derivative. On the contrary, as Mohammad
Nasir bin Omar argues, Arab writers did not possess any kind of “codifi-
cation” of the Greeks, and thus we can conclude that this is another
instance in which Miskawayh made an original contribution to the devel-
opment of ethics.24
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Psychology—Part Two of Al-Fauz al-Asghar

The second part of Miskawayh’s work, Al-Fauz al-Asghar, deals with
the nature of the soul. Indeed, as Miskawayh himself admits, attempting
to ascertain the soul’s nature—its quiddity and type of existence—is no
easy task.25 Nevertheless, in a metaphysics grounded in a divine
transcendence, a treatise on the ontological and phenomenological nature
of the soul is necessary if one is to appreciate and understand the teleo-
logical aspects of Islam, namely judgment and the hereafter.

And because our primary aim and the scriptural creed, i.e., judgment
and the hereafter, and other religious doctrines, cannot possibly be
established without proof that the Soul exists, and that it is manifestly
not a body, nor an accident, nor a disposition (mizaj) but a substance
subsiding per se and free from death and mortality, it is necessary for
this subject to be discussed.26

Essentially, Miskawayh’s psychology is Platonic and Aristotelian with
more of a leaning toward the Platonic.27 In both the al-Fauz al-Asghar and
his Tahdhib al-Aklaq, he for the most part gives the same account concern-
ing the nature of the soul although he does go into more detail in al-Fauz
al-Asghar. In fact he uses the same arguments, examples, and practically
the same words.28

In chapter 1 of part two, Miskawayh argues against the materialists by
affirming that the soul is something immaterial and likewise special be-
cause it can take on different and opposing forms simultaneously.

It is plain that a body can accept a form when it leaves its former form
and is entirely separated from it, e.g, silver can take the form of a ring
when it completely leaves the form of a button, or a seal can be im-
pressed on wax when the previous impression has been completely
obliterated from it. This is the case with all bodies, and this is so obvi-
ous that it does not seem necessary give any special proof of it. There-
fore, when we see something with which it is not the case as explained
of bodies, but which takes diverse and manifold forms even while the
previous form has not disappeared or become erased from it, then it
must be admitted that this thing cannot be a body.29

Concerning the incorporeality of the soul, Miskawayh relied on Aristote-
lian and Neoplatonic sources. For example, in Prop. 186 from Elements of
Theology, Proclus states categorically that every soul is an incorporeal
substance and separable from the body.

For if it know itself, and if whatever knows itself reverts upon itself
(prop. 83), and what reverts upon itself is neither body (since no body
is capable of this activity [prop. 15]) nor inseparable from body (since,
again, what is inseparable from body is incapable of reversion upon
itself, which would involve separation [prop. 16]), it will follow that
soul is neither a corporeal substance nor inseparable from body.30
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Miskawayh advances a second argument for the soul being immaterial
(i.e., not a body).

All the members, external and internal, small and great, of all animals
(of whom man is one) are made for a purpose, and each member is the
instrument for such special purpose as cannot be achieved except by
means of such an instrument. So when all the members are reckoned to
be instruments, it is then necessary that there should be someone to use
them, e.g., the carpenter and the builder and others use tools. If one
member uses another member, this would be quite unreasonable, for
that member proposed as the user is itself the instrument in some work
or a part of some member. And it has been conceded that all members
are capable of being used in the way of tools. So, it is certain that the
one who employs them all must be distinct from them. Thus, since the
user is someone other and is not a part, it is certain that it cannot be. . .
And it is certain also that it will not serve instead of body and will not
comprise bodily instrument (i.e., will not be the place of bodily instru-
ments). Because, by reason of its not being a body, it has no need of
place.31 It will also use equally at one time all those instruments which
have been made for diverse purposes and will fulfill those purposes
without any error or infirmity, so that by all the instruments a set
purpose may be achieved. It is clear that all the attributes mentioned
above cannot be qualities of body and all this work cannot be accom-
plished by bodies.32

Additionally, this points to the fact that the rational soul is not an acci-
dent or a disposition. It perceives simple and complex things, hidden and
visible but with different faculties.33 Even though the soul is one and
indivisible, can it perceive different things with different faculties and in
different ways?34

Now we will explain this with greater clearness. The rational soul per-
ceives intelligibles by one method and sensible by another. That is, the
power of perception is one but the mode varies. For when the soul is in
quest of intelligibles and wishes to perceive them, it reverts35 to its own
essence which is separated and pure from matter, and casts about as
though in search of some- near to itself.36

Basically, Miskawayh’s answer is twofold. Here, Sharif simplifies Mis-
kawayh’s position by explaining that from a Platonic perspective, similar
perceives similar, and from an Aristotelian perspective that the soul has
one faculty that it uses to perceive complex material things and another
to perceive simple non-material things, but in different ways.37 Here,
also, Miskawayh cites Themistius (317–390) who he says presented this
topic in a “most excellent fashion in his book of the soul.”38
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BRIEF ASIDE ON THE HISTORY OF ARISTOTLE, AUGUSTINE, AND
BONAVENTURE ON THE SOUL/MIND

In Aristotle’s On the Soul, one passage especially stands out as the one
cited authoritatively by the Averroists in proof of the existence of an
“active intellect”—the entity responsible for human cognitive activity.
Medieval Islamic, Jewish, and Christian philosophers studied and debat-
ed this passage intensely:

Mind as we have described it is what it is by virtue of becoming all
things, while there is another which is what it is by virtue of making all
things: this is a sort of positive state, like light; for in a sense, light
makes potential colours into actual colours. . . . Mind in this sense of it
is separable, impassible, unmixed, since it is in its essential nature ac-
tivity (for always the active is superior to the passive factor, the origi-
nating force to the matter which it forms).39

Aristotle posited that two factors characterize every class of things: (1)
matter, potentially all particulars of a class; and (2) cause or agency,
transforming matter from potentiality to actuality.40 These distinct ele-
ments, reasoned Aristotle, must also be characteristic of the human soul.
“Mind is what it is,” observed Aristotle, “by virtue of becoming all
things, while there is another which is what it is by virtue of making all
things.”41 This active intellect—or mind (nous) as Aristotle called it—is
impassible and unmixed.42 Averroes similarly commented as follows:
“This is another explanation. The material intellect is neither the body
nor a virtue in the body. . . . It is not mixed with the body.”43 “Although
Aristotle did not even expressly coin the term active intellect for the sec-
ond of the two intellects,” observed Herbert A. Davidson, “the seed he
sowed grew not merely into a mighty oak, but into a veritable, barely
penetrable forest.”44

Aristotle wrote that the rational part of the soul must be potentially
identical to its object, that which it is trying to cognize, without being or
becoming the object.45 If thinking is like perceiving, he stated, then this
“thinking part of the soul” must be impassible (apathes), “capable of re-
ceiving the form of an object,” unmixed (amiges), and separable (choris-
tos).46 That is, the intellect—the rational part of the soul—receives sensa-
tions and converts them into images (phantasmata), which continue to last
after the object is no longer present. As raw data, these images become
concepts.47 This is the process of abstraction, a process that the rational
mind carries out. “Mind must be related to what is thinkable, as sense is
to what is sensible.”48

In other words, the mind abstracts the form from the matter of the
sensible object, and then the form actualizes the potentiality of the mind
for thinking it, thereby actually allowing form to be present and exist in
the mind itself. Averroes interpreted this abstraction to be the disposition
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of the human material intellect to receive intellectual thoughts within
imaginative forms.49 That is, the material intellect is a type of disposition
in the imaginative faculty of the human soul.50

The human mind (nous) is part active and part passive. The passive
intellect becomes what it thinks. What the passive intellect thinks, accord-
ing to Aristotle, “must be in it just as characters may be said to be on a
writing-tablet on which as yet nothing actually stands written: This is
exactly what happens with mind.”51 Since “act precedes potency,” ac-
cording to Aristotle,52 the intellect energizes the passive intellect to carry
out the process of abstraction, whereby the active intellect abstracts forms
from sensible matter and actualizes the passive intellect’s potential for
thinking.53

Aristotle did not in fact say much about the nature of the active intel-
lect other than it is always in act, immutable, eternal, and separate from
the body; neither was he clear, as Diogenes Allen noted, as to whether
there is one active intellect common to all persons or whether each person
possesses his or her own active intellect.54 The commentators Theophras-
tus (360–287 B.C.) and Alexander of Aphrodisias (ca. 200 A.D.) intro-
duced the term “agent intellect.”55 Though the agent intellect shares the
same characteristics—separable, unmixed, and impassible—with the ma-
terial intellect, Averroes purported that the agent intellect’s nature is al-
ways in act, whereas that of the material intellect is in potentiality.56 The
agent intellect empowers the human mind to actualize the intellectual
potential.57

When Bonaventure speaks of uncreated light in relation to human
cognitive activity, for example, he is thinking of Divine Light as well as
the natural light of the human intellect (lumen naturale). For Bonaventure,
the difference between the two is quite obvious. Bonaventure writes that
from its creation, the human soul has a light (lumen), a natural light
(lumen naturale), which guides the intellect as it sets out to acquire knowl-
edge.58 God created this light to be in some degree conformable to Him-
self.59 According to Bonaventure, the created natural light of the human
intellect is connatural and inseparable from it.60 In addition, Bonaventure
writes that our intellect understands nothing unless in the first light (pri-
ma lux) and truth.61

Augustine needed some way to account for eternal principles, since
anything that we can perceive with our senses is mutable, finite, and
imperfect. He reasoned that mutable, fallible, and finite senses could not
grasp eternal principles per se. Plato had handled this by positing his
theory of recollection—all knowledge is recollection.62 Aristotle, howev-
er, had argued that our intellect abstracts eternal principles from particu-
lars.63 Augustine, not entirely accepting either of these options, was more
concerned with certitude than with origin.64 Just as the eye sees a proper-
ly illuminated object, so too can the mind see eternal truths when they are
properly illuminated by God.
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. . . and this is the mind to which has been allotted a kind of power to
see invisible things, and to which the senses of the body also bring all
things for judgment as it presides, so to say, in the innermost and
uppermost place of honor, and which has nothing above it to whose
government it is subject except God.65

According to Augustine, the human intellect requires a special illumina-
tion from God—divine illumination—to grasp eternal principles. Augus-
tine explains, “And so it was with me at that time, when I did not know
that my soul needed to be illumined by another light, if it was to be a
partaker of truth, since it is not itself the essence of truth.”66 He believed
that the light of eternal principles exists within the human soul itself,
thereby providing proper lighting for the soul to be aware of and to grasp
them. Albeit such light emanates from God, that light is not the source of
our ideas but is rather the measure against which we judge the certainty,
truth, and eternity of eternal principles.67 For Augustine, then, divine
illumination is not a cognitive process whereby our intellects acquire
ideas and concepts, as the Averroists thought, but rather it is the enlight-
enment of our judgment that allows us to perceive the eternal and im-
mutable truths of our ideas.68 For Olivi, this explanation would not suf-
fice. “Since this enlightenment,” comments Olivi, “is from God through
creation rather than through continuation or through presence, it relates
more to God insofar as He is the efficient cause, rather than to the natural
light of our intellect or to some habit of it.”69

Augustine did, however, embrace the belief that divine illumination
makes it possible for the intellect to know these remembered notions.
That is to say, divine illumination allows the intellect the possibility of
knowing those things that it already claims to know whether they be a
priori truths, principles, or sensible objects. As a result of this illumina-
tion, all human intellects can—presumably in this lifetime, as Augustine
implies—come to know these eternal principles that exist as ideas in the
mind of God.70 Augustine wrote in On Free Will that all persons seek
wisdom, a combination of truth and happiness. He also maintained that
because the human intellect cannot rely solely on the fallible and mutable
bodily senses, it must also therefore necessarily come to rely on God
Himself, the principle of understanding.71

Bonaventure, on the other hand, posited that in addition to divine
illumination, natural light enables the human intellect to carry out its
normal cognitive activities. From its creation, according to Bonaventure,
the soul possesses in the intellect a natural light that directs it in acquiring
remembered notions.72 This natural light, according to Bonaventure, not
only completes the soul but also belongs to the soul itself and enables it to
comprehend and abstract ideas from the objects that it encounters. This
created, natural light in the intellect is connatural with, and inseparable
from, the intellect. Yet by itself, the created light of the created intellect is
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not sufficient for certainty in the comprehension of anything without the
illuminating rays of faith.73

If eternal principles assist and inform the intellect in its cognitive ac-
tivity, then they do so in the same way that the remembered notions
assist and inform the intellect, as opposed to the way that the notions in
the focal point of the intellect assist and inform it. That is to say, remem-
bered notions relate to the focal point of the intellect as a visible object
relates to the pupil of the eye.74 In the process of intellectualization, the
focal point of the intellect turns to the remembered notions—a kind of
database of stored information, namely memories, a priori knowledge,
principles—from which it acquires data for its cognitive functions.

MISKAWAYH AND THE IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL

With respect to the topic of the soul’s immortality, Miskawayh cites Aris-
totle in chapter 5 and then Plato in chapter 6. With respect to Plato, he
mentions three arguments briefly: (1) The soul bestows life on all those
things in which life is to be found; (2) Everything susceptible to corrup-
tion is so corrupted by reason of some badness in it;75 and (3) The soul
moves by an essential movement, and that thing which is moved per se
(by its essence) cannot be corruptible; therefore the soul also is incorrupt-
ible.76

In chapters 7 and 8, Miskawayh draws on Plato’s Laws and Timaeus.
Miskawayh points out that it was Plato who said that the essence of the
soul is motion: “For in the book The Laws he wrote that the essence and
substance of that thing which moves its essence is itself movement.”77 In
fact, Miskawayh claims that the soul’s movement is circular because of its
nature.

The soul continues always in this motion and because it is not bodily
motion therefore it is not movement in place and it is also not outside
the essence of the soul. For this reason Plato said that the substance of
the soul, i.e., its essence, is motion.78

Miskawayh goes on to say that the motion of the soul is of two kinds,
namely, one towards the intellect and one towards matter. He argues that
the movement of the soul is analogous to the movement of the heavens,
and likewise the life of the heavens is more “honourable” and “complete”
than the life of created things, “because the universe of becoming and
corruption is the lowest stage from the heaven and the movement of
generated things is obtained from the soul by the medium of the heav-
en.”79 Moreover, Miskawayh explains that the farther away the effect
gets from its cause, then the number of intermediaries in between grows,
and the effect will increasingly lose its likeness to its cause.80
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In chapters 8 and 9, Miskawayh deals with the two conditions of the
soul, namely, happiness and misery. Whether a soul is happy or miser-
able depends on which direction it takes. The closer it gets to its essence,
the happier it gets, while the closer it gets to the material, the unhappier it
gets because it is getting farther from its cause, namely God.

One moves the soul towards its essence, i.e., that motion which the soul
makes towards the intellect, which is God’s First Creation, and which is
never in any circumstances or for any reason cut off from the bounty of
its First Principle and Cause. . . It is clear that one of these brings the
soul to happiness and causes it to gain that immortality and perpetuity
which is fitting of it. And the other movement by the other direction is
for the soul a cause of decline and exodus or projection from its es-
sence.81

Miskawayh then explained that even though “ancient philosophers” who
spoke to this issue referred to these two directions as “high” and “low,”
they only used these two terms for lack of any better terms to use.82 In
short, if the soul properly sets its sights upward, then its own essence will
merge with God’s essence so that unity or oneness is once again intro-
duced into the universe. Only when the soul willingly turns away from
God does its essence become separate from God’s essence and thus, “it
reaps a sort of misery which this direction entails.”83 Quoting Plato, Mis-
kawayh claims that philosophy itself is a kind of voluntary death, or a
“habituation to death.”

On account of this theory, Plato says that philosophy is habituation to
death. For to Plato, death and life are of two kinds, because the life
which the soul has by its motion upwards is other than that which is
produced by its movement downwards. For this reason there are also
two sorts of death, for there is an opposition in both kinds of life and
death. The life which the soul has by moving toward the intellect, Plato
calls “natural life” and he calls movement towards matter “voluntary
life,” and on this basis he holds as opposed to these natural death and
voluntary death.84

However, as Sharif points out, Miskawayh quickly corrects himself by
stating that this voluntary death does not mean that one should renounce
the world but rather partake in it and experience happiness.

It is fitting that every person should gain the world according to his
dignity and rank. That of which he is worthy that he should receive. . .
He should continue to walk the straight path of the true Law and
perform his religious duties, possess good morals and pleasing qual-
ities. In short, this is the straight path of understanding. Acting on it is
the way to salvation, and the way to happiness. And in this way the
bliss and well-being of both worlds is possible.85
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Here, I believe this to be the core of Miskawayh’s philosophy and would
agree with Sharif that this would explain Miskawayh’s interest in eth-
ics.86

The last chapter of the second part, namely chapter 10, deals with the
question of immortality. Miskawayh begins by stating that it has already
been proved that upon death, our intellectual soul survives. In this state
of immortality, the soul is either happy or miserable.

Whatever degrees and stations there are of the nature, of the soul, and
of the intellect, their state is this: every station has no acquaintance with
the one above it, but comprehends and is informed of the degrees
under it, and according to the extent of their desert and capacity boun-
ty reaches it. . . Likewise with the opposite of the happy soul, the
wicked and miserable. The wicked soul is perfected by its bad form, for
the form of everything is its perfection. And because the overflowing
bounty of the divine is cut off from it, due to Its being unreceptive to
the overflow, and having no capacity for the spiritual, The wicked soul
is continually in affliction and trouble essential to it, and this Affliction
and punishment are never separate from it.87

Basically, a soul that gets off track or loses sight of its direction becomes
bogged down with the material, with the sinful, with despair.

But when desire prevails over the sense and sensibles, then it moves
the soul to occupy itself with the delights of the body as, for instance,
the pleasures of food, clothes and copulation, etc. When wrath spreads
it moves the soul to vengeance and stirs it up to occupy itself with the
pursuit of honour, dominion, and the love of preeminence and rule.
But all these desires plunge the soul into error and hinder it in its
proper motion. They are superficial adornment and gilt and have no
reality in themselves.88

Such desires, according to Miskawayh, weigh down the soul thereby
rendering it impotent and thus getting in the way of its happiness. Mis-
kawayh writes, “They make a veil for the soul just as when tarnish ad-
heres to a mirror preventing it from its perfection.”89
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SIX
Tajarib al-Umam and Tahdhib al-Aklaq

As mentioned earlier, Miskawayh has a foot in both camps as a philoso-
pher and a historian, or more specifically, as a moralist and a historian.
Sharif refers to Miskawayh’s ethics as genetic—namely, humanity’s place
and position in cosmic evolution.1 As Badruddin Bhat commented in his
article "Miskawayh as an Historian", “He considers history as a practical
discipline with a purely utilitarian purpose.”2 But Miskawayh did not
write history for its own sake; rather, it was his concern for gleaning
morals from history, sharing life’s lessons that history teaches, and ad-
miring the inherent wisdom of history that can benefit all humanity. This,
I argue along with others, is what puts Miskawayh in the company of
sages.3

Also, writing the Tajarib was for Miskawayh a kind of purging and
existential experience. That is, he needed to be of pure heart before tack-
ling his work on moral philosophy. Furthermore, he needed to be exis-
tentially connected to the collective mind of history because history is,
after all, only intelligible as an “expression of mind.”4 In a sense, then,
history helped put him in the right frame of mind to write moral philoso-
phy, and it seemed logical to him that a work on moral philosophy
should follow a work on history considering that he viewed history as a
kind of introduction to a practical guide to moral philosophy. Thus, it
should not strike the reader as odd that Miskawayh felt that he had to
purify himself morally before he could even begin writing Tahdhib al-
Aklaq.5

Miskawayh was an intellectual working at the edges of high politics.
It is in the eleventh century when Arabic historical literature reaches its
zenith during the rise of the Buwayhids.6 I specifically cite Miskawayh
here because I believe that he is the best representative of this genre of
literature, that is, historical literature. Some scholars have argued that
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Miskawayh is perhaps the first Muslim philosopher who wrote a general
history.7 Nevertheless, as a philosopher, Miskawayh approached history
rationally and with an eye towards moral themes and lessons. In other
words, history for him was but another source of practical ethics. Fur-
thermore, even though Miskawayh’s work deals with a period later than
that of Tabari (839–923)—Persian scholar and historian—Miskawayh’s
history is not merely derivative but does, in fact, contain original matter
of a firsthand nature as I pointed out earlier.8

MISKAWAYH’S MORALISTIC VIEW OF HISTORY

Miskawayh’s history is scientific, philosophical, and to some extent criti-
cal.9 For him, history is a serious business. It is more than a glorified kind
of gossip about royal personages. Instead, history is a reflection or an
index to a society’s birth and demise. He felt that a good scholarly histori-
cal account should be stripped of nonessential material such as legends,
miracles, and other supernatural events since these serve no useful or
practical purposes.10

A good Muslim historian should adhere to the following tenets.11

History is more than a mere grocery list of facts and events. It is a reposi-
tory of human experiences, human behavior, and the human condition.
The Muslim historian also realizes that nothing happens by accident. It is
part of a larger plan of creation. History, then, is a living organism that is
dynamic not static, nourished by humanity’s hopes, desires, fears, and
aspirations.

First, a historian should look not just at the facts but try to examine
more closely the underlying motives behind specific events. Miskawayh
peered beneath the surface to look for these motives and to analyze their
moral implications and what these events have to say about human be-
havior. Miskawayh believed that because history repeats itself, we can
understand better our moral obligations. In other words, as Mohammed
Arkoun pointed out, Miskawayh realized that history has prepared for us
an inventory of human behavior that we can examine from a moral point
of view.12

Second, just as in nature, there are no accidents in history. Everything
happens for a reason. Miskawayh understood that the point of history
lies in a diversity from which everyone can find a lesson. He argues thus:
“Thus it appears that the ordinary father of a family, the modest artisan,
the little-known writer, provided they are receptive to wisdom, can profit
more from the study of the Tajarib, than any prince who is a slave to his
ambitions."13 History for Miskawayh is a precursor to his moral philoso-
phy. It is an expression of the human mind and therefore consists of just
as many layers and complexities. As Siddiqi said, “It can’t all be on the
surface.”14
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Third, as I mentioned earlier, the historian is akin to an artist. That is,
as an artist, he is in a sense painting a picture for us of people’s fears,
hopes, failures, and aspirations. Just as a painting is more than an ar-
rangement of colors, so too is history more than a collection of data and
events. The historian is creating a work of art that is informative, moving,
multi-layered, and alive.

Fourth, history is a dynamic organism with an anatomy not all that
unfamiliar to us. It possesses a heart which circulates throughout time the
life-giving force of human experiences. These experiences keep history
alive. It has a mind that holds memories of past events and the hopes of a
nation, of a people. In his Tajarib, Miskawayh peered deeply into the
mind of history only to discover “a network of intrigues and treacheries,
of sordid lures and tricks.”15

Sharif pulls this together by suggesting that Miskawayh’s way of writ-
ing history, namely his style, anticipates that of Western and many mod-
ern historians. He explains, “The very title of his work, Tajarib al-Umam
(Experiences of Nations), is itself suggestive of its aims and method,
which, in the words of Leon Caetani, are “much akin to the principles
followed by Western and more modern historians.”16 Now, we can com-
pare Sharif’s observation with Miskawayh’s to see the parallels between
the two lists. Here, I paraphrase Badruddin Bhat’s analysis of Miskawayh
as a historian.17

NOTABLE FEATURES OF MISKAWAYH AS AN HISTORIAN

Miskawayh was the first Muslim historian who saw history as having a
purpose.18 He was very specific about what events to include and what
to exclude. Typically, this depended on the moral point he was trying to
make. Miskawayh had to tweak the two apart. This tweaking process
illustrates history’s three fundamental purposes: (1) History enriches our
experience; (2) history perpetuates the lessons of past events; and (3)
history allows us the opportunity to use reason and deliberation.19 He
only included those facts necessary to the account and discarded what he
considered to be superfluous material that would compromise the objec-
tive integrity of the actual factual account. Also, he figured that the read-
er would find too many irrelevant facts and data boring anyway.

Miskawayh had the advantage of obtaining his information of specific
events from firsthand accounts of court officials, secretaries, clerks, and
wazirs, among others. He happened to be in the right place at the right
time and figured that these people would serve as good sources since
they would have inside knowledge, so to speak, about the goings-on of
government and such. Unlike other historians, Miskawayh wrote un-
abashedly and poignantly about his own period.
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Previous historians avoided doing this because of what we might call
today political correctness. They feared retribution were they to cast their
rulers or other officials in a disparaging light. For example, Tabari
avoided giving details to political activities of his time. Miskawayh, how-
ever, never backed away from boldly criticizing those in the courts. As a
historian, Miskawayh is often noted for his impartiality and sound judg-
ment.20 For instance, Miskawayh describes ʿImad al-Daulah as being a
“dexterous but unscrupulous adventurer.” He also notes the reprobation
of Muꞌizz al-Daulah who began his career with treachery. Moreover, Mis-
kawayh was also the first Muslim historian who tried to develop a sys-
tem of historiography that focused on objectivity and clear rational think-
ing. In fact, his Tajarib serves as the primary historical source on the
Buwayhid period.21

Now, the parallels between Sharif’s observations and those of Bhat
should be apparent. They both see Miskawayh as a pioneer in Islamic
historiography. Though Miskawayh’s approach is annalistic, by inter-
weaving moral philosophy with historical objectivity, he showed that
moral philosophy and political philosophy work together regarding his-
torical objectivity to create for us an awareness of history thereby inter-
twining us with community. This, I believe, is what sets Miskawayh
apart from other historians.

OVERVIEW OF ISLAMIC HISTORIOGRAPHY

Being first and foremost a philosopher, Miskawayh indeed peered be-
neath the surface to extricate those moral lessons bound up in life’s
events. As a rationalist, he believed that everything had a rational expla-
nation. Everything is to some extent predetermined thereby ruling out
the possibility that things happen by chance or accident. Next, Miskaw-
ayh viewed history as more than just a grocery list of events. Rather, all
history was a kind of muted gospel waiting to instruct people on how to
live better lives and how not to repeat the mistakes of the past. For Mis-
kawayh, writing history was a different way of moralizing. Consider the
following excerpt from his Tajarib.

When administration is based on unsound principles, the fact though it
may be at first concealed manifests itself in course of time. It is as when
a man diverges from the high road; a slight divergence may go unno-
ticed at the first, but if it continues he loses his direction, and the fur-
ther he travels the further astray he is; and he becomes conscious of his
error when it is too late to repair it. One such error committed by
Mu’izz al-Daulah was that he allocated most of the districts of the
Sawad in fief while they were out of cultivation and before they had
returned to it, so that their value was reduced; in the next place the
viziers were complaisant to the assignees, took bribes, in some cases
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receiving gratuities themselves, in others letting themselves be influ-
enced by intermediaries. Thus the fiefs were assigned at variable
rates.22

Previously, we examined Miskawayh as a philosopher who tweaked
apart the evolution of creation, the human soul, and the human being
himself. Here, Miskawayh’s canvas was metaphysical—wherein the hu-
man soul evolves—as well as the physical—wherein the human soul
strives for perfection. Soon thereafter, Miskawayh noticed that once the
body and soul merge into one being, namely a human being (i.e., where
human represents the physical part, namely, body, and being represents
the metaphysical part, namely, soul), this newly created being emerges in
time—nay, in history—as a historical being with a pre-determined desti-
ny that will gradually unfold according to a divine plan.

Miskawayh turns to history as a tool that not only shows the succes-
sion of important events and people but also reveals an evolution of a
kind of world soul that yearns for perfection as it makes its way through
time to some undisclosed yet divinely promised telos whereby history
will teach its lessons or moral guidance whereby one can come to that
existential understanding that his own perfection lies waiting in the
warmth and unity of God. On one level, writing history had to serve two
fundamental purposes for the Muslim historian: It should be useful; and,
it should improve the social standing of the person(s) who are the histo-
rian’s patron(s) or acquainted with the historian himself.23 On another
level, Miskawayh thought that a study of history would refine one’s char-
acter, thereby equipping him with another set of intellectual accoutre-
ments fundamental for success.24 That is, in a humanistic context, knowl-
edge of history (or historical works) would presumably instill within the
student political wisdom, refined conversational skills necessary for
worldly success, and a sense of humility and piety—indispensable vir-
tues in themselves guaranteed to hold one’s place in the afterlife.25 Inter-
estingly enough, to some extent, along with the Arabs, the West per-
ceived the same “material value of historical lessons.”26 Consider the
following from Gerardus Joannes Vossius:

Enough about the fact of common ground among them all, there is
nothing more delightful to a man more refined, there is nothing virtu-
ous of civil prudence more useful, than to know the history of the
times.27

The point is that even today, we still raise the question of the value of
history.

As Rosenthal noted, the Muslim historian’s agenda was quite differ-
ent from modern contemporary historiography. That is, the specific kind
of material usefulness that we attach to historiography was unknown to
the Muslim historian.28 Rather, Muslim historiography preserves Muslim
achievements of Islamic culture as well as reveals fundamental principles
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of human nature—principles important to someone who was both an
historian and moralist like Miskawayh.29

According to Siddiqi, Muslim historiography is uniquely Muslim.
That is, neither Greek nor Persian history influenced the shaping of Mus-
lim historiography, and there is no evidence that any Greek historians
were ever translated into Arabic.30 On this point, specifically with Saddi-
qi’s claim that Persian history did not influence pre-Islamic or early Arab
historians, I disagree. Personally, I lean more towards Richter’s position
that pre-Islamic Persian history was, in fact, quite alive for the Arab histo-
rians.

In his article “Medieval Arabic Historiography,” Richter makes a case
that pre-Islamic Persian history “was most vivid in the consciousness of
the Arabs.”31 First, Persia itself had produced a grand corpus of historical
literature influential in the development and refinement of early Islamic
historiography, specifically those parts dealing with ancient Persia.32 In
the eighth century, the Persian Rozbih—later called Ibn al–Muqaffa after
he converted to Islam—translated into Arabic an important text on Per-
sian history, the Khudainame.33 One can see distinct influences of the Khu-
dainame in al– Tabari’s work, for example though it was not the sole
influence.

Finally, Muslim historiography was generally free from internal bi-
ases and prejudices as Miskawayh himself best exemplified according to
Siddiqi, “the highest standard of impartiality” by writing about everyone
no matter his standing.34 Miskawayh was honest in his observations of
his historical subjects. Consider the following anecdote wherein Miskaw-
ayh paints us a picture of his benefactor ʿAdud al–Daulah who embodied
the virtue of generosity towards his subjects by putting their needs ahead
of his own. This anecdote is an example of how to practice the virtue of
generosity and whose example to follow.

Among all monarchs there is the monarch who is liberal to himself and
to his subjects; the monarch who is miserly to both; the monarch who is
liberal to himself and miserly to his subjects; and the monarch who is
miserly to himself and liberal to his subjects. The most excellent is the
first; the next is the monarch who is miserly to himself and liberal to his
subjects—ʿAdud al–Daulah was of this latter type. It becomes the noble
character better to aim at the highest type, to aspire at the furthest
goal.35

In another anecdote, Miskawayh talks about the misgivings of Ibn
al–Raʿi, governor of Nisbin during the tenth century. Notice the strong
language and how critical Miskawayh is of Nisbin’s actions. Previous
historians would never have spoken so frankly or critically about some-
one so powerful, much less a contemporary.

This Ibn al–Raʿi was an unprincipled scoundrel, the narrative of whose
blinding has already been told in The Experience of Nations.36 After this
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event he became governor of Nisbin, where he ill-treated the people,
and violated their homes. When rumour spread of first the illness and
then the death of ʿAdud al–Daulah, the populace rioted and made for
his palace with the intention of assaulting him. He left the palace in
woman’s dress, but was pointed out, caught, and put to death with
mutilation. His corpse was burned.37

Even subjects that were taboo socially (e.g., homosexual relations), Mis-
kawayh handled impartially and objectively. For example, in the follow-
ing, Miskawayh delicately narrates an episode wherein the beloved Turk-
ish slave-boy, Baitakin, whose master was Bakhtiyar, was taken prisoner.
Baitakin was so grief-stricken because his beloved was missing that he
could not carry out the duties of his office. It seems to me that there is a
homo-erotic subtext to this which Miskawayh acknowledges but does not
in any way condemn Bakhtiyar’s feelings for Baitakin.

Among the extraordinary things that happened to Bakhtiyar at this
time was that a Turkish slave-boy of his was taken prisoner at the battle
of Ahwas. Towards this lad, whose name was Baitakin, he had not
previously displayed any attachment or affection; but now he went
mad of his loss, and could bear with fortitude all other losses save this.
Unheard-of grief seized him in con- sequence; he would neither eat nor
drink; he could not rest or keep still; he did nothing but groan and
lament, and declined to receive anyone, as he wished to weep undis-
turbed. He grew weary of the army and was nauseated by their pres-
ence; he abandoned public care, and declared that he felt the loss of this
lad more than the loss of his kingdom, and deprivation of it and of his
fortune. . . . The officers now gathered round Ibn Baqiyyah and said to
him: Do you manage our affairs. We are with you and will obey you.
Ibn Baqiyyah, who for a time had concealed the contempt which he felt
for Bakhtiyar’s infatuation, at last openly expressed it and decided to
look after his own interests. Bakhtiyar on the other hand openly aban-
doned all sense of decency with regard to this lad and begged of him
the restoration of the lad; and wrote besides to a number of the courti-
ers who were about ʿAdud al-daulah or in his employ to solicit their
support of this request. By this proceeding he added to his disgrace
among the troops and in the towns and incurred the reproaches of
persons near and remote.38

If this were not enough, Bakhtiyar added insult to injury by dispatching
his envoy to negotiate the release of the boy no matter the cost. Again,
Miskawayh reports this encounter in quite sobering and impartial lan-
guage void of any kind of value judgments with respect to Bakhtiyar’s
feelings for Baitakin.

This did not bring him [i.e., Bakhtiyar] to his senses. Indeed he went
further than ever, and dispatched Abu Ahmad Husain bin Musa Mu-
sawi as envoy to ʿAdud al-daulah on this matter, offering as ransom for
the lad two slave–girls in his possession who performed on the lute,
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and were unrivalled in skill and mastery, and for whom the Hamdanid
Abu Taghlib had offered 100,000 dirhems and been refused. Bakhtiyar
added in his instructions: If there is any hitch about this ransom, go on
bidding higher and higher, and have no scruple about offering any-
thing to compass this end. I shall be quite satisfied to take the lad and
go to the ends of the earth relinquishing to him all that I possess.39

In his book Islamic Historiography, Chase Robinson lists three types of
Islamic historiography: Biography, prosopography, and chronography.
Concerning Miskawayh’s history, I will focus primarily on chronography
as the style most prominent in his work Tajarib al-Umam. There are two
types of chronographies, namely, annalistic history (ta’rikh ʿala al-sinin)
and caliphal histories (tar’rikh al-khulafa).40 Annalistic history organizes
its narrative with lemmas (headings) ordered according to Hijra years,
whereas caliphal history organizes its narratives according to successive
caliphs.41 Miskawayh utilized the caliphal history chronography method
in his history since this style was in vogue from the ninth to the eleventh
century.42 Robinson offers a couple of reasons why this particular style
was popular.

Caliphal chronography provided two primary attractions to Muslim
historians. First, caliphal history orbits around the sovereign who repre-
sents the imposition of order on history itself.43 “One wonders,” writes
Robinson, “if this is not unrelated to the culture and economics of court
patronage.”44 Important people like to have important parts in history—
and to see themselves (written) in history. Second, the history had liter-
ary or prosaic reasons as a way to fill in the gaps with precise chronolo-
gies since his material may not have had specific dates, for example.45

Thus, caliphal chronology was more attractive since it tended to be more
forgiving as far as chronologies went.

Where al-Tabari’s historiographical style resembled more of a kind of
record of past events arranged chronologically through ʿisnad, or kind of
provenance of transmitters of the events, Miskawayh did not so much
concern himself with this chain of transmitters but did continue to use
the annalistic approach.46 However, from time to time, he did cite his
sources to establish the legitimacy of an historical event.

The following was narrated by Abu Mansur Ahmad bin Laith: I was
told, he said, as follows by Samsam al–daulah: I was, he said, in a hut
in the Shafiʿi, with nothing between me and Sharaf al–Daulah except
the felt walls and the canvas of the neighboring tent. The riot had
commenced and my name was mentioned among the Dailemites. I
heard Nihrir the Eunuch advising Sharaf al–Daulah to put me to death,
and say: We are on the verge of disaster, And what security have we
that the Dailemites will not attack us, and rescue him from our hands,
in which case he will go to the throne and we into captivity?47
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For Miskawayh, both an historian and a moralist, is interested less in the
actual events per se but more in the motives underlying these events—
motives he can excavate from their historical underpinnings to reveal the
kernels of moral wisdom fossilized within these motives.48

Let us consider now a few examples from Miskawayh’s Tajarib al-
Umam. This particular incident takes place during the caliphate of Abu ‘l-
Fadl Ja’far ibn Ahmad al-Mu’tadid (895–932), usually referred to by his
regal name, al-Muqtadir bin-Allah, roughly sometime in the tenth centu-
ry (A.H. 305) as Miskawayh recorded.

This year Baghdad was visited by two envoys49 from the Byzantine
Emperor, who had come by the Euphrates route, bringing splendid
presents and numerous marks of friendship and soliciting a truce.
Their entry was on Muharram 2 (June 25, 917), and they were housed
in the palace of Saiʿid B. Makhlad.50 Ibn al-Furat gave orders that this
residence should be specially furnished and provided with all utensils,
etc., which they could require, and that they and their retinue should
be liberally provided with supplies, including animals for food and
sweets. They solicited an audience of Muqtadir for the purpose of de-
livering the letter which they had brought; they were told that this was
a matter of great difficulty, only possible after an interview with the
vizier, informing him of their design, arranging the matter with him,
and requesting him to facilitate the granting of the audience and to
advise the Caliph to accord their petition. Abu ʿUmar ʿAdi B. ʿAbd al-
Baqi, who had escorted them from the frontier requested Abu’l-Hassan
Ibn al-Furat to permit them to visit him and he promised them an
interview on a day which he named.51

Miskawayh goes on to report how preparations were made to see the
envoys. Apparently, no expense was spared. Notice Miskawayh’s atten-
tion to details, or more specifically, the type of details. This is an example
of what Rosenthal referred to as khabar—a style of historiography where-
in each narrative was complete in itself without supplementary reference
material and resembled a vividly narrated short story (with the occasion-
al smattering of political insertions, of course).52

The vizier gave orders that the soldiers should line the streets the
whole way from the palace of Saʿid to the palace which he (the vizier)
occupied in Mukharrim, and that his own retainers and troops with the
vice-chamberlains posted in his palace should form a line from the
doorway of the palace to the reception-room. A vast saloon with gilt
roof in the wing of the palace called the Garden Wing was splendidly
furnished and hung with curtains resembling carpets; on fresh furni-
ture, carpets and curtains a sum of 30,000 dinars was expended. No
mode of beautifying the palace or increasing the magnificence of the
occasion was neglected. The vizier himself sat on a splendid praying-
carpet, with a lofty throne behind him, with serving-men in front and
behind, to the right and to the left, while the saloon was filled with
military and civil officials; the two envoys were then introduced hav-
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ing witnessed on their way such troops and crowds as might well fill
them with awe.53

From this excerpt, one can easily visualize the setting as preparations are
made for a state reception. Miskawayh integrated important personages
within a visually descriptive narrative to help set the scene. So, on one
level, one could read this as what Rosenthal would call a “well-rounded
description of a single event.”54 Al-Tabari (839–923), a prominent Persian
scholar and historian, had recorded this actual historical event.

MISKAWAYH’S PHILOSOPHY OF HISTORY AND THE PERSIAN
INFLUENCE

Earlier, I outlined features of Miskawayh as an historian and his moralis-
tic view of history. History had more than just a practical purpose, how-
ever. Miskawayh himself is part of the Persian tradition which empha-
sized and stylized a utilitarian view of historiography. A good historian
wrote in such a way to make learning history both practical and to have it
serve as tool for moral guidance—both of which are features of adab.

In the Persian tradition, history was a source of moral philosophy.55

Moreover, the Persians had a flair for romanticizing history and provid-
ing illustrations of the virtuous life where appropriate.56 Richter goes on
to point out the characteristics of this Persian style whose prominence
would later factor so prevalently into Medieval Arabic historiography.
On the whole, the Arabs made use of non-Arab methods and materials
according to Richter.57 History for Miskawayh is more about the why
than the what. It is more about motives than actions. Miskawayh thought
that our motives have more to say about our character than our actions.
However, to get at the level of motive is no easy task. The historian must
get inside the event. Miskawayh only deals with human events as op-
posed to supernatural. This explains why, for example, he overlooks the
miracles of the Prophet as necessary or relevant to historiography.58

Miskawayh saw history as a dialectical movement from cause to ef-
fect, from motive to counter-motive. To some extent, then, past events
shape future events. So, we experience a psychological reaction now to
what happened in the past.59 Furthermore, Miskawayh believed that his-
tory is never wrong. As I mentioned before, nothing happens by chance
or accident. During a specific historical period, as Siddiqi notes, the moral
tone, social patterns, and the political atmosphere of that period are
shaped or possibly even influenced by a type of Zeitgeist. We can acquire
the virtue of wisdom by studying these lessons, these dialectical move-
ments of history.

On another level, one could read this on a moral philosophical level
within an adab context. That is to say, as part of a humanistic curriculum,
a young man (or prince) would read this kind of history for the moral
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lessons, political wisdom, and proper conduct (adab) that it would im-
part. In short, as Robinson points out, this style of historiography is typi-
cal in traditionalist cultures such as medieval Islam or Rabbinic Judaism,
both of which assert that knowledge is conserved more than it is created.60

The following narrative is another example of Miskawayh’s ability to
create vivid imagery while writing in high context. In a sense, because
Miskawayh writes in what I call high context, one has to read him on
both an historical and a moral level. The moral message here is to be on
guard against plots wherein someone could attempt to subdue you when
you are most vulnerable.

A most queer and curious incident was the following. When Nasir al-
daulah was at the Shammasiyyah Gate, facing the camp of Muʿizz al-
daulah, a man came one night and entered his tent, when he was sleep-
ing, unperceived by the guards, chamberlains, doorkeepers or atten-
dants, and proceeded to find out where he lay and saw him sleeping.
Taking note of the part of the pillow where his head lay, the visitor
went back to put out the lamp and a candle which were close by out-
side the tent, his intention being to return and plunge his knife into the
place where Nasir al-daulah throat was. It happened that Nasir al-
daulah shifted from side to side in his sleep at the time when the man
went back to extinguish the candle. When he had done this and re-
turned, the place was dark, and he thrust his knife into the place where
he imagined Nasir al-daulah’s throat to be and had no doubt that it
would lodge there. The knife however remained fixed in the pillow in
lieu of Nasir al-daulah’s head. The man, supposing that he had killed
Nasir al-daulah had departed from the tent unnoticed; Nair al- daulah,
waking, saw the knife; a hunt was made for the man, but he was not
caught. The story was circulated, and Nasir al-daulah received congrat-
ulations on his escape. The man made his way to Muʿizz al-daulah
with the good news that he had slain his enemy; but Muʿizz al-daulah
asked for a circumstantial account of his proceeding, and when it was
given him, said: A man like this is a public danger. He delivered him to
Saimari to put him in confinement, and Salamari put him to death.61

Miskawayh’s Tajarib al-Umam sets the stage for his work on moral philos-
ophy, Tahdhib al-Aklaq. Moral lessons are worked out in history. Because
our existence as human beings is located in history and specifically in
community, we participate in a kind of intersubjectivity whereby we en-
counter one another in the world. As Miskawayh showed in his Tajarib,
community is a means, never an end, for the individual. Only in history
and community, can we discover the truth about ourselves.

In essence, what Miskawayh is saying is that through history, human-
ity can continually rediscover itself. We are essentially dependent on one
another to help find the moral truth within ourselves. The Tajarib gives us
a techne biou (i.e., art of life) through history. Miskawayh will then go on
to refine and codify this techne biou in his Tahdhib al-Aklaq. After all, we
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have to plunge into history to retrieve our sense of who we are and how
we ought to act. As Nussbaum exclaimed, “We do not inquire into the
human good by standing on the rim of heaven.”62

TAHDHIB AL-AKLAQ (THE REFINEMENT OF CHARACTER)

“When man reaches the limit of his realm, he touches the beginning of
the realm of angels.”63 The space between the realm of humanity and the
realm of angels is as close yet as far as that distance between Adam’s
finger and God’s finger in Michelangelo’s 1511 masterpiece, The Creation
of Adam. Though reaching such a realm may seem daunting and even
quite impossible to us, Miskawayh nevertheless assures us that even this
space between humanity and divinity is within our grasp. After all, on
the other side, in the realm of angels, lies complete happiness. Complete
and perfect happiness is our lifelong goal as human beings.

To reach this ethereal place, and to attain this perfect happiness, Mis-
kawayh instructs us in his Tahdhib al-Aklaq that one needs first to acquire
desire, that is, a desire to better oneself such that this betterment will
ultimately lead him “in a straight path” and “in the right direction” until
he reaches “the end of his perfection which is complete happiness.”64

Therein, he becomes one among many in “the partakers in the nature of
angels.”65 Each of us possesses the means within ourselves to traverse
this distance between humanity and divinity, between imperfection and
perfection, and that vehicle—a simple yet independent substance—is a
soul.

In his ethical treatise, Tahdhib al-Aklaq, Miskawayh begins with the
soul and ends with the soul. Metaphysically, this makes sense because he
believed that the soul is the foundation, the essence, and ultimately the
perfection of who we are in relation to ourselves, to others, and to God.
The sciences, various forms of knowledge, and avoidance of corporeal
pleasures, for instance, constitute the virtue of the soul and will propel it
ever more quickly to its final goal of complete and perfect happiness.66

However, for those unfortunate souls who stray off the straight path
or lose sight of their virtue, the consequences are dire. Should one per-
form actions contrary to “the object for which he was created,” then he is
no better than a mere beast because he let “deficient” and “incomplete
actions” such as carnal pleasures and lustful desires detract his soul from
its opportunity to achieve perfection. On this point, Miskawayh turns to
the Qur’an, surah 32:17 (al-Sajdah, i.e., Adoration).

“No soul knoweth what delight of the eyes is hidden in reserve for
them,”67 and brings him near to the Lord of the worlds in the everlast-
ing bliss and to the pleasures which no eye has ever seen, of which no
ear has ever heard, and which never occurred to any man’s heart—if he
lured away from this noble and heavenly gift by such base and un-
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stable evils, then, indeed, he deserves to be despised by his Creator
(mighty and exalted is He!) and to suffer a speedy punishment which
will deliver the people and the land from him.68

Throughout his ethics, Miskawayh often refers either directly or indirect-
ly concepts of happiness and love. These two primary concepts represent
the scaffolding from which we work to refine our souls. According to
Miskawayh, God has already provided us with the necessary blueprints
on how to carry out this lifetime construction project, but it is ultimately
up to us to fulfill and perfect God’s design through our will despite our
imperfections as human beings.69

Miskawayh warns that such project will not be easy, and some will
give up early and settle for baser human desires, thereby believing that
these inferior desires (e.g., materialism, pleasures, lust, etc.) represent the
true standard of happiness. Though each of us at one time or another
might have set the bar too low on what we thought happiness meant,
Miskawayh firmly asserts that we can change that and—with God’s
help—raise the bar. But this act of will requires recognition that the bar is
too low to begin with and a desire to do the hard work necessary to raise
it. Miskawayh himself speaks from experience on this point.

Let it be known to the reader of this work that I, in particular, have
gradually succeeded in weaning myself from these things since becom-
ing advanced in years with well-established habits. I have struggled
hard against them, and I am wishing for you, who are looking for the
virtues and seeking the genuine morality, precisely what I have ac-
cepted for myself. I have even gone further in my advice by pointing
out to you what I myself missed at the beginning of my life so that you
may yourselves achieve it, by showing you the way to safety before
you go astray in the wilderness of error, and by bringing the ship to
you before you sink in the sea of destruction.70

I propose that at the core of Miskawayh’s Tahdhib al-Aklaq resides a kind
of hybrid of that and speaks to his sensitivity to and awareness of the
human condition. Experience, consciousness, and spirituality constitute
the fundamental components of human existence and comprise the vari-
ous facets of Miskawayh’s notion of community qua person. When di-
verse persons come together and agree to form a community, this newly
formed community itself becomes as one person “whose bodily organs
associate in the performance of the single act which is useful to him.”71

This single act is the attainment of happiness. But to attain happiness, one
needs the mediation of the other—this applies to both a person and a
community qua person.

Furthermore, we have already shown that man is civic by nature and
have explained what is meant by civic. It follows necessarily that man’s
complete human happiness is realized through his friends; and whoev-
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er finds his completion through others cannot possibly attain his full
happiness in solitude and seclusion.72

Al-Farabi uses this analogy as well in his comparison between a city and
a body wherein all the parts have to work together to promote harmony
and perfect the larger whole, namely the community.

Indeed, the head, chest, stomach, back, hands, and feet are to the body
as the households of the city are to the city. The action of each of the
large members is other than the action of the other, yet the parts of each
of these large members mutually assist one another in their different
actions for perfecting the purpose of that large member.73

I believe when Miskawayh says happiness is realized through friends,
what he means is that we become aware of our own reality and grasp it
more fully only in the company of (and when thinking about) others.
Furthermore, we depend on community and community depends on us
to educate one another to preserve the virtue of the soul. A community,
like a person, possesses a soul that occasionally needs purged of its vices.

As for the virtues themselves, they are not achieved by us until we
have cleansed our souls of the vices which are their opposites—by
which I mean the soul’s wicked bodily passions and their vile beastly
lusts. . . Moreover, when man has satisfied his want of food, drink, and
other bodily desires, if he is offered to continue to seek them—as one
continues to seek the virtues—he will refuse and shun such a course.
He will realize the vileness of those who pursue them, especially when
they can do without them or be satisfied with some measure of them,
and will go further to dislike and reproach such people and even try to
reform and educate them.74

Education for both a person and community involve three faculties of the
soul, namely, temperament, habit, and discipline. These faculties, Mis-
kawayh claims, must be shared in community because one cannot attain
perfection by himself. Miskawayh reiterates Aristotle on this point: “Man
is a civic being by nature.”75 These three faculties of either the personal or
communal soul aim at the highest good. Thus, Miskawayh can find sup-
port in Aristotle that a community is like a person whose soul aims for
the highest good.

Every state is a community of some kind, and every community is
established with a view to some good; for everyone always acts in
order to obtain that which they think good. But, if all communities aim
at some good, the state or political community, which is the highest of
all, and which embraces all the rest, aims at some good in a greater
degree than any other, and at the highest good.76

Note that Al-Farabi echoes this Aristotelian notion as well.

The city may be necessary and may be virtuous. The necessary city is
the one whose parts mutually assist one another in obtaining only what
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is necessary for a human being’s constitution, subsistence, and preser-
vation of life.77

Al–Ghazali (1058–1111), like Miskawayh, engages his reader by putting
him in the center of an ethical problem.78 On reading Miskawayh’s histo-
ry, for example, one feels immediately entrenched not only in the histori-
cal event itself but also in the moral predicament that Miskawayh is
trying to flush out. This gives the reader both knowledge and action As
Fakhry notes, action and knowledge are the two fundamental compo-
nents of happiness.79

MISKAWAYH ON CHARACTER

What exactly does Miskawayh mean by character? He takes up this issue
in his second discourse in his Tahdhib al-Aklaq. Character, he argues, is a
state of the soul which causes the soul to perform its various actions
“without thought or deliberation.”80 According to Miskawayh, there are
two sides to character—one natural and the other acquired.

Everyone possesses temperament. Temperament constitutes the natu-
ral side of character. We probably would think of this aspect of character
as one’s personality today. In fact, the examples Miskawayh cites tend to
support this notion. He goes on, but his point is well taken. We are born
pre-wired, so to speak, with certain personality traits. Miskawayh does
not specify how we acquire these particular traits to begin with, so I am
proposing that that is what he most likely had in mind when he used the
term temperament. In other words, our temperament is a fundamental
component of who we are as human beings.

The other side of character is more malleable and is acquired through
training and education. We might think of this today as a kind of self-
help whereby we can actually modify unhealthy or dangerous behavioral
patterns through self-training and habit. That is, Miskawayh believed
that we can practice being good. It is this second aspect of character that
fertilized the soil of philosophical thought concerning character.

Miskawayh illustrates this by surveying the philosophical landscape
to look for markers left behind by earlier philosophers. He begins with
the Stoics and points out how the Stoics believed that human beings are
born (or created) good. Because human beings are social creature by
nature as we have already established, they begin to mingle with one
another. But Miskawayh has an issue with this position on which he will
elaborate later. Miskawayh writes, “The Stoics believed that all men are
created good by nature. . . They also believed that however, some men
are extremely bad by nature.”81 As pointed out, the Stoics, for example,
held that people are born good by nature. The company they keep, how-
ever, can negatively influence and thereby corrupt an otherwise good
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character. In other words, people become evil by associating and keeping
company with evil people.

But they also become bad as a result of their association with evil
people, and as a result of their inclination to wicked passions which
cannot be tamed by discipline and are thus indulged in and then
sought in every way with no distinction between the good and the bad
among them.82

Yet there are also other philosophers preceding the Stoics who adamantly
believed that human beings are bad by nature because of nothing more
than their origination—namely from mud.

Others, who came before the Stoics maintained that men are created
out of the basest mud, which is the filth of the earth, and that they are
thus bad by nature but may become good as a result of discipline and
instruction.83

He even goes on to cite Galen who stated that some people are good by
nature, some bad by nature, and some fall in between.84 Miskawayh
summarizes Galen’s position and concludes that just because one might
be good by nature does not necessarily rule out the possibility that in this
good person there resides a faculty with a desire to do evil, especially if
one learns to do evil on his own.

In short, one can have both good and bad aspects to character, and
sometimes the bad dominates the good.85 Likewise, Galen argued that
the same argument applies to those who are bad by nature. They either
learn good from themselves or from others. Galen believed, according to
Miskawayh, that there are more bad people than good people.86

Miskawayh then turns his attention to Aristotle. Aristotle believed
that bad people can become good through discipline. In other words, we
are what we do.87 Because Aristotle takes into consideration the fact that
people are different, with different natures, Miskawayh believes that
Aristotle’s point here—namely, we are what we do—is not absolute.
After all, some people respond to discipline and become virtuous rapid-
ly, while others do not. Miskawayh then provides us the following syllo-
gism of Aristotle’s argument.

• Every character is subject to change.
• Nothing which is subject to change is natural.
• Therefore, no single character is natural.88

For Miskawayh, this is a sound proof. The two premises are true thus
producing a true conclusion. Premise one is true through observation.

It is clear from actual observation, from the evidence we have drawn
regarding necessity of discipline, its usefulness, and its influence on
youths and boys, and from the right laws by which God (mighty and
exalted is He!) guides His creatures.89
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Premise two is true since something that by its own nature behaves in
one way can be trained to behave in a way unnatural it to its nature.90

Miskawayh agrees with Aristotle on this point as he interprets the second
premise. Miskawayh’s position lies somewhere between that of Galen
and Aristotle. He argues that people stretch across a wide spectrum with
respect to their ability to adopt good traits. It is easier for some and
harder for others.

As you observe the character of boys and their receptivity, or their
aversion to character improvement, and as you see the impudence of
some and the bash-fullness of others, and what they show of generosity
or stinginess, of kindness or cruelty, of envy or its opposite, and of
other varying traits, you will realize therefrom the grades into which
men fall with respect to their readiness to acquire good character.91

The acquisition of good character is the primary function of character
training. Character training in itself is an excellent art because it is con-
cerned with the betterment of man qua man. Furthermore, though God
created man, it is man’s job to better himself. Good character training
leads to perfection, and perfection in turn leads to happiness. By perfec-
tion, Miskawayh means that one has mastered two faculties—one cogni-
tive, the other practical. “When a man masters both parts, he gains com-
plete happiness.”92

As he did with character, Miskawayh considers the ideas of earlier
philosophers, particularly the Stoics, on the nature of happiness. Sharif
suggests that Miskawayh’s own conception of happiness is perhaps itself
derivative in part from Porphyry’s commentary.93 Miskawayh, however,
went farther than Aristotle. That is, Miskawayh incorporates a spiritual
component to his definition of happiness. He agrees with Aristotle that
happiness is more than identifying pleasure with happiness. The masses,
as Aristotle says, think of happiness this way which makes them no bet-
ter than “beasts.”94

Some people have thought that man’s perfection and his end consist in
sensual pleasures and that the latter constitute the summum bonum and
the extreme happiness. They have also thought that all the other facul-
ties of man have been created in him only for the sake of these pleas-
ures and their attainment, and that the noble soul, which we have
called rational, has been granted him for no other reason. . . This is the
opinion of the masses, the common mob, and the ignorant and de-
graded people.95

The Stoics associated happiness with what Epictetus called right living.
According to Epictetus, happiness is more than just mere living, it is right
living.96 For Miskawayh, right living means accepting the virtuous over
carnal or material pleasures. He considers this view of the masses to be
stupid. However, each person has it within himself to overcome this
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notion of happiness with the aid of the noble and discerning faculty that
resides in us all.

Although they hold such stupid and foolish views as you see, the other
faculty that is in them, i.e., the noble and discerning faculty, is still able
in spite of its weakness, to make them appreciate the virtue of the
virtuous so that they are obliged to honor and extol them.97

Marcus Aurelius likewise suggested that any person would be hard
pressed to find anything better in human life than justice, truth, temper-
ance, and fortitude.98 According to Miskawayh, these virtues would help
man to climb the ladder of perfection until he nears the realm of the
angels. He believed that there are two types of happy people in the
world. The first group seeks pleasure in bodily things, thereby relegating
them to a lower state of existence, whereas the other rank takes delight in
spiritual things or nobler virtues. Those on the lower realm admire and
envy those on the higher realm, while those on the higher realm learn
from those in the lower realm. In other words, everyone has the capacity
to better himself, and there is no excuse for one to remain in the lower
realm and be satisfied with that state of living.

They [the animals], on the other hand, achieve their own perfections.
Thus, if they are denied the human goods and deprived of the opportu-
nity of being in the vicinity of the good spirits and of admission into the
Paradise promised to those who fear God, they may be excused, but
man is inexcusable. The former are like the blind man who deviates
from the road and falls into a well; he is to be pitied, and not blamed.
The latter is like a person who is able to see, but who nevertheless
deviates and ends by falling into a well; he is to be detested and
blamed, and not pitied.99

Miskawayh’s point is clear. One can find real happiness in his physical
life by pursuing wisdom. One can have both physical and spiritual hap-
piness; however, one has to acquire the first before moving on to the
second. Though higher and nobler, divine happiness still depends on
worldly happiness lest divine happiness remain hidden.100

Happiness is the perfection of intelligent natures, and consists in the
exercise of intelligence, which takes in everything. So God is happiness
itself. According to our ways of thinking, we must think God’s happy
state as presupposed by the act of will which reposes in it; so we iden-
tify it with an act of mind. The object of this act is always God, and in
this sense everyone’s happiness is God.101

In his fourth chapter, Miskawayh deals primarily with the concept of
justice. Basically, justice means playing on a level playing field. For in-
stance, even though animals like elephants and lions are confident in
their strength, they are really not courageous because they are like an
“armed person attacking an unarmed person.”102
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However, the courageous man does not find any pleasure at the start of
his undertakings—for these are harmful to him—but rather in their
consequences. These consequences last all during his life and even after
his death, especially if he defends his religion, his true beliefs in the
unity of God (mighty and exalted is He!), and the Law which repre-
sents God’s guidance and his just way, in which lie mankind’s interests
in this world and the next.103

Essentially, Miskawayh is following Aristotle’s Nichomachean Ethics.104

In the last two chapters, Miskawayh deals with love/friendship and
the health of the soul respectively. With love, according to Miskawayh,
four situations are possible.

1. Love that is established quickly dissolves quickly
2. Love that is established quickly but dissolves slowly
3. Love that is established slowly but dissolves quickly
4. Love that is established slowly but dissolves slowly105

Miskawayh explains that these divisions are necessary because of the
ends at which people aim—of which there exist four: pleasure, the good,
the useful, and their composite.106 Each one of these (i.e., pleasure, good,
useful, and composite) aligns with their respective counterpart—pleasure
with number one, the good with number two, and so forth. Miskawayh
then goes on to weave this into a discussion about the nature of friend-
ship and the different types of friendships that exist.

Friendship is a kind of love, but it denotes something more particular
than love. It is affection in its very essence, and it does not take place
among a large group, as is the case with love. Passionate love is the
excess of love, and is more particular than affection because it takes
place between two persons only. It is not motivated by either the useful
or that which is composed of the useful and something else, but occurs
in the case of the lover of pleasure to excess or the lover of the good to
excess. The former, namely pleasure, is blameworthy; the latter, name-
ly the good, is laudable.107

The first kind of friendship is that among the young. Passion seems to
govern these. Such friendships are fleeting. The second type of friend-
ship, according to Miskawayh is that among old people. These friend-
ships are a quid pro quo sort of friendship. This sort of friendship will last
as long as both participants find the relationship beneficial. Finally, there
that virtuous friendship that virtuous people share.

Friendship among virtuous people is for the sake of the good and is
caused by the good. Since the good is something stable and has an
unchangeable essence, the affections of those who are bound by such
friendship are lasting and unchangeable.108

Miskawayh’s history, the Tajarib al-Umam, highlights the importance of
friendship among virtuous people because such friendships not only
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strengthen armies but also communities. With the acumen of a philoso-
pher, Miskawayh peers through historical events in order to reach what
Siddiqi calls their “hidden motives.”109 In other words, through history,
Miskawayh provides us the moral of a particular historical event.

History represents the canvas on which Miskawayh sketched out his
moral philosophy in situ and illustrated why man, as a social animal,
requires the help of others to work to build a society and develop good
etiquette. Basically, Miskawayh believed that history is a lesson in moral-
ity about people mixing with other people and the consequences thereof.
We need to develop friendship with one another in order to develop
tolerance, generosity, and justice, for example.110

It follows necessarily that man’s complete human happiness is realized
through his friends; and whoever finds his completion through others
cannot possibly attain his full happiness in solitude and seclusion. The
happy man, therefore, is he who wins friends and endeavors to distrib-
ute goods generously among them in order that he may attain with
them what he cannot attain himself, and so that he may find pleasure in
them all the days of his life and they also may find pleasure in him.111

Essentially, regarding character, Miskawayh lists various philosophical
opinions including his own: (1) Human nature can never be changed
(Greek); (2) People are born good but become bad by the company they
keep (Stoic); (3) People are born bad but become good through education;
(4) There are three types of people—some good by nature, some bad by
nature, and some intermediate between good and bad natures (Galen);
(5) Human existence depends on God’s will, but the amelioration of hu-
man existence depends on humanity’s will (Miskawayh).112 This issue is
critical to my interpretation because it underscores the need for commu-
nity, our constant need for the transcendental, and our awareness of the
human condition.

Community, the transcendent, and an awareness of the human condi-
tion are themes that I believe give Miskawayh’s moral philosophy an
existentialist humanistic flavor. Miskawayh’s moral philosophy and even
his history speak to the fact that as human beings, we are not self-suffi-
cient and thus must relate not only to one another but also to a transcen-
dence—in this case, God. As human beings, Miskawayh believed that
through historical conditioning, we develop a relational nature to other
human beings that when realized, enhances us, enables us to see beyond
and through ourselves, and ultimately helps us to negate our egos by
realizing that we are nothing without each other.

In a manner of speaking, we become magnetized by the solidity of
community and are thus drawn to each other through mutual friendship.
I believe that the following line from Louis Gluck’s poem “Mirror Im-
age,” nicely captures the spirit of Miskawayh’s moral philosophy:
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“. . . once you can’t love another human being, you have no place in the
world.”113
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SEVEN
Adab and the Belles-Lettres Tradition

and Miskawayh’s Humanism

A BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The Persian literary tradition not only helped shape and influence adab in
the medieval Islamic cultural milieu but also fought to hold on to its
distinctly Persian identity in spite of Arab conquests. Nishapur, in north-
ern Iran, was one such place where this literary tradition thrived. From
the perspective of places like Baghdad, for instance, Nishapur was
viewed as a region rigid in its ways as it flexed its muscles to assert its
own political and cultural autonomy.1 However, the lower classes of
Central Asia were resentful of their Nishapur rulers and those associated
with these rulers because the lower classes felt that their Nishapur rulers
were pandering to their Arab overlords and neglecting their own cultural
heritage.2

This volatile situation erupted in the 850s in the form of civil unrest,
not necessarily in Nishapur proper, but in Sistan, a rather remote area to
the south and east of Nishapur.3 The effects of this populist uprising
would trickle down to Khurasan and other regions of central Iran and
Central Asia and eventually land at the doorstep to threaten the caliphate
itself.4 The ramifications of this uprising would have both an immediate
and long-term impact on Persianate Central Asia proper and would ulti-
mately serve as the backdrop for Abolqasem Ferdowsi’s epic, the Shahna-
meh.5

Iranians, like the Ancient Greeks, cherished their courageous heroes
(i.e., jawanmard, young man, jawanmardi, manliness) who would come to
serve as models embodying all the noble virtues of manhood such as
courage, honesty, hospitality, and generosity.6 Taste and cultivation
played important roles as well. The gentleman, for example, can quote
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poetry appropriately and is broadly knowledgeable. As Hodgson noted,
various studies contributed to adab culture: literary studies, Sharia, histo-
ry, geography, and famous tales and maxims to which allusions might be
made.7 Furthermore, interacting and mixing with other people by living
in a society enables one to perfect within himself those cardinal values of
tolerance, forbearance, generosity, and justice.8 This is the Perso-Arab
tradition. This is Miskawayh’s tradition.

ASSIMILATION

The adab-humanists of mediaeval Islam had developed a sophisticated
pedagogical humanitas rivaling that of the European Renaissance. This
program comprised various amali (i.e., history, and moral philosophy.)9

This development of ars dictaminis was a cultural development originat-
ing in Islam which would soon after appear in the West around 1100
A.D.10 Generally, an ars dictaminis curriculum would involve something
along the order of grammar, rhythmic and metrical poetry, rhetoric and
oratory, epistolography, writing formal legal documents, and studying
elementary principles of law.11 As Makdisi notes, the point of ars dictami-
nis is twofold: First, ars dictaminis means the art of composition, not dicta-
tion; and, second, ars dictaminis primarily deals with letter writing.12 Fur-
thermore, letter writing and composition are obviously interdependent.

Letters were dictated from early times. That dictation could come to
mean composition is no cause for surprise: when one dictates, one is in
fact composing. But ars dictaminis came to mean the art of composition,
specifically the epistolary art even though the manuals continued to
define the art as consisting of other subjects.13

IBN KHALDUN ON THE ISLAMIC LITERARY TRADITION—ADAB

Ibn Khaldun, a fourteenth-century historian living in Northern Africa
noted that most Muslim scholars have been non-Arabs in the fields of
religious studies or the sciences.14 Ibn Khaldun cites a couple of reasons
for this. First, in the beginning of Islam, “sciences” or “crafts” did not
exist. This, in part, was because of the desert environment and what he
calls the desert attitude.15 The second reason is similar in that it also has to
do with the physical environment, namely, that the types of studies a
culture develops has to do with whether or not it is a sedentary culture.

Thus the sciences came to belong to sedentary culture, and the Arabs
were not familiar with them or with their cultivation. Now, the (only)
sedentary people at the time were non-Arabs and, what amounts to the
same thing, the clients and sedentary people who followed non-Arabs
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at that time in all matters of sedentary culture, including crafts and
professions.16

Consider the following from an unknown Persian poet:

Truly man is distinguished only by religion, and piety cannot be aban-
doned on account of racial reasons. Islam exalted the Persian Salman,
polytheism humiliated the noble Abu Lahab.17

Though the Persian contribution to Islam is, indeed, significant, the Per-
sians did not try to confine Islam into some type of national or racial
framework.18 Rather, the Persians viewed Islam as universal. With Islam
as the backdrop, Islamic learning in all fields (e.g., astronomy, astrology,
mathematics, and medicine) thrived in the eastern caliphate primarily
because Baghdad was the center of learning and scholarship even though
most of the scholars who engaged in this activity came from eastern Iran
where a second center of learning was beginning to get off the ground.19

Thus, a Baghdad-Khurasan axis evolved in two areas, namely the military
which established the ‘Abbasid regime thereby putting al-Maꞌmun in
power and in learning and scholarship.20 In his book The Golden Age of
Persia, Richard Frye rightfully comments,

It seems clear that the manpower, or brainpower, for the ‘Abbasid
flowering came from Khurasan, and not from western Iran, Arabia,
Syria, or elsewhere. . . . The savants of Jundisabur were primarily Per-
sians.21

From this thoroughly Islamic culture developed a literary tradition ele-
gant and eclectic on the one hand yet practical and relevant on the oth-
er.22 This literary tradition mirrored Iranian society which traditionally
held the notion of the courageous hero or champion (jawanmar-
di–manliness) in high esteem since this individual possessed those vir-
tues of courage, honesty, hospitality, and generosity.23 Let us now con-
sider a couple of Persian literary examples—the Shahnameh and the Qabus
Nama—to witness firsthand the grandeur, depth, and wisdom that came
to symbolize and to some extent immortalize a culture.

SHAHNAMEH—THE PERSIAN BOOK OF KINGS

The national epic of Iran, namely the Shahnameh, composed around the
late tenth to the early eleventh century by Ferdowsi, features the heroic
character who embodies these noble virtues.24 The following dialogue
between the hero, Rostam, and his father, Zal, shows how at an early age
Rostam already began to exhibit these virtues. The Shahnameh begins
with the beginning of the world and ends with the seventh-century Arab
conquest of the Persian Empire.25 This conquest came as such a shock to
the Persians that some feared the Persian Empire would merely disap-
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pear, swallowed up and subsumed by the Caliphate.26 The situation for
the Persians did not much improve after this. Revolts sprang up in places
like Fars, and the Arabs had their hands full dealing with civil unrest in
the smaller towns.27 The Umayyads had little regard for Persian tradi-
tions and cultures and even treated converts as second-class citizens.28

The Abbasids, however, seemed more sympathetic to the Persians and
their culture. When the Abbasids relocated the capital to Baghdad, this
signaled to the Persians the Arab triumph over the Sasanians and what
Davis calls “the more Persian–oriented direction that came to be taken by
the caliphate.”29

This poem contains well over fifty thousand couplets thereby making
it possibly one of the longest poems ever written.30 Moreover, the Per-
sians’ dislike of the Arabs is apparent throughout the poem itself.31 On
one level, one can read this poem as a moral treatise on those virtues and
right conduct (adab) befitting a hero.32 However, on another level, one
can read this poem as a political treatise symbolizing Iranian cultural
resistance against three hundred years of Arab rule, a way to preserve
and define Iranian identity.33

Literature, then, represents the circulatory system for any culture. It
touches and shapes society, human life, and history.34 Consider the fol-
lowing passage from the Shahnameh that elegantly conveys the passion,
sorrow, and angst of not only a fallen hero, but also a fallen people. This
scene deals with Rostam, the story’s hero, who mortally wounds another
important heroic figure of the story, Sohrab. Where Rostam is older and
seasoned, Sohrad is younger and more of a risk taker.

“I brought this on myself, this is for me,
And Fate has merely handed you the key:
To my brief life: not you but heaven’s vault—
Which raised me and then killed me—is a fault.
Love for my father led me here to die.
My mother gave me signs to know him by,
And you could be a fish within the sea,
Or pitch black, lost in night’s obscurity,
Or be a star in heaven’s endless space,
Or vanish from the earth and leave no trace,
But still my father, when he knows I’m dead,
Will bring down condign vengeance on your head,
One from this noble band will take this sign
To Rostam’s hands, and tell him it was mine,
And say I sought him always, far and wide,
And that, at last, in seeking him, I died.”35
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QABUS NAMA—A MIRROR FOR PRINCES

Another major Persian work written around 1080, the Qabus Nama con-
cerns itself with proper conduct in various situations. The author, Kai
Ka’us ibn Iskandar ibn Qabus ibn Washmgir, wrote the book for his son
who would also be his successor as a kind of a manual on how to avoid
trouble, minimize risk, and reduce stress. As the translator, Reuben Levy,
of this text notes, “In essence it combines the functions of popular educa-
tor, manual of political conduct and text book of ethics, with expediency
as its motto.”36

In the preface of the Qabus Nama, the father tells his son that he has
wisdom to pass along that would help his son avoid the “crushing hand
of fate.” Because his time is limited as an old man, he instructs his son to
pay close attention to heed his words carefully. This is an example of
wisdom traveling through time, being passed from one generation to the
next.

I impart this to you out of paternal affection, so that before you are
crushed by the hand of fate you may read these words of mine with an
understanding eye, and benefitting from my counsel gain repute which
shall be good both in this world and the next.37

Adab, as I mentioned earlier, not only represents a specific kind of literary
genre and proper code of conduct, but also it is something that must be
practiced at all times, especially from an early age for those born of nobil-
ity.38 The socio–ethical and literary concepts of adab merged around the
ninth century, producing books of a didactic and encyclopedic nature
exhibiting more than just narrative of rules and guidelines.39

The Abbasid formula for adab literature, for example, typically incor-
porated verse, prose, anecdotes, or aphorisms from political, ethical, and
religious thought.40 Consider the following example from the Qabus
Nama in the section on romance and how to avoid temptation and resist
passion.41 It draws on a body of commonly established nomenclature and
hierarchy of virtues in Islamic morality whose roots extend even to Aris-
totle’s ethical works.42

However, some time later the Amir said to Abu’l-ʿAbbas ʿAlim, “I have
given this slave his freedom and granted him such-and-such a village. I
wish you to know this. Write title-deeds for him and ask the hand of a
chieftain’s daughter from the Town for him in marriage. Instruct him,
also, that he is to remain at home until his beard is grown and let him
then present himself before me.”43

As I mentioned earlier, these types of books take a didactic approach and
are characteristic of various kinds of miscellanies. The following excerpt
from the Qabus Nama gives a sort of job description for the secretary and
also draws on historical anecdotes to illustrate the point of how impor-
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tant the job of secretary really is and the proper conduct associated with
such a position.44

In such letters, rhymed prose is a sign of talent and is regarded with
great favour as an agreeable feature, whereas it is disapproved in let-
ters written in Persian, and much better omitted. Let all the language
you use be elevated, metaphorical, mellifluous and terse. It behooves
the secretary to be quick of perception, familiar with the mysteries of
the secretarial art and capable of appreciating the significance of allu-
sions.45

The point of works such as the Shahnameh or the Qabus Nama is quite
simple. One must be both spiritually and physically in shape.46 Namely,
depending on the specific period and the author’s background, courtly
virtues can take on various degrees of meaning.47

MISKAWAYH AND HIS COURTLY CIVIC HUMANISM

As I mentioned earlier, humanism in general—and Islamic humanism in
particular—confronts the Socratic question of how one should live. Re-
gardless of whether one is religiously motivated or not when confronting
such a question, as an individual, one still adamantly believes at some
level in the uniqueness of the human being, human freedom, and
transcendence.48 In other words, we have to reach beyond ourselves in
spite of our personal circumstances and proclaim that we are, indeed, in
the world but not necessarily of the world.49

Miskawayh’s humanism is as a kind of courtly civic humanism to
serve as a moral compass for those in troubled times. Furthermore, re-
garding transcendence, humanity needs the transcendental as both Chris-
tianity and Islam argue.50 After all, transcendentalism is our appeal to a
higher level of being where, as Gabriel Marcel explained, we find grace,
mercy, and charity.51

Miskawayh’s concept of courtly civic humanism belongs to a reality
that is a state of being rather than a constant process. It is here, within this
very reality, a reality of being, where he believed that we perfect our
techne biou—our art of life—and refine our understanding of God rather
than making gods of one another.52

Now, I discuss how Miskawayh’s three seminal works—al–Fauz
al–Asghar, Tajarib al–Umam, and Tahdhib al–Aklaq—form a type of courtly
civic humanism when read in toto. Each one of these works illustrates a
particular humanist property: his work on metaphysics, al–Fauz
al–Asghar, represents the materializing of self in the world, a metaphysical
understanding of reality and nature; his work on history, Tajarib
al–Umam, illustrates the encountering of self in the world, a history
wherein the moral lessons are to be found; and, his work on ethics, Tahd-
hib al–Aklaq, shows the defining of self in the world, a moral philosophy
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that focuses on the virtue of refining one’s character. As I mentioned
earlier, by reading these texts in this way, I believe it becomes more
apparent how intersubjectivity and transcendence play a crucial role in
linking these works together. Also, these works give us a larger picture of
how Miskawayh’s thinking developed as an historian, philosopher, and
an important intellectual thinker of his time.

Finally, I posit that these works are more than just examples of adab.
They represent Miskawayh’s response to what was going on around him
and an attempt to make us more aware of the struggles we each undergo
in understanding for ourselves the universal condition. Miskawayh’s
three works introduce us to an Islamic existentialist humanism wherein
Miskawayh strives to make us more conscious of the urgency in how to
live our lives and how we can find the truth both within ourselves and in
community—a truth which enveloped us from the moment of our crea-
tion.53

COURTLY CIVIC HUMANISM

Mediaeval Arab-Islamic and Iranian-Islamic humanism was what Gardet
referred to as a “palace humanism,” of the royal courts, of the privileged
urban elite, and a humanism that took on “supercilious attitudes towards
the Islamic religious sciences.”54 However, there also loomed in the fore-
ground another kind of humanism, namely an Islamic humanism with
closer ties to religion than its European Renaissance counterpart.55 This
particular Islamic humanism with its connections to religion gave rise to
an Islamic intellectual tradition with a strong religious bent which sought
to bring out and accentuate life’s meaning and purpose, namely life’s
value.

I propose that we could view Miskawayh’s work as an evolution of
his thought that went through three stages of similar to Kierkegaard’s
three stages of life through which a person passes to discover and be-
come a true self—aesthetic, ethical, and religious. Miskawayh took the
third stage, namely the religious, for granted and focused primarily on
the first two.56

More broadly, I propose that one could even use Kierkegaard’s stan-
dard three stages as a template upon which to study the emerging pat-
terns in the evolutionary development of Islamic society itself as it strove
to attain a religious identity by moving from the aesthetic to the ethical
stages respectively. Let us look briefly at the route Islam took to fulfill
itself in these three stages. This will provide us with an historical context
in which to situate Miskawayh. First, we consider Islam’s struggle to
emerge from the aesthetic stage as it wrestled with negotiating Qur’anic
ideals concerning egalitarianism, piety, and early Jahili values. Then we
will review briefly the Graeco-Islamic philosophical tradition—particu-
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larly metaphysics—that propelled Islamic society into the ethical and re-
ligious stages.

ISLAM’S STRUGGLE—THE AESTHETIC PERIOD

I see the aesthetic stage—to borrow the popular view of the first of the
three Kierkegaardian stages—as Islamic society trying to negotiate the
tension between Qur’anic ideals of egalitarianism and piety and those
Jahili values of kinship, honor and tribal loyalty. I believe this serves as a
good example representing the struggle with which one (either a person
or a state) wrestles to move from one stage to the next. Second, I examine
how these processes of negotiation manifested themselves in the forma-
tive period of Islam. In part two, I discuss those social, cultural, and
ethical issues that were at stake here. My point is that sometimes it is
never easy or tidy going from one stage to the other. If the religious stage
is our ultimate goal, then there are no shortcuts to holiness.

In early Islamic society, there existed a tension between Qur’anic
ideals of egalitarianism and piety on the one hand and Jahili values of
kinship, honor, and tribal loyalty on the other. The processes of negotiat-
ing this tension were intricately complicated and manifested themselves
in a variety of ways during the formative period of Islam. Of these pro-
cesses of negation, I focus on the issue of leadership, particularly with
respect to questions of succession.

Not surprisingly, a strain arose between pious egalitarianism and an-
cient hierarchical privilege. I agree with Afsaruddin on this point that the
“Quran’s insistence on individual righteousness and moral excellence”
undoubtedly made a strong and lasting impression on early Muslims. For
these early Muslims themselves were wrestling with the pre-Islamic val-
orization of lineage and tribal affiliation. One finds textual support for
this in Qur’anic verses 26:88–89, 2:124 et al. wherein merit earned
through personal piety ranked higher than merit through lineage, for
instance.

Next, the pre-Islamic notions of hasab and nasab came under scrutiny.
That is, Muslims interpreted the Qur’an as emphasizing one’s merits
earned through deeds and accomplishments. It is understandable, then,
why hasab (total of ancestors’ achievements) and nasab (one’s lineage) no
longer carried influence. This undoubtedly caused a strain between pious
egalitarianism and ancient hierarchical privilege. According to Marlowe,
beginning in the eighth century, socio-political developments further
modified this early egalitarian Islamic spirit by stripping away that Is-
lamic vision of its “social utopian goals and their subversive implica-
tions.”57

Ultimately, it seems to me that a primary manifestation of this negoti-
ation between Qur’anic egalitarianism and Jahili values was the tension,
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hinted at above, between one’s accrual of excellence by way of a blood
relationship to the Prophet and through individual exertion and perfor-
mance of meritorious deeds. For al-Jahiz, any plea to “blood relation-
ship” is problematic because it promotes an objectionable pride in one’s
lineage which in itself contravenes the Islamic spirit of egalitarianism.

In other words, if one appeals to his lineage, then he might use this to
absolve him from any lack of particular knowledge and deed. Further-
more, al-Jahiz emphasizes that the concept of imam categorically restricts
succession of the prophets who are pious—thus discounting the rele-
vance of lineage. He argued only the most morally excellent have a right
to lead. This is demonstrated in Muhammad’s delegating authority to
Abu Bakr thereby attesting to Abu Bakr’s leadership skills.

It seems that propinquity to the Prophet was a mark of great moral
excellence, as Afsaruddin and others have noted.58 Where egalitarians
tried to expand this definition, others tried to circumscribe it. This is
important, as Afsaruddin points out, because it is a question of moral
excellence and of legitimate leadership. Here, I present Afsaruddin’s ex-
planation. If one considers fadaꞌil literature, for example, one discovers
that ʿAli’s youth and lack of worldly experience counted against him
when compared to Abu Bakr’s seniority and greater worldly knowledge
and experience.

This distinction factored heavily in the early debates of succession. In
fact, one can cite Qur’anic support for Abu Bakr’s candidacy in those
verses highlighting personal piety over kinship. Personal piety is knowl-
edge of religious precepts accompanied by the wisdom to carry them out.
Yet, as Afsaruddin points out, Abu Bakr’s election actually followed tra-
dition. That is, without any prophetic directives, Muslims turned to their
“deeply ingrained Arab customs” for electing a leader.

To illustrate, consider Abu Bakr’s election. Technically speaking, his
election followed the traditionally honored custom of how a tribal leader
was selected, based on such criteria as age, superior knowledge, genea-
logical knowledge, personal qualities and high social standing. Based on
this, some may have considered Abu Bakr’s election as a recourse to Jahili
customs and therefore repugnant. As Afsaruddin again points out, the
codification of piety as the principle of social and religio–political organ-
ization centers around religious piety and its legitimizing function in the
early Muslim polity. One could understand how this might make the
nobility nervous because now Muslim converts from undistinguished
and unremarkable backgrounds could feel empowered because of the
Islamic egalitarianism that called into question those traditional notions
of leadership based on ethnicity and lineage.

Afsaruddin points out that after Muhammad’s death, there were two
competing pietistic and egalitarian views of leadership of the Muslim
polity. First, there existed an egalitarian Qur’anic vision of political and
social stewardship based on one’s “greater moral excellence” and valor-
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ization of certain ideals. Second, there was a more radical egalitarianism
premised on Qur’anic injunctions favoring personal piety and the “com-
mission of morally superior deeds above other considerations for a just
society.”

As Muslims diligently tried to work their way through this tension,
they soon discovered that crucial social, cultural, and ethical issues were
at stake. First, with respect to social issues, during the eighth and ninth
centuries, many social changes were taking place. For example, as Mar-
low notes, there was increasing ethnic and social diversity of Muslim
communities in the main urban centers.59 Additionally, there was the
emergence of new and more internally diverse elites, both military and
civil. Second, with respect to cultural issues, in the eighth century, there
was less emphasis placed on tribal identities. Also, Marlow points out
that a trend was beginning to form against the conflation of ethnic and
social status. Third, with respect to ethical issues, there existed the issue
of social discontent.

This social discontent had its chief support from the poor and peas-
ants—not to mention the fact that social grievances from various other
displaced groups also played a major role. Here, in the insurrectionary
movements of the late Umayyad and early Abbasid periods, one finds
egalitarianism front and center. In this historical context, according to
Marlow, egalitarian vocabulary quickly became associated with issues of
moral rectitude, and potential political opposition was thereafter used in
new and interesting ways. Marlow cites the example of Arab Muslims
who employed this vocabulary to assert their ethical claim for full inclu-
sion in the circles of the powerful.

Islamic egalitarianism brought with it one fundamental social change,
namely, a redefining of nobility. Surah 49:13, “The most noble of you in
the sight of God is the most pious.” This is the Qur’anic formula of
nobility and piety. This was to remind rulers, in particular, that they
would one day face God alone. Embedded in surah 49:13 are issues of
pre-eminence and ethnic/social interpretations of egalitarianism. What
ensued was a struggle over cultural orientation.

One cannot talk of cultural orientation without referring first to
shu’ubiyyah. This was a response by non-Arab Muslims to the privileged
states of Arabs within the ummah. Also, it was a response by Persian
Muslims to the growing Arabization of Islam in the ninth and tenth cen-
turies. This was a matter of preserving Persian culture and identity. They
passed themselves off as egalitarians because of their adoption of the new
standard equation of nobility with piety, viz., 49:13. Not surprisingly, this
produced a cultural antipathy between Iranians (and non-Arabs) and
Arabs. Al-Jahiz, for example, had an antipathy towards secretaries and
yet saw merchants of his time as a perpetuation of the egalitarian ideal.

In short, what was at stake was identity, that is, ethnic, social, and
cultural identity. For the initial phase of the conquests brought with it a
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radical social change among Arabs. Consequently, in the aftermath of the
conquests, Arabs witnessed differences in status among themselves. For
example, not everyone shared in the power and newly acquired wealth of
these conquests. Furthermore, during the early Umayyad period, these
perceived increased inequalities greatly escalated the tension. Kinship
was established as the main criterion for appointments, and tribal leaders
now acted as intermediaries in the official power structure.

Even Muslim philosophers had something to say on the issue. I am
speaking of hierarchy. Muslim philosophers proposed a social/political
hierarchy among men based on intellectual and spiritual aptitude. To
accomplish this, they stressed that there must exist a kind of mutual
cooperation for the survival of society. For it was this necessity of cooper-
ation that led to the formation of communities whereby each person was
responsible for the provisions of a single common need. One’s place in a
community, for example, was determined by one’s particular natural dis-
position. Some believed, in fact, that social stratification was divinely
ordained. This is to say that God has determined the various occupations
that people should adopt.

THE ETHICAL AND RELIGIOUS: ISLAM’S PHILOSOPHICAL BRIDGE

Islamic philosophy incorporates multi-dimensional aspects that all work
together to create a philosophical system that pumps an intellectual ener-
gy and life throughout the entire Islamic social structure. Beginning in
the tenth century, I propose that Islamic society entered the second and
third of the Kierkegaardian stages—namely the ethical and religious. For
Islamic social structure is unique because there are various layers
through which one has to dig in order to arrive at the right depth.

Just as one has to dig to great depths to retrieve coal in coal mines, for
example, so too one has to dig through the many “mines” that underpin
that vast landscape of Islamic social structure in order to retrieve those
precious bits of intellectual coal that will fuel Islamic society. For the most
part, aesthetic mines, ethical mines, and religious mines all require that
one dig with ideas. Undoubtedly, as history has shown, ideas can dig
deep through the cold bedrock of any fundamentalism or parochialism
upon which a society may rest, even mediaeval Islamic society. Oddly
enough, such a society rarely ever suspects or even notices this burrow-
ing that inevitably changes its very fabric. Yet, over time, all these have
come together in interesting ways thereby adding depth, texture, color,
and richness to this intellectual fabric in which the mediaeval Islamic
milieu wrapped itself.
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PHILOSOPHY IN A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL ISLAMIC CONTEXT

Where Western philosophy looks for infinity inward, Islamic philosophy
looks outward and asks, “Is there infinity outside ourselves?” For the
Islamic philosopher, the human consciousness can serve as the compass
of the unknown because it begins from a premise of certainty—unlike
Western philosophy which presumes that the human conscience begins
from a premise of doubt. Looking for infinity outward requires that Is-
lamic philosophy be multi-dimensional because each dimension of Islam
represents an important facet of Islamic philosophy itself. For only
through a union of these parts is the unity of the whole revealed. Thus,
one cannot properly understand the role of philosophy in Islam by only
studying one dimension of Islam. Furthermore, this multi-dimensional
aspect of Islam enables Islamic philosophy to look outside the human
agent for an infinity wherein resides Divinity, revelation, and the Divine
Intellect.

Three fundamental dimensions of Islam interconnect thereby forming
a network which in turn gives rise to three aspects of Islam—namely, the
Law, the Path, and the Truth. The Law (al-Shariah), the Path (al-tariqah),
and the Truth (al-al-haqiqah) orbit around Islam whose strong gravitation-
al pull shapes, controls, and influences the destinies of each. But just as
orbiting moons affect their parent planet, so too do these three moons of
Islam pull and tug on it as well. In essence, this is a symbiotic relationship
whereby they all exist in a kind of isochronal majesty. These orbiting
satellites—the Law, the Path, and the Truth—cling to Islam with an um-
bilicus made from faith (al-ihsan), submission (al-islam), and virtue (al-
iman). This umbilicus we refer to as the aspects of Islam as revealed to
humanity by Divine consent.

Philosophy exists on either one of two levels depending on the con-
text—secular humanism (i.e., characteristic of Western philosophy) and
divine transcendence (i.e., characteristic of Islamic philosophy). Where
the belief is that knowledge is acquired via the rational and sensuous
faculties to the exclusion of prophecy including divine intellect, we will
be hard-pressed to find any analog of this sort of philosophy manifesting
itself in Islam. Second, if we think of philosophy as a traditional philoso-
phy based instead on certainty instead of doubt (as is typical of Western
philosophy), and a philosophy wherein the Divine Intellect illuminates
the mind of a human being, then we do indeed have an Islamic philoso-
phy concerned with religion, logic, and the natural sciences. To mediae-
val Islamic philosophers, then, traditional philosophy served always as
the medium through which the truths of revelation are revealed and
discussed with rational and intellectual discourse.
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UNFOLDING OF THE RELIGIOUS

Around 641 A.D., the Arabs captured Alexandria in Egypt which had
been the cultural center of the Ancient world. With this capture, the Ar-
abs soon came into contact with the cultures of Greece and the Middle
East. This important seizing of Alexandria will set the stage for the influx
of Ancient Greek philosophical thought into early and mediaeval Islamic
theology. Let us begin first with a look at those pressing theological is-
sues with which early Islam wrestled in the seventh and eighth centuries.
Then, we will examine briefly those specific elements of Ancient Greek
philosophy that would inevitably shape mediaeval Islamic philosophy
and theology.

Ever since Islam’s inception as a major world religion in 622, Muslim
theologians wrestled with two complicated theological points around
which mediaeval and contemporary Islam still revolve, namely, free will
and predestination. Often referred to as a theological rationalist move-
ment, the Mutazilite movement represents the first articulate theological
movement in Islam. The Mutazilites took up two theological theses—
divine justice and divine unity.60

Recall that Islamic theology and law combine both spiritual and secu-
lar aspects of life. Islamic theology originated from a series of problems
arising from conditions both religious and political in nature. Hence, Is-
lam comprised elements of philosophy (i.e., reason) and theology (i.e.,
revealed truth). As Muslim philosophers saw it, reason can discover re-
vealed knowledge and the freedom of humanity, for example. Reason,
then, came to be viewed as a tool—not a tool to replace Islamic theologi-
cal doctrine and revealed knowledge, but rather a tool used for organiz-
ing revealed knowledge in a way more accessible to the human intel-
lect.61

For the Mutazilites, the notions of right or wrong were intrinsic qual-
ities of human actions and behavior. Note that this was the opposite of
the Ash’arites who claimed that God is not at all obligated, so whatever
He commands is by definition right, or whatever He prohibits is by defi-
nition wrong. According to Mutazilite theological interpretation, God
would punish or reward people according to their merits or demerits.
Moreover, they (i.e., Mutazilites) wholeheartedly rejected the concept of
intercession. This makes sense since they believed that human beings are
capable of both willing and doing. That is, we are responsible for the
choices we make, and thus we are held accountable for those choices.

Choices have consequences, and our salvation or damnation rests on
the consequences of those choices. Those choices that lead to conse-
quences that contravene God’s will damn us, whereas those choices that
through the benefit of revelation preserve our moral insights will gain us
salvation. In short, the Mutazilites are speaking of humanity’s reclama-
tion. Additionally, the Mutazilites took issue with the Ash’arites claim
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that nothing happens in the universe without God’s direct intervention
since God is the sole Agent in the universe. The reason for this is quite
simple because the Mutazilites were merely trying to relieve God of be-
ing responsible for evil in the world, thereby safeguarding His justice.

Now, by increasing magnification on specific Mutazilite theological
tenets, we will see shadows of Ancient Greek philosophy. To begin, Mu-
tazilites argued that God’s attributes (i.e., God’s accidents) are inseparable
from God’s essence. This philosophical claim, therefore, preserves God’s
unity. They divided God’s attributes into two groups—essential and ac-
tive.

As I mentioned earlier, Miskawayh combined elements of Platonic
idealism, Aristotelian ethics, and Islamic adab to create an existentialist
Islamic humanism that rests on an ethical system that emphasizes reason
as a tool to help us determine not only what we should do but also to
help us better understand who we are. I believe that he best illustrates
this in what I consider to be his three major works on metaphysics
(al–Fauz al–Asghar), on history (Tajarib al–Umam), and on ethics (Tahdhib
al–Akhlaq).

I already mentioned how Islam struggled through the aesthetic, ethi-
cal, and religious stages into order to develop into a true self—in this
case, Islam as a living, vibrant entity with a history, a moral code, and a
religious telos. On a smaller scale, Miskawayh constructs the same kind of
template for an individual person—that is, an individual self. Recall that
in the second part of al–Fauz al–Asghar, Miskawayh affirms the common-
ly held view that a human being possesses a soul that is immaterial with
two specific faculties to sense and interpret its own reality.62 The human
being comes to understand his place in the metaphysical scheme by nev-
er losing sight of his cause, namely God.

Next, the human being is situated in a historical context. That is, he is
a self among other selves in a linear and organic unfolding of cosmic time.
In human history, the self in interaction with other selves experiences a
kind of freedom of release and a tension of purpose simultaneously. The
historical subject will then optimally feel a symphony of triumph through
basic consciousness and transcendence. At this moment, he becomes
aware of his potential value as a spiritual self with others in community,
the individual himself remains subordinate to the larger community, his
link to history. It is through community that a sense of awareness of
history emerges for the individual thereby knitting individual and com-
munity together even more tightly.

In his Tajarib al–Umam, Miskawayh shows this entanglement of the
individual with community and how both contribute to history’s moral
and rational unfolding. By slowly untangling individual from commu-
nity, Miskawayh unearths for us a fundamental, namely, that each of us
is only free to the extent that others are free. Angst, boredom, and despair
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limit our freedom and even compromise our integrity as spiritual beings,
as Miskawayh so often alludes to throughout his Tajarib.

History serves as the canvas upon which the human being—a com-
posite of body and soul—emerges and exists in time as an historical being
with a pre-determined destiny set according to God’s plan. Here, in his
Tajarib, Miskawayh brings together history and ethics intimately through
real life examples to supplement his ethics, Tahdhib al–Akhlaq, and to
serve as illustrations for those theoretical moral traits he outlines in his
ethics.63 Recall that Miskawayh was more concerned with motives
underlying events than with the events themselves. Moreover, Miskaw-
ayh emphasized the fact that history offers us a place to turn to enrich
ourselves morally so that we might be more conscious of our moral obli-
gations and of efficiency.64

As an inheritor of the Iranian tradition of wisdom-literature and the
ethico-political ideas of the Greek philosophers, Miskawayh undoubtedly
considered historical situations from a different perspective, nay, on a
different level whereby groups of facts unique to a specific period link
moral features.65 This means that Miskawayh thought of history as a
kind of moral compass, a special kind of tool, for judging the behaviors of
men from a moral perspective.

From an Islamic humanist perspective, history is a form of adab be-
cause it enlightens and educates. However, there is more to history than
facts or good literature as we learned from Miskawayh’s Tajarib al–Umam.
I am suggesting that Miskawayh’s notion of courtly civic humanism is
not only a matter of education but also incorporates a well-rounded ap-
proach to understanding and appreciating the world.

His work on history, for example, takes the subject of history one step
further by relating it to transcendence to reiterate the point that as human
beings, we are responsible for the choices we make. History when com-
bined with ethics teaches us that the choices we make have moral impli-
cations and affects—for better or worse—the universal human condition.

History is both a subject of study of the past and a study of morality.
Essentially, history is really nothing more than a study of the human
condition. Moreover, history is a stage on which all human passions are
acted out—greed, love, envy, materialism, and a quest for power. Men
choose to act on these passions when they “let loose with a mortal vio-
lence ceaselessly compromising without the victory of the good, acting
against the will of the sages.”66

MISKAWAYH AND HUMANIST

In his Tahdhib, Miskawayh’s primary purpose is to explore the nature of
human character and how to refine it.67 He believes that two types of
human character exist: (1) natural and originating in our temperament
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and (2) acquired by habit and self-training.68 Moreover, character is a
state of the soul causing the soul to act “without thought or delibera-
tion.”69 Recall that Miskawayh has already explored the nature of the
soul in his work on metaphysics, al–Fauz al–Aghar. He established that
the soul is not a body, an accident, nor a disposition but rather a sub-
stance subsiding per se and immortal.70 Thus, metaphysically speaking,
my character is intimately tied to my soul. In Miskawayh’s context, this
relationship constitutes my absolute character, to borrow Sartre’s language.
Yet my absolute character can be refined, so to speak, for the purposes of
not only being a better person but also becoming more conscious of the
person I really am and that to some existent I am responsible for my own
existence. On this point, I think that Sartre and Miskawayh would agree
that we are what we make ourselves, and this is the essence of subjectiv-
ity and the first principle of existentialism itself.71

For Miskawayh, there can be no universe except a God-centered uni-
verse, a virtuous universe whereby virtue promises happiness, peace,
and a relationship with divinity. As Miskawayh alluded to indirectly in
his ethics, to move towards refining one’s character is none other than a
move towards virtue itself. On this point, one hears the echo of Epictetus.

And if this is the promise that virtue makes to us—the promise to
produce happiness and peace and calm, surely progress toward virtue
is progress toward each of these. For to whatever end the perfection of
a thing leads, to that end is progress an approach.72

This bigger picture, I offer, also anticipates the importance of the role of
transcendence in Islamic mysticism in general, and in Miskawayh’s
works in particular as I discussed above. Yet transcendence in the mysti-
cal sense requires a striving toward divinity which motivates the individ-
ual to transcend his own subjectivity, an intra-personal subjectivity inte-
grating both the conscious and the spiritual. An Islamic mystic would
argue that we are in constant need of transcendence because this is per-
haps the primary way we comprehend a reality of ourselves and others
by contemplating and transcending to the reality of God.73 This is why
Miskawayh’s understanding of transcendence is important because it an-
ticipates the main ingredients found in the mystical tradition of Islam. I
believe that this is a reasonable claim because medieval Islamic philoso-
phers to some extent are members of the same spiritual family as the
Sufis because both are seeking the attainment of ultimate knowledge.74

It did not take too long before the intellect (al–’aql) of the philosophers
became identified with the ruh al–qudus, the Holy Spirit and the angels
of the religious universe with the intelligences of the philosophers. Nor
must one forget that some Sufis were given the title of Ibn Aflatun,
literally the son of Plato.75
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I contend that if we read what I consider to be Miskawayh’s three pri-
mary works more closely, we will discover that Miskawayh is introduc-
ing us to deeper cosmological and ethical realities that went a long way to
fertilize the soil for a developing Islamic mysticism which would thrive
for centuries thereafter. Sufism, for example, teaches us how to recognize
the Real and how to bring alive into the world the potentialities of the
noetic faculty that we each possess.76 I am suggesting that Miskawayh
had a rapport with a certain dimension of Islamic esotericism that
stemmed not only from his Persian heritage but also from his experience
with Greek philosophy, alchemy, and dabbling in astrology.

By Miskawayh’s time, the pervading ethos was Islamic, and the oper-
ating dictum reflected the evolving Islamic humanistic outlook, namely,
that man is the symbol of existence.77 Rather than focus entirely on the
hereafter as did the Christians around this same time (i.e., ca. tenth cent.
on), Muslims sought a more balanced perspective, teaching that both
worlds actually mattered.78 In this environment, it is not surprising that
adab flourished. As he matured into an historian and philosopher, Mis-
kawayh would soon align his work with the tides of mysticism, esoteri-
cism, and humanistic philosophy that all worked together to help one
transcend his own subjectivity in favor of that of the divine. Miskawayh’s
attitude that moral philosophy also contains a spiritual and existential
sense above the literary–historical snakes its way throughout his three
primary works.

MISKAWAYH AND HIS TIMES—A CRITICAL RESPONSE

Up to this point, I have considered Miskawayh in the context of the larger
Islamic philosophical tradition and suggested that his three major works
ask the same types of questions and exhibit characteristics common to
existentialism. Additionally, I propose that Miskawayh’s three major
works on metaphysics, history, and ethics represent his responses to
what he was witnessing during his life.

For Miskawayh, starting his metaphysics with God only made sense
because God is the source of creation and the aim of transcendence. In
other words, God must be knowable so that we can transcend our own
human subjectivity into that of the divine. His Tajarib al–Umam on an-
other level was a response to the moral corruption and decay of the state
and its leaders. During the Abbasid period, though patrons of the sci-
ences and scholarship, the Barmakids, a powerful Persian family in Bagh-
dad at the time, themselves fell victim to corruption, and became dis-
tracted by power.79 Marshall Hodgson referred to the Barmakids as “the
big spenders of Baghdad.”80

During Miskawayh’s time, the substructure of the Abbasid caliphate
began to develop cracks in its foundation and weaken. The centralized
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government was on a decline, and new military warlords and adminis-
trative elites began to carve out niches for themselves. As I mentioned
earlier, the cancer of social and economic decay had begun to infect soci-
ety morally and spiritually. Despite scientific and intellectual achieve-
ments of the tenth and eleventh centuries, moral and political crises con-
tinued to erode any type of Islamic social reform. For Miskawayh, then,
history became a mode of criticism whose form largely derived from
moral and political philosophy sprinkled throughout adab literature and
the intelligentsia of the tenth century.81

Finally, Miskawayh’s Tahdhib al–Aklaq is his response to secular hu-
manism. That is to say that there were two dimensions to Islamic human-
ism—one religious, the other cultural.82 At stake for Miskawayh is the
human condition. We must rise above the secular and seek the divine. On
this point, Miskawayh turns to Aristotle for support.

But we must not follow those who advise us, being men, to think of
human things, and, being mortal, of mortal things, but must, so far as
we can, make ourselves immortal, and strain every nerve to live in
accordance with the best thing in us; for even if it be small in bulk.83

Miskawayh would agree that humanity needs to rediscover itself. He is
perhaps more hopeful than later philosophers. Through community and
friendly association, humanity has it within itself to better itself because it
is social by nature. With God’s help, humanity can transcend itself to
encounter God more intimately and communally. As Miskawayh says,
God already instilled within each of us the gift or blessing to do so.
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Epilogue

Miskawayh was an advocate of the intellectually cultivated and refined
life with a strong religious bent. Though he was not a major innovator
necessarily, he is still someone worth listening to. The Buwayhid period
during which Miskawayh lived determined the philosophical and intel-
lectual shape and course of his life. He saw and seized what he wanted
for his own personal and scholarly ends. He had a good sense of who he
was and what he needed for his subject matter. One can find instances of
this in his Tajarib al-Umam, informed in part by his unprecedented access
as librarian to state archives. T. S. Eliot once pointed out that in the
writings of Tennyson, three fundamental qualities, very rarely found to-
gether except in some of the most skilled and important of writers, coex-
isted at the same time—abundance, variety, and complete competence. I
propose that these three fundamental qualities exist simultaneously in
Miskawayh’s work as well.

Miskawayh was well educated and a respected scholar in his time. He
is abundant. His Tajarib al-Umam (Experiences of Nations) contains nu-
merous and carefully detailed historical accounts—a good many of
which he had firsthand knowledge of as a librarian and member of the
court. Dabbling in everything from alchemy to metaphysics, moral phi-
losophy, and history, Miskawayh is widely eclectic as the interesting
asides and anecdotes in his Tajarib al-Umam illustrate. Finally, he demon-
strated complete competence as he incorporated and fused together phil-
osophical thoughts from Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, and the Neoplaton-
ists that helped him to develop a moral philosophy, a kind of moral
therapy necessary for the preservation of the soul. Doing so enriched not
only his moral philosophy, but also helped him to develop a theory of
happiness richly textured and deceptively elegant.

At last, we have arrived at Miskawayh’s theory of happiness—the
common theme that I believe links all his works together. Pulling every-
thing together, we can now think of Miskawayh’s theory of happiness—
his pursuit of happiness—as a composite of three strains: (1) a mystical
Plotinian strain found, as Fakhry pointed out, in experiential and vision-
ary terms; (2) the obvious Aristotelian strain in which his discussion of
happiness aligns nicely with the Nichomachean Ethics, Bk. X, 7; and (3) a
third strain which Fakhry calls a “realistic and dualistic” strain that is
totally Aristotelian and the most removed from the Platonism which
served as the foundation for Miskawayh’s ethics.1
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Dealing with a historical figure such as Miskawayh poses two chal-
lenges: Do we situate him within his own time frame and leave it there,
or should we try to introduce wider considerations thereby linking Mis-
kawayh with more modern or universal themes? I opted for the former
not only to introduce the reader to Miskawayh in his own historical con-
text but also to provide the reader a general account of Miskawayh as a
whole. Miskawayh was more than just a philosopher after all. He was an
adab thinker and historian.

I hope that the reader will come away with a better understanding
and appreciation of the many facets of Miskawayh—a thinker, a histo-
rian, and a codifier of the science of adab, a major cultural force at the
time. Miskawayh is such an interesting figure that I wanted to bring as
many pieces of his works together in one place so that we all can better
understand why his ideas are important and relevant to the study of
Islamic philosophy. In the end, I believe that Miskawayh simply wanted
to teach us how to create lives worthy of human beings.

Miskawayh’s courtly civic humanism was his attempt to show how
one could obtain what ancient philosophers referred to as the good life—
consisting of happiness, virtues, and reason. Miskawayh shows us that at
the center of this good life is nothing more than happiness. This happi-
ness promotes human flourishing in community, complete satisfaction
with one’s situation, and perhaps most importantly a sense of fulfillment.
At the core of Miskawayh’s moral philosophy, there exists this organic
connection between living morally and being genuinely happy. In short,
happy people are moral people, and vice versa. Miskawayh’s history,
from which he mined moral lessons, underpins his moral philosophy. If
we read history carefully, we too can learn the meanings of virtues such
as courage, justice, temperament, and prudence, for example. These will
provide us necessary paradigms on how to live virtuously, which in the
end is the same as living morally, according to Miskawayh. Finally, in
good Aristotelian fashion, Miskawayh argued that the good life would
not be the good life without human reason, one of the main ingredients.
We need reason to grasp truthfully the way things exist in reality. We
need reason in order to incorporate virtues into our own habitus so that
we have some control over the sorts of persons we want to become.

As an adab thinker, a philosopher, a historian, a humanist, Miskawayh
continues to remind us that we too can be a moral compass in the turbu-
lent times of the twenty-first century. He reminds us that everyone has
some sort of morality in a descriptive sense—that is, identifiable ways
they choose to live out their lives. However, some moralities are better
than others. This is why he offers us a normative moral theory in his
Refinement of Character. Along with Socrates, Miskawayh also believes
that the moral life is the good life. Yet, the happiest of all is the virtuous
life. The takeaway from Miskawayh, then, is not simply how to live, but
rather how to live well. Good morals save us from ourselves.
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NOTES

1. Majid Fakhry, Ethical Theories in Islam (New York: E. J. Brill, 1994), 123.
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